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Abstract

This is a master thesis, done as a part of the ongoing research projects ”Vattenvägen 365”
and ”LightIce - Light weight marine vessels operating in brash Ice”. This work is a study of
the design of a high speed craft, intended for use in the public transportation network in the
Stockholm area. Emphasis is put on investigating the consequences of the ice conditions in
the area during winter. The work is primarily done as a case study, based on the design of
a high speed passenger vessel, intended to navigate in ice. The ice conditions considered are
light ice conditions, like brash ice and thin ice sheets. In connection with the high speed craft
design, work is done on the e↵ect of the choice of material concept. The scope of the work is
as follows. To look into the existing literature on the topics of ice loads on high speed crafts
and the use of lightweight materials in the construction of ice-going vessels. Create an initial
design of a high speed craft suitable for passenger transportation in the Stockholm area. Gain
insight into the ice loading on a high speed craft, and looking into the use of composite and
lightweight materials.

A literature review on literature related to ice loading of high speed crafts is done. A vessel
is brought into the initial design stage, basing the design on a operational profile developed for
a suggested route for commuter transportation in the Stockholm area. This high speed craft
is used as a basis for comparison of di↵erent methods for estimation of ice loading. Testing
is planned to investigate the ice loading of high speed crafts, based on the operational profile
and vessel design. In connection with testing, a loading scenario is created by estimating
the expected maximum ice thickness during a winter in the intended area of operation, an
impact scenario is defined and work is done with regards to estimation of ice floe size and
modelling of the impact between the vessel under normal operational conditions and an ice
floe. For the testing, full scale hull panels are designed in four di↵erent materials, both metal
and composite. Testing is planned using the defined loading and the designed hull panels.

The thesis serves as a basis for conducting further research into the topic of ice loading of
high speed crafts.
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f Distance from propulsive force vector to centre of gravity, measured normal to keel
line, positive upwards, see figure 5.11 and equation (5.45) Unit: [m]

FL Lift force, see equation (5.54) Unit: [N ]

ff Distance from centre of friction resistance to centre of gravity, measured normal to
keel line, positive upwards, see figure 5.11 and equation (5.46) Unit: [m]

g Gravitational acceleration Unit: [m/s2]

Lc Wetted length of the chine, see figure 5.12 Unit: [m]

Lk Wetted length of the keel, see figure 5.12 and equation (5.52) Unit: [m]

Lcp Longitudinal centre of pressure, see figure 5.11 and equation (5.60)
Unit: [m]

LCG Longitudinal centre of gravity of the vessel Unit: [m]
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M Total moment or residual moment, see equation (5.41) Unit: [Nm]

m Mass of the vessel Unit: [m]

Mf Moment from thrust and resistance, see equation (5.43) Unit: [Nm]

Mh Moment from mass and lift, see equation (5.42) Unit: [Nm]

N Pressure force, normal to hull bottom, see figure 5.11 Unit: [N ]

Rf Friction resistance on hull bottom, see figure 5.11 and equation (5.47)
Unit: [N ]

Rn Reynolds number, see equation (5.49)

Sw Wetted surface, see equation (5.53) Unit: [m2]

T Propulsive force, from propulsion system, see figure 5.11 Unit: [N ]

V Vessel speed Unit: [m/s]

V CG Vertical centre of gravity of the vessel Unit: [m]
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Section 5.3, Modelling ice-structure interaction

! Angular velocity of ice floe Unit: [rad/s]

⇢i Density of the ice Unit: [kg/m3]

⇢w Density of the sea water Unit: [kg/m3]

a
Pitch

Length, see figures 5.16b and 5.17 Unit: [m]

ARPitch
Pitch added mass reference area Unit: [m2]

Cm Added mass coe�cient

CmPitch
Pitch added mass coe�cient

E Total Impact energy Unit: [j]

E! Energy in impact in rotation Unit: [j]

Ex Energy in impact in the x-direction Unit: [j]

Ez Energy in impact in the z-direction Unit: [j]

H Ice thickness, height of the ice floe Unit: [m]

h Submerged height of the ice floe, see equation (5.62) Unit: [m]

Ia Added moment of inertia due to the water Unit: [kgm2]

Ii Moment of inertia of the ice floe Unit: [kgm2]

lb Breaking length, diameter of the ice floe Unit: [m]

ma Added mass, in general Unit: [kg]

me Equivalent mass of the ice floe in the impact Unit: [kg]

mi Mass of the ice floe Unit: [kg]

maHeave Added mass, in heave Unit: [kg]

maStrip Added mass of a strip of the ice-floe. The strip is illustrated on figure 5.17
Unit: [kg/m]

maSurge Added mass, in surge Unit: [kg]

ux Ice floe velocity in the x-direction Unit: [m/s]

uz Ice floe velocity in the z-direction Unit: [m/s]

Vi Impact velocity normal to the impacted panel Unit: [m/s]

VR Reference volume Unit: [m3]

vx x-component of impact velocity normal to the impacted panel Unit: [m/s]

vz z-component of impact velocity normal to the impacted panel Unit: [m/s]

x x-coordinate on ice floe, see figure 5.17 Unit: [m]
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List of terms and abbreviations

95% confidence interval The value for which there is a 95% probability that a value drawn
from the statistical distribution will be smaller. v, vii, 47–49

brash ice An ice cover consisting of smaller pieces of floating ice, as for example the remains
of an ice sheet broken by an ice breaker. 8

breaking length The length for which a level ice sheet is expected to develop radial cracks
and therefore the expected cross section length of an ice floe. 39, 51, 52

characteristic length A length for an ice sheet, depending on thickness and material prop-
erties. Defined in equation (5.31). 52

chine An edge running along the hull of a vessel. Commonly found on high speed craft where
the chine separates the V-bottom and the sides of the hull. 80

deadweight The weight of cargo and consumables, In this case fuel, water, and passengers.
ix, 2, 28, 29

displacement The total weight of the vessel. ix, 28

DNV-GL Det Norske Veritas - Germanischer Lloyd. xvii, 79, 83, 90

DNV-GL HSLC code The Det Norske Veritas - Germanischer Lloyd (DNV-GL) High
Speed Light Craft code is the rules for classifications of high speed crafts and light
crafts to DNV-GL class. iii, vii, 39, 80–84, 86, 87, 104

DNV-GL Ships for Navigation in Ice code The DNV-GL Ships for Navigation in Ice
code is the rules for classifications of hips with the special service and type / additional
class meant to cover navigation in ice under DNV-GL class. ii, vii, 5, 31–33, 35, 37, 77,
79, 104

dynamic draught The draught of a vessel at a specific time. Mostly used in connection
with high speed crafts. 39

GA General Arrangement plan. 22

high speed craft A vessel intended to operate at high speeds. See section 3.1.2 for defini-
tion. 5, 15



xviii List of terms and abbreviations

ice floe A piece of floating ice, smaller than a ice berg. 39, 40, 43, 51, 52, 59, 99

ice sheet A large piece of ice covering a body of water. A level ice sheet is an ice cover on
a body of water with even thickness. xii, 9, 39, 40, 51, 52, 56, 59

ITTC ’57 correlation line . 63

keel The keel of high speed craft is the lowest point on the hull at the centreline, which is
the bottom of the V. 80

LCG Longitudinal Centre of Gravity. 23

light ice conditions Light ice conditions are in this thesis defined as thin level ice sheets,
brash ice, and broken channels. 39

lightweight The weight of the vessel without consumables and cargo. Including weight of
the structure, the weight of the machinery, and the outfitting weight. ix, 2, 28

Matlab Numerical computing environment developed by MathWorks. Includes many built-
in functions for e�cient, precise and easy computing. 47, 52, 62, 65, 67

mean The statistical mean value. Average or expected value: x =
Pn

i=1 xi

n . v, vii, 47–49

median The statistical median value. The middle value of a dataset sorted from lowest to
highest: P (x  x̃) = P (x � x̃) = 1

2

. v, vii, 47–49

mode The mode of a statistical data set. The value that appears most often in a set of data.
v, vii, 47–49

mush ice An ice cover consisting of very small pieces of floating ice resembling slush. 8

O.S. Outline Specification. vii, 22, 27

rubble ice An ice cover consisting of small pieces of floating ice. similar to brash ice but
smaller pieces. 8

Savitsky’s method A method for estimating the hydrodynamics of a planning hull. Pre-
sented in [Savitsky, 1964] and refined in [Savitsky and Brown, 1976]. iv, vii, xiii, 34, 35,
39, 61, 66

SI units Units used in the International System of Units, modern form of the metric system.
vii, 45, 46

SMHI Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute. 43, 47

strain rate In compressive ice load testing, it is the rate (speed) of compression. 9

the passenger vessel High speed craft used in the thesis, designed in section 3.2. 39, 40,
51, 52, 66, 79, 80

trim angle The angle between the angle between z = 0 in the vessel coordinate system and
the waterline at a specific time. 39



Chapter 1

Introduction and objectives

This master thesis is performed as a part of the ongoing research projects ”Vattenvägen 365”
and ”LightIce - Light weight marine vessels operating in brash Ice”.

1.1 Introduction

This work is a study of the design of a high speed craft, intended for use in the public trans-
portation network in the Stockholm area. Emphasis is put on investigating the consequences
of the ice conditions in the area during winter. The work is primarily performed as a case
study, based on the design of a high speed passenger vessel, intended to navigate in ice. The
ice conditions considered are light ice conditions, like brash ice and thin ice sheets. In con-
nection with the high speed craft design, work is done in connection with the e↵ect of the
choice of material concept. The scope of the work is to study the existing literature on the
topics of ice loads on high speed crafts and the use of lightweight materials in the construc-
tion of ice-going vessel, create an initial design of a high speed craft suitable for passenger
transportation in the Stockholm area, gain insight into the ice loading on a high speed craft,
and looking into the use of composite and lightweight materials.

High speed crafts are commonly used in passenger transportation. In some areas for longer
crossings, and in other areas as a part of the public transportation network. As an example
of a need for waterborne passenger transportation, the city of Stockholm is partially located
in an archipelago and water transportation is therefore an important option to consider when
looking at the public transportation network. The other options, as busses and trains travel
at high speeds, which makes it necessary for a vessel competing in this context to keep travel
time down and therefore a need to keep the speed up. High speed crafts are very weight
sensitive, meaning that the power requirements increase rapidly with the weight. This is a
problem for most types of cargo, but passengers on foot are very low weight, which means
that high speed crafts in general could be a good solution for daily commuter tra�c. In some
areas there are seasonal problems with ice and winter conditions. When having a vessel in
operation, it is a large problem if the vessel has to be taken out of service. One thing is
that the owner/operator will be taking a loss during the down period, but unstable operation
can damage the operation all year, since customers prefer stable options. With increased
focus on development in arctic areas and arctic technology, this focus is very relevant for the
times. It is especially important to choose the correct material concept when designing high
speed crafts, because they are so weight sensitive. This becomes even more important when
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designing vessels for transportation of passengers on foot, because the deadweight of such a
vessel is much smaller than the lightweight, and the structural weight is therefore a large part
of the total weight.

This project is scenario based. Even though the work and conclusions are sought to be
as general as possible, the work will be performed on the basis of a specific vessel design.
Information on ice loading on high speed vessels and ice loads on composite materials is
gathered through a literature review. The findings will be presented. A high speed passenger
vessel for the Stockholm commuter network will be designed. This is done on the basis of
an operational profile derived from the ”Vattenvägen 365” research. An investigation into
the ice loading on high speed crafts is done, using the information gathered in the literature
review. Based on the vessel designs, panels are designed and testing is planned, to compare
the strength of the di↵erent panels and to gain insight into ice loading on high speed crafts.
The work is summarised, discussed, and conclusions are drawn. Finally further research will
be suggested.

1.2 Objectives

The goal of this thesis is to look into the use of high speed passenger vessels in connection
with commuter tra�c in the Stockholm area. In this operational area there can be issues
with ice during the winter, meaning that one of the barriers faced is to ensure safe navigation
in ice covered waters with a high speed passenger craft. This is only one of the barriers faced,
but there is a significant focus on that barrier in this thesis.

The objectives of the thesis can be split up into four major parts:

• Literature review focusing on ice-loading of high speed crafts and the use of composite
materials in the design of ice-going vessels

• High speed craft design capable of operating as a part of the Stockholm commuter
network, based on an operational profile from the new proposed routes in Stockholm

• Comparison of methods for estimating ice-loading on high speed crafts

• Preparations for testing of hull panels from the vessel designed

Literature review A literature review shall be done in order to gain insight into the general
behaviour of ice and the properties of ice, along with insight into ice loading of high speed
crafts and the use of composite materials in ice strengthening.

• General information on ice properties

• General information on ice mechanichs

• Information on ice loading of high speed crafts

• Information on ice loading of composite materials
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Vessel design Based on the work performed in the research project ”Vattenvägen 365”,
new commuter routes in the Stockholm area are being considered by the authorities. An
operational profile for a vessel that is a part of the commuter network shall be created, on
the background of these new routes. From the operational profile, the initial design of a high
speed passenger vessel shall be done.

• An operational profile for a passenger vessel operating year-round in the Stockholm area
on a specific route

• An initial vessel design of aforementioned vessel, based on the operational profile

Ice loading comparison A comparison of available methods for estimation of ice loading
on a high speed craft shall be done, including findings from the literature review. This will
result in a better understanding of the ice loading on a high speed craft and the usability of
the available methods.

• Presentation of available methods for estimation of ice loading on a high speed craft

• Comparison and evaluation of the available methods
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Preparations for hull panel testing In order to gain insight into ice loading of high
speed crafts and in connection with the ongoing research project ”LightIce - Light weight
marine vessels operating in brash Ice”, a scenario based ice load test is designed. It is not
within the scope of this thesis to carry out the testing, but the testing scenario is developed
and the inputs for the testing is defined.

The testing is based on a specific scenario. The scenario is normal operation of the vessel
designed in this thesis in ice conditions realistic in the area of operation. This means that the
ice conditions in the area must be defined, the load case and load scenarios must be defined,
and testing based on this scenario must be planned.

The purpose of the testing is to gain insight into ice loading on high speed crafts and the
e↵ect of the material concept. With regards to the influence of material concept, especially
lightweight structures are of interest. This includes aluminium and composite material con-
cepts. The testing is to be carried out in full scale, on panels designed for the vessel designed
here, in di↵erent material concepts.

• Define the load case

– Defining the ice conditions in the area of operation

– Define a load case based on operation and ice conditions

– Create a loading scenario

– Derive testing loads from the loading scenario

• Design hull panels

– Steel hull panel

– Aluminum hull panel

– Glass fibre single skin hull panel

– Carbon fibre sandwich hull panel

• Define testing



Chapter 2

Literature review

The purpose of this literature review is to find information on interaction between ice and
high speed crafts and the e↵ect of ice loading on high speed crafts. This includes information
on ice properties, ice loads, the e↵ect of material concepts, and how to handle the light weight
of a high speed craft with regards to ice loads.

Rules for classification of ships intended to navigate in ice already exist. In the context
of this project these rules are not valid, since the rules are experience based and developed
for displacement vessels that are significantly larger and heavier than the high speed craft
studied in this project. Larger and heavier vessels might encounter di↵erent ice loads due to
the lower impact velocity, higher inertia, and potentially di↵erent ice conditions.

The DNV-GL Ships for Navigation in Ice code is considered known, and therefore not
included in the literature review, but used as a basis for determining search criteria and
evaluating literature. In these rules, the expected ice loads on a ship is determined using an
empirical formulation, developed on the basis of ship size, engine power, and expected area
of operation. These relations are formed on the basis of larger displacement vessels and with
a certain type of operation in mind. It is important to look into the e↵ect of vessel speed,
vessel size, ice conditions, and the operation of the vessel.

The vessel for which the ice loading is to be determined is light weight, traveling at high
speeds, in light ice conditions. Light ice conditions meaning brash ice and thin ice sheets.

In the DNV-GL ice class rules, the engine power is used as a determining factor, since it
is expected to limit the vessels ice breaking capability. This could be misguiding for a high
speed craft, since it has considerably more engine power compared to vessel size for ice free
operation, than a large displacement vessel.

2.1 Search parameters and literature search

Ice properties are important for the understanding of the behaviour of ice and therefore
important when estimating ice loading. Ice-structure interaction is important for the under-
standing of the failure modes of ice and therefore provide knowledge on the types of loads
the vessel is expected to experience. Literature on ice loading is essential, to understand how
ice loading is currently handled and to understand the use and limitation of existing models.
Since composite materials are not traditionally used in the construction of ice-going vessels,
it is important to acquire knowledge of the e↵ect of using composite materials. The current
ice class rules are meant for use on vessels traveling at significantly slower speeds than the
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high speed craft in this project and the e↵ect of impact velocity on ice loading is therefore
important to consider. The high speed craft in this project is significantly lighter than the
vessels for which the ice class rules are intended. Therefore the di↵erent dynamic behaviour
of the system could influence the ice loading on the vessel. Since the high speed craft in this
project is expected to be designed using di↵erent material concepts with di↵erent sti↵nesses,
the e↵ect of structural sti↵ness on ice loading is important to investigate.

Literature included in the review should concern one of the following topics:

• Ice properties

• Ice-structure interaction

• Ice loading

• Use of composite material in ice strengthening

• E↵ect of impact velocity

• E↵ect of inertia or structural weight

• E↵ect of structural sti↵ness

Literature that provides an understanding of or an insight into any of the topics above
are included in the literature review. If literature does not seem to provide any insight useful
in the context of this project, it is excluded without mention.

The literature search has been carried out in three phases. First literature known by the
author and provided by professor Magnus Burman was collected. Secondly this literature was
supplemented by an internet based search on related topics. Thirdly the author contacted
leading researchers in the field of ice mechanics and informally interviewed them on any
existing literature related to the topics. These conversations resulted in additional literature,
mainly provided by professor Sören Ehlers.

The three stages of the literature search turned out to have a significant overlap in the
articles found. This is conceived as an indicator that the literature found in this search is
representative of the research made in this field. It is found that much of the literature is
written by a few research groups. This is seen from the reappearing authors, on many of the
articles.

The literature found in the literature search, used in the literature review, are listed
in table 2.1. The literature is sorted by time, to give insight into the development of the
knowledge in the field and provide a quick overview of the literature found. The literature
found provides extensive material on the properties of ice, ice structure interaction, and the
failure mechanics of ice under loading. There is also a satisfying amount of knowledge on ice
loading of larger vessels, but very little on the ice loading of smaller vessels. Some literature
was found on ice loading of composite structures, but little research has been conducted in
this field.
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Table 2.1: A list of the articles found in the literature search, sorted by year of publication

Year Title Author Ref.

1985
Resistance to ship-hull motion
through brash ice

Takamune Kitazawa,
Robert Ettema

[Kitazawa and Et-
tema, 1985]

1986
Model tests on ice-rubble size and
ship resistance in ice-rubble

Robert Ettema,
Masakatsu Matsuishi,
Takamune Kitazawa

[Ettema et al., 1986]

1990
Compressive strength of sea ice
sheets

G. W. Timco,
R. M. W. Frederking

[Timco and Frederk-
ing, 1990]

1993
Local contact pressures in ship/ice
and structure/ice interactions

D.M. Masterson,
R.M.W. Frederking

[Masterson and
Frederking, 1993]

1996
Sandwich structures under ice load-
ing - Theoretical and experimental
investigations

Jukka Tuhkuri [Tuhkuri, 1996]

1996
Semi-empirical evaluation of long
term ice loads on a ship hull

Pentti Kujala [Kujala, 1996]

1998
Medium-scale indentation tests on
sea ice at various speeds

Devinder S. Sodhi,
Takahiro Takeuchi,
Naoki Nakazawa,
Satoshi Akagawa,
Hiroshi Saeki

[Sodhi et al., 1998]

2000 Research trends in ice mechanics John P. Dempsey [Dempsey, 2000]

2001
Crushing failure during ice-
structure interaction

Devinder S. Sodhi [Sodhi, 2001]

2001
Mechanics of ice-structure interac-
tion

Ian J. Jordaan [Jordaan, 2001]

2010
A review of the engineering proper-
ties of sea ice

G. W. Timco,
W.F Weeks

[Timco and Weeks,
2010]

2010
Local design pressures for structures
in ice: Analysis of full-scale data

Rocky S. Taylor,
Ian J. Jordaan,
Chuanke Li,
Denise Sudom

[Taylor et al., 2010]

2013
Adressing localized assault loads in
composite craft design

M Razola,
J Kuttenkeuler,
A Rosén

[Razola et al., 2013]

2013
Model-scale-ice - Part A: Experi-
ments

Rüdiger von Bock und Polach,
Sören Ehlers,
Pentti Kujala

[und Polach et al.,
2013]

2015
Probabilistic analysis of local ice
loads on a lifeboat measured in full-
scale field trials

Md Samsur Rahman,
Rocky S. Taylor,
Antonio Simöes Ré,
Allison Kennedy,
Jungyong Wang,
Brian Veitch

[Rahman et al.,
2015]
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2.2 Contents of the reviewed articles

Literature found in the literature search, listed in table 2.1, is presented individually. For
each publication a general overview of the content is presented, followed by a presentation of
the parts that are relevant to this project.

Resistance to ship-hull motion through brash ice [Kitazawa and Ettema, 1985]
Article by Takamune Kitazawa and Robert Ettema, 1984, September 18.

The resistance due to ice on a vessel sailing through brash ice is investigated by conducting
a series of experiments in a towing tank. The scope of the tests include one model with two
idealised bow shapes. It is concluded that the bow shape has a large influence on the resistance
in brash ice and the relation between resistance and speed. Using the tests, the total resistance
is divided into components.

Since only one model with two highly idealised bow shapes is used, no method for predict-
ing the ice resistance can be derived, but the paper provides insight and presents suggestion
for estimation of resistance in brash ice from external sources. The suggestion for estimation
of resistance in brash ice is not expected to be accurate.

Model tests on ice-rubble size and ship resistance in ice-rubble [Ettema et al.,
1986] Article by Robert Ettema, Masakatsu Matsuishi and Takamune Kitazawa, 1985,
November 5.

This is a paper on the ice resistance on ships in rubble ice, using an experimental approach.
Tests are done in a model-ice towing tank and are primarily focused on variations in rubble
size and vessel speed. The findings are that ice resistance in general increases with rubble
size, exempt for resistance in mush ice but this might be caused by the lack of scaling when
it comes to freeze bonding between pieces. The ice resistance in general increases with speed,
but there are some irregularities. The influence of ice resistance is found to become a smaller
part of the total resistance at higher speed, due to the open water resistance increasing faster
with speed than the ice resistance. The speed range tested is 0.08[m/s] to 1.2[m/s] in model
scale.

The results from this paper are not quantifiable with regards to use in this project, but
the general trends are worth keeping in mind. The fact that the influence of ice resistance
when navigating in brash ice becomes smaller with higher speeds is found to be relevant, since
this project is on a high speed craft operating in brash ice.

Compressive strength of sea ice sheets [Timco and Frederking, 1990] Article by
G. W. Timco and R. M. W. Frederking, 1989, July 5.

A model for calculating the compressive strength of sea ice is developed in this paper.
The model is heavily simplified and is only based on the ice thickness and air temperature.
Despite the heavily simplified model, results seem to be in good agreement with experimental
results. The model is most reliable in cold areas, as error in the relation to the air temperature
increases with higher temperatures.

The model can only be used for first year ice sheet, assumed to be uniform. This means
that it has limited relevance to navigation in light ice conditions and therefore falls outside
the scope of this project. The model is meant for predicting the compressive strength of a
typical ice sheet in the arctic, based on meteorological data, which could provide estimates
of the ice cover in the area of operation, when operating in the arctic.
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Local contact pressures in ship/ice and structure/ice interactions [Masterson and
Frederking, 1993] D.M. Masterson and R.M.W. Frederking, 1992, January 13.

This paper is a collection of force and pressure measurements from di↵erent test series,
collected and analysed with the purpose of determining a design ice pressure as a function of
contact area. The data consist of both indentation test and full scale measurements, covering
contact areas from 0.1m2 to more than 100m2. Data included is throughly evaluated before
inclusion and care is taken to ensure that all data is accurate. The results are empirical
equations relating the ice pressure with the contact area. The e↵ect of aspect ratio, of the
contact area, and strain rate are discussed, but not included in the derivation.

From this paper, two relations between contact area and design pressure is found. A lower
bound corresponding to two standard deviations, probability of exceedance 5%, and an upper
bound, probability of exceedance 0.1%. The formulations can be found in table 2.2. These
design ice pressures could be an acceptable approach to determining the expected ice loads
on the high-speed craft in this project.

Table 2.2: Design pressures from ice loads as a function of contact area, from [Masterson and
Frederking, 1993]

Area Pressure Area Pressure
Lower 0.1[m2] - 29[m2] p = 8.1A�0.5[MPa] A > 29[m2] p = 1.5[MPa]
Upper 0.1[m2] - 42[m2] p = 13A�0.5[MPa] A > 42[m2] p = 2[MPa]

Sandwich structures under ice loading - Theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions [Tuhkuri, 1996] Jukka Tuhkuri, 1994, July 1.

The focus of this paper is mainly the response of a sandwich plate subjected to a line
load. The experiments are carried out by loading a sandwich structure with an ice load in
laboratory tests, but the paper itself is focused on localised loading of a sandwich panel, in the
form of a line load. The line load is handled by separating the response into a global bending
response and a local response for the faces and core, subjected to a local load. A theoretical
model of the response of a sandwich structure is created and compared with experiments
carried out using ice loading. Reasonable agreement between calculations and experiments
is found, but the calculations over estimate local deflections and local stresses in the loaded
region.

The results presented in this paper underlines the importance of taking the localised nature
of ice loading into account. The local stresses and deflections at the loading are significantly
larger than stresses and deflection in the rest of the panel.

Semi-empirical evaluation of long term ice loads on a ship hull [Kujala, 1996]
Pentti Kujala, 1995, November 8.

This work derives a method for determining ice design loads from full scale measurements
in the baltic sea, using a probabilistic approach. Measurements are taken over four years,
by measuring the loads on an ice-classed chemical tanker in regular operation. Data on the
ice cover estimates are from ice forecasts. The maximum load for each 12 hour interval is
determined, the loads are fitted to a statistical distribution, and semi-empirical formulations
based on ship parameters are used to take ship design into account. Using this method it is
possible to calculate the maximum ice load on a frame of a ship from the return period. The
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return period should then be chosen as the number of 12 hour intervals the ship is expected to
navigate in ice in the specific waters. This method seems to yield conservative but reasonably
accurate, results, but is limited to the baltic sea as it is based on ice-load coe�cient for these
specific waters. Ridges are handled by an equivalent level ice thickness.

Assuming a vessel would operate in thin level ice, the mean value of the measured 12 hour
maximum load, w, can be calculated as seen in equations (2.1) and (2.2). Here, ki is the ice
loading coe�cient for which load are known, �n is the angle between frame normal and ice
sheet for which load are known, b

1

and b
2

are constants found from regression analysis, and
he is the level ice thickness kpi and �p

n are the same as ki and �n, but for the project vessel,
for which the ice loads are estimated.

kpi = b
1

✓
�n
�p
n

◆b2

ki , for �p
n � 12� (2.1)

wp = kpi he (2.2)

Medium-scale indentation tests on sea ice at various speeds [Sodhi et al., 1998]
Devinder S. Sodhi, Takahiro Takeuchi, Naoki Nakazawa, Satoshi Akagawa, and Hiroshi Saeki,
1998, September 18.

The paper is on a series of medium scale indentation tests at three di↵erent indentation
speeds. The test are conducted on fresh water ice in a lake in Japan. These tests show
both the ductile and the brittle behaviour of ice, depending on indentation speed. Detailed
pressure measurements from the tests give insight into the pressure distribution caused by
the failure modes of the ice, but due to a lack of calibration of the sensors there is some
uncertainty when it comes to the magnitude of the pressures. From the results, the fracture
toughness of the ice is estimated and a theoretical model of the transition speed from ductile
to brittle behaviour is presented.

The author suggests that the e↵ective pressures in ice-structure interaction are dependent
on indentation speed and not dependent on the contact area. From the references and the
experiments, it seems reasonable that e↵ective pressures are dependent on indentation speed
at low indentation speeds, but no evidence is found to support the suggestion that the e↵ective
pressures do not depend on contact area.

Research trends in ice mechanics [Dempsey, 2000] John P. Dempsey, 1999.
This paper is on the research trends in ice mechanics in a wider sense than most of

the articles presented here. There is a wide focus on ice related research from large scale
geophysics, to small scale ice-structure interaction.

A large part of the paper is on sea-ice analyses for forecasts, outlooks and ship-routing.
The part that is relevant for the project uses some of the articles presented here as references.

Crushing failure during ice-structure interaction [Sodhi, 2001] Article by Devinder
S. Sodhi, 2000, April 13.

This paper is on forces and pressures in crushing failure of ice. The paper includes a
good overview of the existing work done in the field, supplemented with new experimental
data. All work is based on indentation tests and the goal is to determine pressures from the
structure-ice interaction and look into the failure modes of the ice. There is a focus on the
e↵ect of the indention speed, since this factor determines the failure mode of the ice. The
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ice fails in a ductile manner at low indentation speeds, a brittle manner at high indentation
speeds, and at intermediate indentation speeds the ice fails in a cyclic manner. It builds
up pressure in a ductile manner leading to a brittle failure and a drop in pressure, before
the pressure again build during failure in a ductile manner. The speeds here defined as low,
intermediate, and high, are all below 0.5[m/s] and therefore lower than the speeds expected
to be relevant for this project.

Findings that are relevant for this project include findings on the failure of ice as a function
of strain rate, the e↵ect of structural sti↵ness, and data on the forces and pressures caused
by the ice. The failure mode of the ice is found to be highly influenced by the indentation
speed and to some degree the structural sti↵ness. It is found that for indentation speed
relevant for this project, the expected failure mode of the ice is continuos brittle crushing.
The structural sti↵ness is found to have little influence on the peak forces on the structure,
but at intermediate indentation speeds, lower than relevant for this project, a sti↵ structure
will have a higher impact frequency.

Mechanics of ice-structure interaction [Jordaan, 2001] Ian J. Jordaan, 2000, Septem-
ber 22.

The mechanics of ice structure interaction is investigated, more specifically the failure
mechanisms of ice under loading. The primary focus is on crushing of ice against a structure
and the resulting loads and load distribution. A large part of the paper is focused in the
structural behaviour of the ice and explanations of the failure modes.

The paper is mostly based on previous research and presents knowledge on the behaviour
of ice during failure. It is good for gaining general understanding of the mechanisms of ice-
structure interaction. The paper explains that ice, under strain rates relevant to this project,
will fail in a brittle manner forming a narrow band where crushing will occur. This results in
a narrow, line like, load pattern.

A review of the engineering properties of sea ice [Timco and Weeks, 2010] Article
by G. W. Timco and W.F Weeks, 2009, October 6.

The article summarises the available knowledge on the engineering properties of sea-ice.
Engineering properties is the material properties used for engineering purposes, as for example
the microstructure, tensile strength, and poisons ratio. The article covers both first year ice
and multi year ice, with a wide range of properties (for example salinity, porosity, and density).
An important part of this paper is the large variations found in the mechanical properties of
ice due to the di↵erences in microstructure.

The part of the contents relevant for this thesis work are found to be the material properties
of first year sea ice with low salinity. A density of ⇢ice = 920[kg/m3], a Young’s modulus
of E = 109[Pa], and a Poison’s ratio of ⌫ = 0.3, is appropriate for first year sea ice with
low salinity. The tensile strength can be taken as an empirical function of porosity, ⌫T . The
relation is �t = 4.278⌫T�0.6455. The flexural strength can be taken as an empirical function
of the brine volume, ⌫b. The relation is �f = 1.76e�5.88

p
⌫b . Another finding that could be

significant for the project is that the loading rate is found to have little influence on the
mechanical properties at relevant speeds.

Local design pressures for structures in ice: Analysis of full-scale data [Taylor
et al., 2010] Rocky S. Taylor, Ian J. Jordaan, Chuanke Li, and Denise Sudom, 2010,
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August.
This paper presents, defines, and evaluates a way of estimating local design pressures due

to ship-ice interaction. The method is based on the ’event maximum’ method of local pressure
analysis. The method is based on a normalised curve from parameters found from full scale
data, using an empirical approach. The extreme load with a given probability of exeedance
on a panel is estimated from the panel size, experimental data from a similar ice scenario,
and the expected number of impacts.

Tables of parameter values and recommended parameter values are presented in the paper,
and a conservative load estimate can be made using the panel size and an estimate of the
expected number of impacts only. The extreme load, ze, is found as seen in equation (2.3),
from parameters ↵ and x

0

, along with parameters for the expected number of impacts ⌫ and
r, and the probability of exceedance FZ (ze). ↵ is determined as seen in equation (2.4), from
the area using parameters C and D.

ze = x
0

+ ↵ (� ln {� ln [FZ (ze)]}+ ln (⌫) + ln (r)) (2.3)

↵ = CaD (2.4)

Addressing localised assault loads in composite craft design [Razola et al., 2013]
M. Razola, J. Kuttenkeuler, and A. Rosén, 2012, April

This paper is on how to handle localised, non-hydromechanical, assault loads. This is
mostly in terms of how to evaluate robustness and loads due to rough handling and use of the
vessel. A probabilistic method is suggested, but not implemented. Additionally, methods for
evaluating residual strength are discussed. The work done is in the form of reviewing litera-
ture, conducting interviews, and evaluating on that basis. In the paper there is a comparison
of robustness of aluminium and carbon fibre.

The probabilistic approach could be implemented in the evaluation of ice loading, but the
content of the article is not directly applicable to ice loading, since the work is qualitative.
According to this article, the di↵erent failure mechanics of structures made of carbon fibre
and aluminium, results in carbon fibre being more resilient, due to higher strength, but less
tough due to the ability of aluminium to undergo large plastic deformations.

Model-scale-ice - Part A: Experiments [und Polach et al., 2013] Rüdiger von Bock
und Polach, Sören Ehlers and Pentti Kujala, 2013, July 3.

A series of experiments is carried out in order to gain information on the material proper-
ties of model scale ice. This is done in the Aalto ice towing tank and the result seem to have
a high degree of repeatability and consistency, according to the article itself. The results are
analysed and show di↵erences between material properties of sea ice and model scale ice. A
numerical model is created to give insight into the behaviour of model scale ice.

This paper gives insight into the behaviour of ice, but does not have any direct applications
in this project.

Probabilistic analysis of local ice loads on a lifeboat measured in full-scale field
trials [Rahman et al., 2015] Article by Md Samsur Rahman, Rocky S. Taylor, Antonio
Simöes Ré, Allison Kennedy, Jungyong Wang, and Brian Veitch, 2014.
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This paper is on impact loads from ice floes on a lifeboat. The measurements are done by
mounting a panel on the front of a lifeboat and measuring impact forces when navigating in
ice. The goal is to determine a design load using a probabilistic approach.

A design pressure as a function of ice cover and sailing distance is found. This is based
on statistical work using the expected number of impacts and an exceedance probability. For
this project, this approach could result in a relevant design pressure. The statistical approach
the same as the approach presented in [Taylor et al., 2010], using values from the full scale
measurements.
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2.3 Discussion and presentation of the findings from the lit-
erature

Findings with regards to each of the topics covered in the literature review, as described in
section 2.1, is elaborated in separate paragraphs. Conflicts between authors are discussed and
relevant conclusions are listed.

Ice properties According to [Timco and Weeks, 2010], sea ice has a high degree of variation
of the mechanical properties. These variations are mainly due to variations in salinity, gas
content, temperature, and grain structure. The properties of first year sea ice with low salinity
can be taken as follows:

• The density can be taken as ⇢ice = 920[kg/m3].

• The Young’s modulus can be taken as E = 109[Pa].

• The Poison’s ratio can be taken as ⌫ = 0.3.

• The tensile strength can be taken as an empirical function of porosity: �t =
4.278⌫T�0.6455.

• The flexural strength can be taken as an empirical function of the brine volume: �f =
1.76e�5.88

p
⌫b .

Ice-structure interaction and the e↵ect of impact velocity According to [Kitazawa
and Ettema, 1985], the bow shape of a vessel has a significant influence on the ice induced
resistance on a vessel navigating in brash ice.

According to [Ettema et al., 1986], the ice induced resistance on a vessel navigating in
brash ice increases with increasing floe size and with increasing speed. It is also found that the
influence of ice resistance is decreasing with speed, since the open water resistance increases
more rapidly with vessel speed.

According to [Sodhi, 2001], the failure modes of the ice at relevant strain rates is brittle
crushing failure. This is supported by [Jordaan, 2001], which predicts a narrow line like load,
where crushing occurs, and brittle failure of the ice. This seems to be generally accepted in
all articles touching this topic and is also supported by [Timco and Weeks, 2010].

Ice loading According to [Masterson and Frederking, 1993], the ice pressure on a structure
can be defined as a function of the contact area, based on a probabilistic approach, as seen
in table 2.2.

According to [Kujala, 1996], the expected maximum ice load on a vessel operated in
specific waters can be determined from statistical data for the specific water, along with
vessel parameters and level ice thickness, as seen in equations (2.1) and (2.2). This method
is unfortunately not applicable, as statistical ice-impact data does not exist for the waters
relevant for this project.

According to [Taylor et al., 2010], an extreme load with a specific probability of exceedance
can be found as a function of the expected number of impacts and the panel size. This is
done using statistical parameters and calculated as seen in equations (2.3) and (2.4). This
method is also used in [Rahman et al., 2015].
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In the literature found here, there is a general agreement on the nominal load area influ-
encing the pressure. There is one exemption, as [Sodhi, 2001] suggests that the pressure is
determined from the strain rate and is not influenced by the loaded area. This is dismissed,
since no evidence is presented to support this view and the variations in strain rate described
are well below the relevant range.

Two methods for estimating the extreme ice load is found and one is not found to be more
reliable than the other. This means that both should be considered when looking into the ice
loading of high speed crafts.

Use of composite material in ice strengthening In [Razola et al., 2013], a related issue
is presented. Here the issue of localised assault loads on composites is discussed qualitatively
and di↵erences in the behaviour between metals and composites is presented in the form of a
comparison between carbon fibre and aluminium. The findings are that aluminium is tougher,
due to its ability to undergo large plastic deformations, while carbon fibre is more resilient,
due to the higher strength of carbon fibre. This lead one to believe that using composite
materials in ice strengthening is just a question of correct dimensioning.

In [Tuhkuri, 1996], a method for calculating stresses in a sandwich structure is presented.
It is determined that the e↵ects of the local response, for example comparison of the core,
is important to take into account. The local stresses and deflections at the loaded area
is significantly larger than the stresses and deflections in the rest of the structure. The
calculations presented overestimate the local stresses and deflections, but provide a quite
accurate global response.

E↵ect of inertia or structural weight The only literature found on this topic is [Rahman
et al., 2015], where statistical parameters for the extreme loads on a lifeboat navigating in
brash ice is determined, using full scale measurements. These parameters should be considered
when using the method described in [Taylor et al., 2010]. A lifeboat is a light craft. It is
expected to be even lighter than the vessel in this project, so the parameters can give insight
into the e↵ect of structural weight.

E↵ect of structural sti↵ness According to [Sodhi, 2001], the structural sti↵ness is found
to have an e↵ect on the loading frequency in the cyclic loading strain rate region, but no
influence on the extreme loads. This strain rate region is well bellow the relevant strain
rate for a high speed craft. The e↵ect of structural sti↵ness on the design loads is therefore
expected to be negligible.

2.4 Conclusion on the gained knowledge

General knowledge on the behaviour of ice has been gained.
A method for finding appropriate material properties for ice has been found.
Methods for determining ice loading has been found. These are not intended for use on

high speed crafts, but the literature supports the notion that speed has little influence on the
extreme loads. Measurements of the loads on a light vessel operating in ice are obtained and
can be used in the determination of ice loads on a high speed craft, to include e↵ects from
structural weight of the vessel.
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A method for estimating stresses and deflections in an ice loaded sandwich structure is
found. It does provides conservative values. Carbon fibre is found to be less tough than
aluminium, but more resilient (stronger).



Chapter 3

Vessel Design

In this project a vessel is to be designed. The vessel design is performed with the purpose of
having a scenario for which to apply and investigate ice loading and possibly ice strengthening.

The scope of this project is work on a high speed craft navigating in brash ice, more
specifically as part of the public transportation network in Stockholm, with regards to ice-
loading and the use of composite materials. An operational profile for use in the design of the
craft should be based on the findings in [Stenius et al., 2014] and provide a reasonable basis
for designing a vessel that is relevant for the remaining thesis work. The remaining thesis
work sets some requirements to the vessel design. The size, weight, and operational speed
must be in a range reasonable for the work with ice loading on high speed crafts to be valid.
Reasonable dimensions for this project could be a design speed range of 25[kn] to 40[kn] and
a length range of 20[m] to 30[m].

The vessel design report is structured as a separate part of the project and will not result in
a complete vessel design, but the design shall be at a design stage where su�cient information
is available for the further work regarding ice loading. Because of the limited recourses set
aside for this project, it is necessary to limit the ship design to the degree of detail needed.
Creating a complete and detailed design is outside the scope of this project. The design
process will be carried out according to ”Ship Design”, [Friis et al., 2009]. This is to provide
design documentation that is up to a certain standard and provide structure to the design
process.

The structural design and calculation of the applied loads is performed on the basis of the
operational profile and the vessel design.
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3.1 Operational profile

In determining the route, the planned routes for the commuter tra�c in the Stockholm area
are reviewed. The suggested network of routes used as an example in [Stenius et al., 2014],
can be seen in figure 3.1. The Stockholm area tra�c administration has decided to implement
the Stockholm-Ekerö route and is currently looking into the possibilities. In that regard, the
tra�c administration has send out a request for information, seen in appendix A.1, in which
the specifics of the route are defined. This route is used as the basis for the operational profile,
which means that the vessel design is intended for sailing that specific route.

The dimensions and parameters of the vessel is found from the requirements for the
selected route in combination with the requirements for this project.
28!
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 7. The blue routes exemplify suburban shuttle routs for distances <10 nautical mile (18.5 km). 

 

The service has pronounced rush hours and the low departure frequency demands for good timekeep-
ing and reliability as well as possibilities for the commuters to spend the waiting time in a valuable 
way. The travel time is strongly dependent on speed at sea and the concept pallet is more varied in this 
respect in relation to the City boat concept. The time between terminals should in any case be less than 
approximately 45 minutes. The longer journey typically also requires added comfort values such as 
conditions to work, having a meal, WC, lounge, etc. Energy consumption is mainly driven by vessel 
speed so from an economic and environmental perspective it is important to find solutions with a low-
er speed yet still an attractive complement in the public transport system. Although embark/debark 
time is a smaller part of the travel time compared to the City boat, boarding is done alongside at simi-
lar, and often the same, terminals as for the City boats. 

The lower departure frequency and longer distances complicates the ice-navigation matter somewhat. 
Depending on the overall traffic in the fairway it might be rational and cost effective to design the Sub-
urban shuttle with ice-breaking capacity to some extent. Maybe some units in a system can have the 
ability to clear the fairway and at the same time bring passengers. An option is also that the vessels, or 
some of them, are temporarily strengthened during periods of ice navigation. 

In the near future the vessels for this service are expected to be powered by combustion engines run by 
liquid fuel; fossil or renewable. A little further ahead the vessels might be equipped by electric, fuel cell 
powered, engines. 

The suburban shuttle concept pallet is, based on the above, limited to seven variants; five mono-
hull/twin-hull variants for the medium to high speed range and three high-speed concepts, all pow-
ered by combustion engines. The concepts have approximately 50-75% higher passenger capacity (150-
200 seated) than the City boat and cover a speed range from 15-40 knots. The concepts are based on a 
set of reference craft. Again the Hammarby ferry is used as a reference vessel as it was for the City 

Figure 3.1: The suggested routes in the Stockholm area, from [Stenius et al., 2014, Figure 7]
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3.1.1 The intended route

The selected route is the Stockholm-Ekerö, as seen in figure 3.2. The restrictions on the vessel
and the specifics of the route are listed in table 3.1. The route is intended to be operated all
year round on a daily basis and due to the convenience of the commuters using the route, the
travel time is of importance.
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7. Skärgårdsfartyg 
 
Fartområde: E–D. Stockholms skärgård. 

Figure 3.2: The intended Stockholm-Ekerö route, from appendix A.1

The restrictions due to the route itself is found from nautical charts of the area. These
include restrictions on the draft, breath, and air draft. There is plenty of water on most of
the route, but shallower waters at the mooring locations in both ends of the route. In the
Stockholm end, the lowest measured water depth is 3.4[m], and in the Ekerö end, the lowest
measured water depth is 3.2[m]. There are no important breath restrictions exempt a narrow
passage at the Ekerö end of the route. It is estimated that it could be a problem if the vessel
is wider than 20[m], but the vessel breath is expected be significantly less. The vessel will sail
under bridges on the route, but these have plenty of clearance for a vessel of this type. The
lowest air draft under a bridge the vessel is expected to sail under is 24[m] at Västerbron.

Table 3.1: Data on the Ekerö-Stockholm route

Distance 9.2 [nm] From appendix A.1
Draft restriction 3.2 [m] Shallow water at Ekerö

Breath restriction ⇡ 20.0 [m] Narrow passage at Ekerö
Air draft restriction 24.0 [m] Under Västerbron

Maximum ice thickness ⇡ 0.2 [m] Section 5.1

The length of the route is 9.2[nm] and according to [Stenius et al., 2014], the travel time
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and frequency is important to the users (passengers). This is interpret as a need for the travel
time to be less than 30min and the departure frequency should be less than 20min. Since
the route is intended for commuter tra�c, the stability of the operation is important. This
means that the route needs to be in operation all year round, and should be operational in
harsh weather conditions. The necessary capacity of the route is not known, but a vessel
capacity of at least 60 seated passengers as assumed to be a reasonable requirement. Since
the route is a part of the public transportation network and intended for daily commuting, it
is necessary to be able to keep the time tables. This means that the vessel must be able to
operate at a higher speed than the required operational speed, in order to be able to make
up for time lost due to unexpected delays.

3.1.2 High speed craft for light ice conditions

In order to carry out the analysis into the ice loads on a high speed craft operating in light
ice conditions, the vessel must be of a relevant type and size.

The type of the vessel shall be a high speed craft. The definition of a high speed craft
according to IMO (International Maritime Organisation) is a vessel whose maximum speed
exceeds a threshold based on the volumetric displacement, as seen in equation (3.1). Using
this definition, a vessel displacing 60[m3] is classified as a high speed craft if the maximum
speed is 14[kn].

Vmax,m/s  3.7r0.17 (3.1)

The definition used in this thesis is significantly narrower. The high speed craft designed
shall be a fully planning monohull, not utilising any methods other than planning and dis-
placement to generate lift. A rule of thumb given by professor Anders Rosén is that a vessel
is displacing at Froude numbers lower than 0.4, semi-planning at Froude numbers between
0.4 and 1.2, and fully planning at Froude numbers above 1.2. Based on that rule of thumb
the vessel shall be capable of sailing at speed corresponding to a Froude number above 1.0.
This corresponds to a design speed of at least 26[kn] for a 20[m] long vessel.
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3.1.3 The vessel parameters and the operation

On the background of sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, the vessel parameters and the intended oper-
ational profile is defined.

High speed crafts are in general less fuel e�cient than slower vessels, but the need for
keeping the transportation times down justifies the use of a fast vessel. The travel time os
to be kept lower than 30min, which corresponds to a design speed of roughly 22.1[kn], when
including 5min for boarding and alighting. If the departure frequency is to be kept below
20min, the number of vessel operating on the route must be taken into account. In the case
of two vessel operating on the route, allowing 5min for boarding and alighting, the vessel
speed must be 36.8[kn]. in the case of three vessels operating the route, allowing 5min for
boarding and alighting, the vessel speed must be 22.1[kn].

The required vessel capacity of at least 60 seated passengers means that a reasonable
estimate of the length of the vessel is around 20[m] to 25[m]. With this vessel length, the
speeds above corresponds to Froude numbers of 0.85 to 0.76 for a speed of 22[kn] and Froude
numbers of 1.42 to 1.27 for a speed of 36.8[kn]. Taking into account that fully planning
high speed craft is desired, two vessels are chosen for servicing the route. The need for the
possibility of increasing the vessel speed to keep time tables when running into unexpected
delays, means that the vessel must be able to maintain speeds higher than the minimum
requirement. This places a reasonable value of the design speed at 40.0[kn].

Two vessels are to service this route in parallel. Departures every twenty minutes from
each end, resulting in a round trip time of 40min for each vessel. The capacity of each
vessel shall be at least 60 seated passengers. The vessel shall have the capability to operate
in light ice conditions, if necessary with a speed reduction. This means that the hull must
be dimensioned for a full speed impact with a thin ice sheet and for sailing at high speeds
through brash ice. The requirements are summarised in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: A summary of the requirements for the vessel

Size range 20[m] to 25[m] long
Design speed 40.0[kn]

Capasity � 60 seated passengers
Ice capabilities Navigating in light ice conditions
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3.2 Initial design of the vessel

The goal of this section is to develop a design to the level required for the further work, on
the basis of the operational profile. The design is to be brought into the initial design face.
The initial design phase is here defined as in [Friis et al., 2009, Section 5, Page 38]. This
means that the main parameters are to be determined, a General Arrangement plan (GA)
is created, an Outline Specification (O.S.) is created, and associated preliminary calculations
are presented.

The main parameters to be determined include the main dimensions, hull shape, rough
light weight estimate, dead weight estimate, design speed, and capacity.

The GA is brought up to the level expected in the initial design phase. [Friis et al.,
2009, Table 15.1, Page 274] is used to define the expected content. A summary can be seen in
table 3.3. This is formulated to apply widely to all ship design processes and should therefore
be considered as guidelines, not as requirements.

Table 3.3: The expected content of the GA as described in [Friis et al., 2009].

Content Stage
Profile with sub-division Finalised
Deck contours Finalised
Cross section amidships Started
Side view Started
Location of hatchways Finalised
Location of erections Finalised
Deck Machinery Started
Stores and work spaces (boundaries) Started
Survival craft and rescue boat Started
Accommodation external boundaries Started
Arrangement of mast, cargo gear and
cargo access equipment

Started

The O.S. is a text restricted to a very short description of the vessel in question, sup-
plemented with its principal technical data. The level of detail in the O.S. will reflect the
level of detail in the GA. It will contain the best available estimates, and will be written in
accordance to [Friis et al., 2009, Section 42, Page 866]. It is presented in the form of table
3.4.

3.2.1 Vessel design and vessel features

A suitable chosen hull shape of an existing vessel is used. This is done to lighten the work
load, since hull design of a high speed craft is outside the scope of this thesis. The chosen
hull is provided by professor Ivan Stenius, from KTH, and is from a troop transport vessel
used in the Swedish navy. The shape of the hull can be seen in the lines drawing, figure 3.4.

The hull is given, the requirements to the design can be found in table 3.2, and the design
restrictions on the route can be found in table 3.1. The design is based on the operational
profile and sketch of the designed vessel can be seen in figure 3.3.

Considerations have been made regarding passenger comfort, vessel operation, the
turnaround time in port, and safety. The layout of the vessel can be seen in the GA, figure
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of the designed vessel

3.5.

The passenger comfort on a high speed craft of this size is an important factor, as even
small to medium sized waves can result in slamming and large accelerations onboard the vessel.
The accelerations experienced onboard a high speed craft di↵er significantly depending on the
location on the vessel. Lower accelerations will be found close to the Longitudinal Centre of
Gravity (LCG) and low in the hull, closer to the waterline. Another very important factor
when it comes to comfort on a vessel is visibility. A clear view of the surroundings through
good sized windows significantly reduces symptoms of motion sickness and increases the level
of comfort.

The vessel is therefore designed with the passenger area low down in the hull, with the
passenger deck just above the waterline. There are large window over the whole length of
both sides of the passenger section, to give a clear view and mitigate the e↵ects of motion
sickness. The passenger section is located amidships, keeping passengers close to the LCG,
where accelerations due to pitching are lowest. The wheelhouse is located far forward on
the vessel, where the accelerations are expected to be higher than in the passenger section,
which is likely to result in a more cautious operation of the vessel. The design also features a
partially sheltered aft deck intended for passengers in need of fresh air, a bathroom, and o↵
course crew accommodation.

Since the vessel is to be operated in tra�cked waters, at high speed, visibility of the
operator has been prioritised. A large wheelhouse with big windows increases the windage,
but gives the operator excellent visibility. The layout of the vessel will provide the crew with
the possibility of moving through the interior of the vessel and walk on top of the vessel, from
front to aft.

To keep the turnaround time in port low, the vessel is boarded from the side using wide
staircases with a height di↵erence of only one meter. This layout is expected to create a good
passenger flow on and o↵ the vessel. If even faster turnaround times are required, the harbour
facilities can be built in a manner that will allow boarding on one side while simultaneously
embarking at the other side, of the vessel. The vessel is designed with wide walkways between
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seating arrangements to let passengers move around quickly and e�ciently. Manoeuvrability
has a large influence on the turnaround time in port and it is therefore recommended to build
the craft with twin water jet propulsion.

The safety onboard the vessel is considered by providing wide walkways between seating
arrangements and emergency escape routes at both ends of the vessel. Passengers can gain
access to life rafts on top of the vessel from both the fore and the aft deck. The vessel is
equipped with 3X30 person life rafts on each side, providing redundancy and ensuring ample
capacity in case life rafts on one side on the vessel being inaccessible. Another factor of safety
is the risk of human error. The risk of human error is reduced by ensuring a good working
environment for the crew, thereby reducing risk of errors, caused by stress and exhaustion.
This vessel has a large engine room with full standing height, a good size space set aside for
crew accommodation, and a large wheelhouse with excellent visibility.
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Figure 3.4: Lines drawing of the hull of the vessel
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Figure 3.5: The general arrangement for the designed vessel
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The vessel is a fast ferry intended for the Stockholm-Ekerö route. It is equipped with a
dedicated machinery space behind a watertight bulkhead, where a twin water jet propulsion
system is installed. There is a dedicated space for crew accommodation and a toilet for
passengers. There is a open front deck and an open aft deck. Passengers have access to the
aft deck, while crew has access to both decks and the roof. The vessel is intended to dock on
either starboard or port side using dedicated harbour facilities. There are two main doors on
the vessel, one on each side, intended to open as gull-wing doors and provide passenger access.

Table 3.4: The Outline Specification (O.S.) in the form of a table

Waterline length of the vessel 20.68 [m]
Length overall 22.41 [m]
Moulded breath of the vessel 6.92 [m]
Moulded depth of the vessel 3.20 [m]
Design draught of the vessel 1 [m]
Design speed of the vessel 40 [kn]
Displacement of the vessel ⇡ 48 t
Lightweight of the vessel ⇡ 38 t
Deadweight of the vessel ⇡ 10 t
Water capacity 1, 000 [L]
Fuel capacity ⇡ 1, 750 [kg]
Installed power (MCR) 1, 400 [kW ]
Passenger capacity 90 Passengers
Maximum number of seated passengers 64 Passengers
Number of life rafts 6
Life raft capacity 180 Persons
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3.2.2 Initial weight estimation

The weight of the vessel is estimated using empirical methods. The total weight is split into
components, that can be estimated using dimensional analysis of existing ships, according
to [Friis et al., 2009]. The displacement is equal to the lightweight plus the deadweight, as
seen in equation (3.2).

� = WD +WL = 51, 820[kg] (3.2)

All the weights calculated are seen in table 3.5. The lightweight estimation and deadweight
estimation follows. Because of the high degree of uncertainty, the displacement is rounded of
and taken as � = 48t.

Table 3.5: Table over the estimated weights for the vessel

Displacement � 48, 111 [kg]
Deadweight WD 9,947 [kg]
Lightweight WL 38, 163 [kg]

Structural weight WS 22, 331 [kg]
Machinery weight WM 5, 032 [kg]
Propulsion weight WP 4, 900 [kg]

Remaining machinery weight WR 132 [kg]
Outfitting weight WO 10, 800 [kg]
Passenger weight Wp 7, 200 [kg]

Weight of consumables WC 2, 747 [kg]
Weight of fuel WF 1, 747 [kg]
Weight of water WW 1, 000 [kg]

Lightweight estimation The lightweight is very hard to estimate in the early design stages.
It consists on a huge variety of components and the lightweight is usually estimated using a
running process where new estimates are included as the design gets more detailed.

Here the lightweight estimate is divided as suggested in [Friis et al., 2009, Equation (7.2)].
The components of the light weight are the structural weight, the machinery weight and the
outfit weight. It is calculated as seen in equation (3.3).

WL = WS +WM +WO (3.3)

= 22, 331 + 5, 032 + 10, 800 = 38, 163[kg]

The structural weight of the vessel is calculated using the approach suggested in [Friis
et al., 2009, Equation (7.4)], where the structural weight is calculated from the cubic number
(see equation (3.5)) and a structural weight coe�cient. The structural weight coe�cient is
found by choosing a value for a similar vessel from [Friis et al., 2009, Figure 7.1].
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WS = CS · VC (3.4)

= 45 · 496 = 22, 331[kg]

VC = LBD (3.5)

= 22.41 · 6.92 · 3.20 = 496[m3]

The machinery weight is split up into the weight of the propulsion system and the weight
of the remaining machinery. The weight of the propulsion can, according to [Friis et al.,
2009, Table 7.6], be calculated using a value of between 3 � 4[kg/kW ] for high speed diesel
engines, as seen in equation (3.7). The weight of the remaining machinery is estimated
using [Friis et al., 2009, Equation (7.43)], as seen in equation (3.8). The value of the remaining
machinery weight coe�cient, k, is taken as 0.83, for passenger vessels.

WM = WP +WR (3.6)

= 4, 900 + 132 = 5, 032[kg]

WP = 3.5MCR (3.7)

= 3.5 · 1, 400 = 4, 900[kg]

WR = k (MCR)0.7 (3.8)

= 0.83 · 1, 4000.7 = 132[kg]

The outfit weight is calculated by assuming a relation between the volume of the vessel
and the weight of the outfitting, as seen in equation (3.9) taken from [Friis et al., 2009,
Equation (7.40)]. An outfitting weight coe�cient, k

0

, of 36[kg/m3] is used. The value is
found from [Friis et al., 2009, Page 103], for passenger vessels. The volume of the vessel (gross
tonnage) is assumed to be roughly 60% of the cubic number, so 0.6 · L ·B ·D ⇡ 300[m3].

WO = kOVT (3.9)

= 36 · 300 = 10, 800[kg]

Deadweight estimation The deadweight only contains three components and is therefore
significantly easier to estimate than the lightweight. The deadweight is the sum of the weight
of the passengers (cargo) and the weight of the consumables, as seen in equation (3.10).

The passenger weight is calculated as the maximum number of passengers times a standard
value for the weight of an adult, 80[kg], as seen in equation (3.11).

The consumables are primarily fuel and water and calculated as seen in equation (3.12).
Since the route is quite short and the vessel is expected to dock every 20 min, the quantity of
both water and fuel can be lowered significantly. Lowering the amount of consumables stored
on the vessel will save weight, an thereby fuel and money. The vessel is assumed to be able to
take on fuel and water every 4 hours and is therefore only equipped with a 1000[L] freshwater
tank and the fuel tanks are dimensioned to hold 6 hours of fuel.

The weight of the fuel is estimated using the MCR of the installed propulsion system, the
required operation time, and a value for the specific fuel consumption of 208[g/kWh], which
is a reasonable value for an e�cient diesel engine.
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WD = Wp +WC (3.10)

Wp = 80[kg/Passenger] · 90[Passengers] (3.11)

= 7, 200[kg]

WC = WF +WW (3.12)

= 1, 747 + 1, 000 = 2, 747[kg]

WF = MCR · h · SFC (3.13)

= 1400 · 6 · 208 · 10�3 = 1, 747[kg]



Chapter 4

Ice loading on a high speed craft

Ice loading on a high speed craft is investigated by first presenting the DNV-GL Ships for Nav-
igation in Ice code and then comparing available ice load estimates. Ice loading is calculated
for a fictive test panel of 1[m] by 1[m], using the DNV-GL Ships for Navigation in Ice code,
methods found through the literature review (in [Masterson and Frederking, 1993], [Taylor
et al., 2010], and [Rahman et al., 2015]), and the impact model developed in section 5.3. The
findings are then commented upon. The calculations can be found in appendix B.1.

4.1 Ice loading according to the DNV-GL Ships for Navigation
in Ice code

There are seven ice classes defined in the DNV-GL Ships for Navigation in Ice code. These
are intended for vessels that are operating in various ice conditions, with various degrees of
ice breaker assistance. Ice breakers have a separate set of classes (Polar class). There are a
variety of requirements to ice classed vessels, depending on ice class, but here only structural
requirements are discussed. The structural requirements are based on scantling calculations,
using an ice loading also defined in the code. There are safety factors built into the structural
calculations, so the loading defined in the rules cannot be interpreted as a load estimate, but
should by considered more like a loading factor. The intended operation for vessels with each
of the ice class notations are listed in table 4.1.

[Veritas, 2013]
The structural requirements in the rules are location specific. The hull regions are defined

from distance to the highest and lowest waterlines, along with distance to the start and end
of the parallel midship region. For a high speed craft, the hull shape does not have the shape
for which the rules are intended. Therefore the ice class regions for the ice classes are sketched
in figures 4.2 and 4.3, along with a marking of the parallel midship region. It is seen that in
most cases the bow region stretches most of the length of the vessel and covers most of the
hull bottom.
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Table 4.1: The ice class notations and intended operation for each of the seven ice classes in
the DNV-GL Ships for Navigation in Ice code

Class notation Structural requirements Intended operation

Basic

ICE-C Part 5, Ch. 1, Sec. 2, B-D Intended for vessels operating in waters
with light ice conditions

ICE-E Part 5, Ch. 1, Sec. 2, D Intended for vessels operating in light lo-
calised drift ice in mouths of rivers and
coastal areas

Baltic

ICE-1A*F

Part 5, Ch. 1, Sec. 3, A-I
With values for specific class
notation

Vessels with relatively high engine power
designed for regular tra�c in the north-
ern Baltic and other relevant areas, nor-
mally operating according to rather fixed
timetables irrespective of ice conditions
and to a certain degree independent of ice
breaker assistance

ICE-1A* Vessels normally capable of navigating in
di�cult ice conditions without the assis-
tance of icebreakers

ICE-1A Vessels capable of navigating in di�cult
ice conditions, with the assistance of ice-
breakers when necessary

ICE-1B Vessels capable of navigating in moderate
ice conditions, with the assistance of ice-
breakers when necessary

ICE-1C Vessels capable of navigating in light ice
conditions, with the assistance of ice-
breakers when necessary

Amended July 2014 Rules for Ships, July 2013
  Pt.5 Ch.1 Sec.3 Ice Strengthening for the Northern Baltic  –  Page 20

DET NORSKE VERITAS AS

303    Ice belt regions
The ice belt is divided into regions as follows (see also Fig.2):

Bow region: From the stem to a line parallel to and 0.04 L aft of the forward borderline of the part of the hull

where the waterlines run parallel to the centre line. For ice classes ICE-1A*F, ICE-1A* and ICE-1A the

overlap of the borderline need not exceed 6 m, for ice classes ICE-1B, ICE-1C and ICE-C this overlap need

not exceed 5 m. For the case of ICE-E, 0.02 L aft of the forward borderline, the overlap need not to exceed 2 m.

Midbody region: From the aft boundary of the Bow region to a line parallel to and 0.04 L aft of the aft

borderline of the part of the hull where the waterlines run parallel to the centre line. For ice classes ICE-1A*F,

ICE-1A* and ICE-1A the overlap of the borderline need not exceed 6 m, for ice classes ICE-1B and ICE-1C
this overlap need not exceed 5 m.

Stern region: From the aft boundary of the Midbody region to the stern.

A 400 Documentation requirements
401    Document requirements are shown in Table A2. For a full definition of the documentation types, see Pt.0

Ch.3.

402    UIWL and LIWL shall be indicated on the shell expansion plan together with the lines separating the

Bow, Midbody and Stern regions of the ice belt. The machinery, displacement, ∆f, the output of propulsion

machinery, Ps (ref. J101), and the minimum required engine output, Pmin (ref. J104), shall be stated on the shell

expansion and/or the framing plan.

Fig. 2
Ice belt regions

403    For a full definition of the documentation types, see Pt.0 Ch.3.

Table A2 Document requirements
Object Documentation type Additional description For approval (AP) or 

For information (FI)

Ship hull
H060 – Shell 

expansion drawing

UIWL and LIWL shall be indicated together with 

the lines separating the Bow, Midbody and Stern 

regions of the ice belt, see 402.

AP

Ship hull/

machinery

Z240 – Calculation 

report

Documentations of minimum required propulsion 

power, Pmin according to J100.
FI

Ship Z100 – Specification Displacement, machinery type, propulsion power. FI

Propulsion line C040 – Design analysis

Applicable if a first blade order torsional 

resonance is within operational speed range +/- 

20%. Torsional vibration analysis of ice torque 

response. 

AP

Propeller blades C040 – Design analysis
Final element analysis of blade stresses introduced 

by ice loads.
AP

Propulsion 

system
C040 – Design analysis

Applicable for alternative designs, not applying 

loads defined in the rules. Comprehensive design 

analysis of entire system.

AP

Ref. A303

Ref. A303

Figure 4.1: The strengthening regions defined in [Veritas, 2013, Pt. 5, Ch. 1, Sec. 3, A 402,
Figure 2]
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(a) Marking of the part of the hull o↵ the vessel, parallel to the centreline, used as basis for ice
strengthening regions
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(b) Ice strengthening regions, applied to the high speed craft for ice class ICE-1A*F
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(c) Ice strengthening regions, applied to the high speed craft for ice class ICE-1A*
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(d) Ice strengthening regions, applied to the high speed craft for ice class ICE-1A

Figure 4.2: Ice class regions, Part 1
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(a) Ice class strengthening regions, applied to the high speed craft for ice ICE-1B
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(b) Ice class strengthening regions, applied to the high speed craft for ice ICE-1C
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(c) Ice class strengthening regions, applied to the high speed craft for ice ICE-C
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(d) Ice class strengthening regions, applied to the high speed craft for ice ICE-E

Figure 4.3: Ice class regions, Part 2
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The ice loads are calculated for the bow, region, midship region and aft region. Special
regions for specific ice classes are not included (For example upper bow region in ice classes
ICE-1A*F, ICE-1A*, and ICE-1A.). These rules are intended for vessels much larger than
the high speed craft in question and with a di↵erent hull shape.

The ice load is calculated as seen in equation (4.1), according to the DNV-GL Ships
for Navigation in Ice code. cd is a factor which takes account of the influence of the vessel
and engine output of the vessel. c

1

is a factor which takes account of the probability that
the design ice pressure occurs in a certain region of the hull for the ice class in question.
ca is a factor which takes account of the probability that the full length of the area under
consideration will be under pressure at the same time. The resulting ice loading for each of
the ice classes can be seen in table 4.2.

p = 5600 cd c
1

ca [kPa] (4.1)

From table 4.2 and equation (4.1), it can be seen that the three reduction factors reduce
the standard pressure of 5, 600[kPa] significantly. The ice pressure in table 4.2 ranges from
4.17% to 18.67% of the standard ice pressure. This large reduction is found to be reasonable,
since the vessel in question is quite small. It should also be noted that this approach for
defining an ice load does not take hull shape into account, which might result in a load that
is unsuitable for the vessel.

Table 4.2: DNV-GL Ships for Navigation in Ice code: ice loads calculated for a 1[m] by 1[m]
panel on the high speed craft

Ice pressure Bow region Midship region Aft region
ICE-1A*F 1, 045[kPa] 941[kPa] 706[kPa]
ICE-1A* 1, 045[kPa] 941[kPa] 706[kPa]
ICE-1A 1, 031[kPa] 797[kPa] 609[kPa]
ICE-1B 1, 031[kPa] 656[kPa] 422[kPa]
ICE-1C 1, 031[kPa] 469[kPa] 234[kPa]
ICE-C 567[kPa] 469[kPa] 234[kPa]
ICE-E 307[kPa] 281[kPa] 234[kPa]

The ice classes relevant for the high speed craft designed in this thesis are the classes
intended for light ice conditions, ICE-C and ICE-E (See table 4.1). This means a maximum
ice pressure of 567[kPa] and a minimum ice pressure of 234[kPa].

4.2 Ice loading estimates from litterature

The ice loading is calculated for a fictive test panel of 1[m] by 1[m], using the methods found
in [Masterson and Frederking, 1993], [Taylor et al., 2010], [Rahman et al., 2015], and the
impact model developed in section 5.3.

4.2.1 Ice load as a function of contact area, according to [Masterson and
Frederking, 1993]

According to [Masterson and Frederking, 1993], the ice pressure can be described using an
extremely simple relation to the contact area. The relation is seen in equation (4.2). The ice
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pressure, p, is calculated from the contact area, A, using a constant, k.

p = kA�0.5 (4.2)

Two values for the constant, k, is presented in [Masterson and Frederking, 1993]. A value
of k = 8.1 for a probability of exceedance of 5% and a value of k = 13 for a probability
of exceedance of 0.1%. The area is taken as 1[m] times the ice thickness from section 5.1,
H = 0.206. The resulting ice pressures are 17, 846[kPa] and 28, 642[kPa] respectively.

These ice pressures are extremely high. This is believed to be because they are extreme
values for structures/vessel in very tough ice conditions. This load level is therefore not
expected to be relevant for the high speed craft in this thesis.

4.2.2 Probabilistic ice load estimation, using [Taylor et al., 2010] and [Rah-
man et al., 2015]

In [Taylor et al., 2010] a probabilistic method for estimating ice loading is presented. The ice
loading is calculated on the background of a load coe�cient, x

0

, the probability of exceedance,
F (ze), the total expected number of hits, ⌫, and the proportion of hits expected to be on the
area considered, r, and an area coe�cient, ↵. The ice load is calculated as seen in equation
(4.4), using the area coe�cient, ↵, calculated as seen in equation (4.3), using parameters C
and D.

↵ = CaD (4.3)

ze = x
0

+ ↵ (� ln {� ln [F (ze)]}+ ln (⌫) + ln (r)) (4.4)

First the ice loading is calculated using parameters from [Taylor et al., 2010]. The are
coe�cient, ↵, is calculated using three di↵erent datasets representing the span of the data
presented in the article. The probability of exceedance is taken as F (ze) = 0.5, to calculate
normal load levels. The number of hits is estimated for a trip for an ice cover of 1

10

, as the
ice cover times travel length times width of the vessel, ⌫ = 1

10

L
Route

B ⇡ 11, 791. The design
area is taken as a = 1[m2]. The expected proportion of hits to the panel are calculated as
the width of the design area divided by the width of the vessel, r = 1

B . The load coe�cient
is taken as x

0

= 0.15, for first year ice. The resulting ice loads can be seen in table 4.3.

Table 4.3: The ice loading estimated from [Taylor et al., 2010], using three di↵erent datasets

Dataset F (ze) ⌫ r a C D ↵ ze
Polar sea (Bering ’96) 0.5 11, 791 0.14 1 0.12 �0.78 0.12 1, 087[kPa]
Polar sea (N. Bering ’83) 0.5 11, 791 0.14 1 0.28 �0.62 0.28 2, 336[kPa]
Oden 0.5 11, 791 0.14 1 1.11 �0.81 1.11 8, 816[kPa]

In [Rahman et al., 2015], data is presented for three di↵erent ice covers. These load levels
represent the ice loads experienced by a lifeboat operating in brash ice, so they are likely
to be more representation of the ice loads experienced by the high speed craft than the ice
loads calculated using [Taylor et al., 2010], since that data is from large vessels i heavy ice
conditions.
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The number of impacts is taken as the number of impact per unit distance, presented
in [Rahman et al., 2015], times the length of the route for the high speed craft. The resulting
ice loading is presented in table 4.4.

Table 4.4: The ice loading estimated from [Rahman et al., 2015], using three di↵erent datasets

Dataset F (ze) x
0

⌫ r a ↵ ze
High ice concentration 8�9

10

0.5 0.029 11, 075 0.14 1 0.068 556[kPa]
Medium ice concentration 6�7

10

0.5 �0.002 7, 667 0.14 1 0.068 500[kPa]
Low ice concentration 4�5

10

0.5 0.006 4, 260 0.14 1 0.054 373[kPa]

In general these methods are found to recreate the loads used to estimate the parameters.
This means that the loading scenario on the vessel for which the data was collected should be
similar to the loading scenario for the vessel for which ice loading data is needed. Keeping this
in mind, it seems reasonable the the lowest load presented in table 4.3, correspond reasonably
well with the loading in the higher DNV-GL ice classes, while the loads presented in table
4.4 correspond reasonably well with loading in the lowest DNV-GL ice classes.

4.2.3 Ice load from the impact model developed in section 5.3

In section 5.3 an impact model is created in order to define the mechanics of the impact
between the high speed craft under normal operating conditions and a floating ice floe. The
impact model gives the impact velocity and impact mass.

The relative velocity between vessel and ice floe is assumed to go from the impact velocity
Vi to zero during the impact. This is assumed to happen with a constant deceleration, over
a crushing length, l. The average velocity during the impact must therefore be half of the
impact velocity and the impact time can be calculated as seen in equation (4.5).

Since the acceleration is constant, it can be calculated as the change in velocity divided
by the change in time, as seen in equation (4.6).

The force can then be calculated from acceleration and impact mass as seen in equation
(4.7).

Assuming a loading area, A, the pressure can then be calculated from the force as seen in
equation (4.8).

t =
2l

Vi
(4.5)

a =
Vi

t
(4.6)

F = mea (4.7)

P =
F

A
(4.8)

The ice loads from the impact are calculated for crushing length, l, between 1[cm] and
10[cm], assuming a loading area, A, of 10[cm] by 10[cm]. This is done for the two extremes
from the load model. The results can be seen in table 4.5.

It is seen that assuming a crushing length of 5[cm] to 10[cm] results in values that are
comparable to the loads calculated using the DNV-GL Ships for Navigation in Ice code. The
values of the crushing length, l, and loading area, A, are assumed. The results are highly
dependent on these two values and these results are therefore not to be used in load estimation.
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Table 4.5: Ice loading calculated using data from impact model in section 5.3

Scenario Vi me[kg] l[m] t[s] a[m/s2] F [N ] P [kPa]

Minimum, 25.63kn 1.30 343.71]
0.01 0.0154 84.5 29, 043 2, 904
0.05 0.0769 16.9 5, 809 581
0.10 0.1538 8.45 2, 904 290

Maximum, 17.70kn 1.97 381.19
0.01 0.0102 194.0 73, 968 7, 397
0.05 0.0508 38.8 14, 794 1, 479
0.10 0.1015 19.4 7, 397 740

4.3 Conclusion on the ice loads estimated

Calculations have been done using di↵erent approaches to estimate loads on the high speed
craft. The methods from the literature are all based on measurement of the loads experienced
by vessels operating in ice.

A large spread is seen in the results. This is most likely du to the di↵erence in the data
used, as data in [Masterson and Frederking, 1993] and [Taylor et al., 2010] are based on
large vessels in heavy ice conditions, while data in [Rahman et al., 2015] is based on a very
small vessel in light ice conditions. The calculations done to estimate ice loading using the
impact model from section 5.3 depends heavily on unknown parameters and are therefore
inconclusive.

The ice loads from [Masterson and Frederking, 1993] and [Taylor et al., 2010] both exceed
the design loading for the high DNV-GL ice classes, while the loads found using [Rahman
et al., 2015] seem to correspond quite well with ice loading for low DNV-GL ice classes.

The best estimate of loads on the high speed craft is the loads found using [Rahman et al.,
2015], since the measured loads, the data is based on, is from a vessel much closer to the size
range of the high speed craft, and from ice conditions representative of what would be seen
in the Stockholm area.

It is found that more research into ice loading of high speed crafts is needed before it is
possible to provide any accurate load estimates, but the low DNV-GL ice classes, ICE-C and
ICE-E might provide a reasonable level of ice strengthening.



Chapter 5

Preparation for testing of hull
structures

The goal of this thesis is to look into the possibilities for using the waterways in the Stockholm
area for public transportation and looking into the challenges this presents. One challenge that
is emphasised in this thesis, is gaining a better understanding of the challenges in connection
with operating high speed crafts during winter time. During winter in the Stockholm area,
a vessel for public transportation will be required to operate in light ice conditions, which
means that an understanding of the ice loading on such a craft is necessary.

In this part of the thesis, the ice loads on the passenger vessel are investigated using a
scenario based approach, where a scenario is defined, the loading is defined, and testing is
planned in order to determine the nature and magnitude of the loads on the structure, from
this scenario. The scenario investigated is defined as the impact between the passenger vessel
and an ice floe. The passenger vessel is assumed to be under normal operating conditions,
and the ice floe is assumed to be at rest.

The ice floe is assumed to have a thickness equal to the expected thickness of a level ice
sheet in the Stockholm area, and the width of the cross section is calculated as the expected
breaking length for the aforementioned level ice sheet. The geometry of the ice floe will be
discussed on the basis of available literature on ice-structure interaction and decided upon
with simplicity of the model in mind. The condition of the passenger vessel at impact will be
determined from the operation profile using Savitsky’s method for determining the dynamic
draught and trim angle. The impact will be modelled using the hull geometry, dynamic
draught and trim angle of the passenger vessel, assuming a floating ice floe at rest. The
energy in the impact is determined from the impact velocity normal to the impacted panel,
the mass of the ice floe including added mass from the water, and the mechanics of the
modelled impact.

To determine the actual loading on the passenger vessel and the e↵ect of the material
chosen for it, a series of tests are planned. These tests are going to be done by impacting
hull panels, based on the passenger vessel design, with ice blocks. Hull panels are designed
in di↵erent material concepts, metal and composite, for the same operational requirements
and optimised with regards to weight. The design criteria for the panels are based on the
DNV-GL HSLC code and are not expected to have the same sti↵ness and same strength, but
are supposed to represent structures for the same vessel, optimised with regards to weight
and constrained by class rules for the passenger vessel. This is done in order to give insight
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into the performance of the di↵erent material concepts, when designing according to industry
standards. The testing is planned using data from the impact scenario modelled and the
panels designed for the passenger vessel. The results from the testing are expected to be data
on the loading of the panels in the form of pressures and total force. The panels are made
from di↵erent materials and have di↵erent sti↵ness, which makes it possible to evaluate the
suitability of the material concepts and the e↵ect of panel sti↵ness. Another focus point in
the testing will be the influence of impact velocity on the loading, which is found to be very
relevant to ice loading of high speed crafts.

5.1 The ice thickness in the Stockholm area

In order to define the loading used in testing, the ice the thickness and geometry of the ice
floe must be known. The size of the ice floe and the thickness of the ice floe is defined by the
thickness of a level ice sheet in the area of operation. Therefore the maximum thickness of
an ice sheet in the Stockholm area is estimated.

The maximum ice thickness is calculated using Stefan’s Law, which is a basic analytical
model for predicting ice growth. The model is based on heat exchange between the atmo-
sphere, the ice sheet, and the ocean. The basis of the model is that heat loss from the water
surface to the cold air results in ice growth. The ice forms at the water surface and then grows
downwards, by water freezing at the ice-water boundary. The temperature at the ice-water
boundary is therefore equal to the freezing point of the water. Since the ice itself is insulat-
ing, the heat flux through the ice decreases with the ice thickness which makes the model
stable in the sense that an over estimation of the ice thickness results in slower growth and
an underestimation results in faster growth. According to [Leppäranta, 1993], this stability
results in fairly accurate estimates compared to the extreme simplicity of the model.

A sketch of the model can be seen in figure 5.1. The heat flux in and out of the ice
is illustrated, this being the heat flux from the water and the heat flux to the atmosphere.
The freezing occurs at the ice-water boundary which is insulated from the heat flux to the
atmosphere by the ice and any snow there might be on the ice sheet. The heat flux from
the water is determined by the water temperature and the thickness of the thermal boundary
layer at the ice surface. The thickness of the boundary layer is di�cult to determine since is
it depends on the turbulence of the water and the water temperature. The heat flux to the
atmosphere from the ice depends on the atmospheric thermal boundary layer and is insulated
by both the ice itself and the snow cover. The thermal conductivity of the ice depends
on the brine volume, which is influenced by the temperature of the ice, while the thermal
conductivity of the snow changes significantly with the density of the snow. The thermal
conductivity of the snow changes over time due to compression of the snow.

5.1.1 Presentation of the ice growth models used

A couple of di↵erent methods to model the ice growth are presented, but they all rely on
the same governing principles presented here. The models are found from [Leppäranta, 1993]
and [Anderson, 1961]. The methods are compared and the validity of the models is discussed.
The model deemed most reliable is chosen for estimation of the maximum ice thickness.

Common for all methods is that they do not consider the heat flux from the water and
that they do not consider snow cover. This means that none of these models are valid if there
are warm ocean currents in the area and if a thick snow cover is expected. In the Stockholm
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of thermodynamic sea-ice growth. [Leppäranta, 1993, Page
124, Figure 1]. T is temperature and S is salinity

area the water temperature is assumed to be around the freezing point during winter and the
snow cover is expected to be moderate.

The basic version of Stefan’s law The basic analytical model for ice growth is Stefan’s
law, here presented as in [Leppäranta, 1993, Section 3a]. It is based on the simple idea that the
heat released by freezing at the ice bottom is conducted away through the ice by a constant
temperature gradient.

Stefan’s law is based on the following assumptions:

• No internal inertia

• No internal heat source

• A known temperature at the top of the ice sheet, T
0

= T
0

(t)

– No atmospheric thermal boundary layer

– No snow cover

• No heat flux from the water
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These assumptions mean that the ice thickness can be determined as a function of the
heat flux, depending on the properties of the water/ice and an integral of the temperature
below the freezing point with respect to time. The calculations can be seen in equations
(5.1), (5.2), and (5.3), where H is the ice thickness, H

0

is the ice thickness at the start of the
freezing period, a represents the properties of the ice, and S is the temperature below the
freezing point integrated over time. Assuming that the ice is completely melted at the start
of a cold period and that the time t is at a point before the ice is completely melted again,
the ice thickness, H (t), at time t can be described as seen in equation (5.4).

H2 = H
0

2 + a2 · S (5.1)

a =

r
2i
⇢iL

(5.2)

S =

Z t

0

Tf � T
0

(⌧) d⌧ (5.3)

H (t) =

s
2i
⇢iL

·
Z t

0

Tf � T
0

(⌧) d⌧ (5.4)

Stefan’s law corrected for the atmospheric boundary layer When predicting the ice
thickness the temperature data available is usually the air temperature. Taking the atmo-
spheric boundary layer into account can, according to [Leppäranta, 1993, Section 3b], be done
by introducing a heat exchange coe�cient and using the fact that the heat flux through the
boundary layer must be equal to the heat flux through the ice. This results in an equilibrium,
as seen in equation (5.5).

A new term is thereby introduced to equation (5.4), resulting in equation (5.6). This
equation predicts the ice thickness in the same way as the basic Stefan’s law above, but
taking the atmospheric boundary layer into account.

a (T0

� Ta) =
i (Tf � Ta)

H
(5.5)

H (t) =

s
2i
⇢iL

·
Z t

0

Tf � Ta (⌧) d⌧ +

✓
i
a

◆
2

� i
a

(5.6)

Ice growth model presented by [Anderson, 1961] A third ice growth model is pre-
sented in [Anderson, 1961] as seen in equation (5.7). The symbols used in equations (5.1)-(5.6),
are used to display equations from [Anderson, 1961] in a comparable way. This solution is
derived in a way similar to the two solutions above and can be rewritten as seen in equation
(5.8), where it is seen that it is identical to equation (5.6) for a = b

2ha
. The major di↵erence

for the two is that the boundary layer in [Anderson, 1961] is thought of as being represented
by an empirically determined contact coe�cient including the atmospheric boundary layer,
snow cover, and partially also other growth limiting e↵ects.
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5.1.2 Calculation of the maximum ice thickness in the Stockholm region

The maximum ice thickness in the Stockholm area is calculated using the di↵erent methods.
The methods are evaluated and the most reliable method is chosen. The ice thickness is then
determined using a statistical approach. This is done in order to estimate the size of the ice
floe used in the impact modeling, to define the loading used in testing.

Calculating the negative temperature-time integral In order to estimate the maxi-
mum expected ice thickness, air temperature data for the Stockholm region is found. This is
done through the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) website, where
weather data is publicly available. The data used is the ”Stockholms temperaturserie 1756-
2013”, which is daily average temperatures for the Stockholm area for every day in the time
period 1756 to 2013. The data is from measurements and missing data points has taken from
data for Uppsala1 and data from before September 1858 has been adjusted for a supposed
warm bias of summer temperatures. This data is used to compute the negative temperature
time integral as a function of time. This is a cumulative sum, weighted with the time inter-
val between measurements. For negative values of the sum the integral is reset as the ice is
melted and will start to refreeze at the beginning of the next cold spell. This is illustrated in
figure 5.2, where the negative time-temperature integral is plotted along with the daily mean
temperature for the winter of 2012/2013. Both the daily mean temperature and the negative
temperature-time integral are normalised using the absolute maximum value. From this figure
it is seen how the negative temperature-time starts to increase when the temperature goes
below 0�C and starts decreasing again when the temperature goes above 0�C in the spring.

1
City close to Stockholm

http://www.smhi.se/klimatdata/meteorologi/temperatur/1.2847
http://www.smhi.se/klimatdata/meteorologi/temperatur/1.2847
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Figure 5.2: An illustration of the integral of the negative temperature-time as a function of
time, S(t), in terms of temperature in celcius
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Calculating the ice growth The actual thickness of the ice is calculated as a function of
time using equations (5.4), (5.6), and (5.8). Using Stefan’s law and values of constants recom-
mended in [Leppäranta, 1993, Section 3a], equation (5.4) becomes equation (5.9). Including
the atmospheric boundary layer and using values recommended in [Leppäranta, 1993, Section
3b], equation (5.6) becomes equation (5.10). Using the approach and values recommended
by [Anderson, 1961], equation (5.8) becomes equation (5.11).

[Leppäranta, 1993, Section 3a] H (t) =
q
3.32Sdays · 10�2 (5.9)

[Leppäranta, 1993, Section 3b] H (t) =

✓q
3.32Sdays + 102 � 10

◆
· 10�2 (5.10)

[Anderson, 1961] H (t) ⇡
✓q

9.172Sdays + 2.52 � 2.5

◆
· 10�2 (5.11)

As seen, these values di↵er significantly and it is therefore deemed necessary to evaluate
this further. It is done by using equations (5.4), (5.6), and (5.8) and assigning values of the
physical constant presented. The used values of the physical constants can be found in table
5.1 and the corresponding equations derived are equations (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14).

Table 5.1: The values of physical constants used in equations (5.4), (5.6), and (5.8), in order
to derive equations (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14).

Symbol Value Unit Origin
a 10i W /Km [Leppäranta, 1993, Section 3b]
b 0.0243 W /Km http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com

i 2.25 W /Km http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com

⇢i 920 kg/m3 [Timco and Weeks, 2010]
ha 10�3 m Estimate of 1mm used in order to fit equation

to correct order of magnitude
L 334, 000 j/kg http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com

Equation (5.4) and table 5.1 H (t) ⇡
p
1.46 · 10�8 · S (5.12)

Equation (5.6) and table 5.1 H (t) ⇡
p
1.46 · 10�8 · S + 0.12 � 0.1 (5.13)

Equation (5.8) and table 5.1 H (t) ⇡
p
1.46 · 10�8 · S + 0.0932 � 0.093 (5.14)

All of these equations can be expressed in the form of parameters A and B in the following
equation:

p
AS +B2 � B. In order to compare the equations, the parameters are listed in

table 5.2, in SI units. It is seen that the parameters vary significantly, but are in the same
order of magnitude and should yield comparable results.

To illustrate the influence of the choice of method and values, the predicted ice thickness
for a winter is presented in figure 5.3, where all six equations are represented. The figure
corresponds quite well to table 5.2, since the formula presented by [Anderson, 1961] yield
much larger estimates than the other formulas and the formulas using values from table
5.1 give slightly higher results than the formulas presented by [Leppäranta, 1993]. All of
the equations are based on the negative temperature-time integral, which has the e↵ect of
aligning maxima and minima.

http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com
http://www.engineeringtoolbox.com
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Table 5.2: Comparison of the equations used for calculation of the ice thickness, expressed
on the form

p
AS +B2 �B in SI units.

Eq. Origin A B

(5.9) [Leppäranta, 1993, Section 3a] 1.26 · 10�8 0.000
(5.10) [Leppäranta, 1993, Section 3b] 1.26 · 10�8 0.100
(5.11) [Anderson, 1961] 9.73 · 10�8 0.025
(5.12) Equation (5.4) and table 5.1 1.46 · 10�8 0.000
(5.13) Equation (5.6) and table 5.1 1.46 · 10�8 0.100
(5.14) Equation (5.8) and table 5.1 1.46 · 10�8 0.093
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Figure 5.3: The calculated ice thickness for the Stockholm area during the winter of
2000/2001, calculated using equations (5.9), (5.10), (5.11), (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14)

All of these formulas are expected to give very conservative results. The model presented
by [Anderson, 1961] is disregarded as it yields results that are very large compared with the
other formulas and these values seem unreasonable, since the maximum ice thickness during
the winter of 2000/2001 in the Stockholm area should be significantly less than half a meter.
When using values from table 5.1, this method seems to give reasonable results, but that
is due to the fact that it is fitted to the other calculations by varying the thickness of the
boundary layer. For the formulas from [Leppäranta, 1993], the use of values from table 5.1
makes the results slightly more conservative, but well within acceptable limits. The values
used in [Leppäranta, 1993] are partially empirically determined and could therefore account
for insulating factors not included in the derivation of the equations. This could explain the
di↵erence in results.

Th most reliable method is found using the list of reasons seen here:

• These formulas should give very conservative estimates for the ice thickness
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• The formulas using values from table 5.1 are not validated

• Considering the atmospheric boundary layer increases the accuracy of this approach
significantly according to [Leppäranta, 1993]

• The di↵erences in the results for the formulas considering the atmospheric boundary
layer are small

The formula presented in [Leppäranta, 1993, Section 3b], as seen in equation (5.10), is
therefore chosen for further work. This method takes the atmospheric boundary layer into
account, the constants are based on validated measurements, and it is less conservative than
the other methods.

5.1.3 Statistically determining the maximum ice thickness

In order to estimate the ice conditions, a statistical approach is taken. This is done in order to
ensure that the ice thickness used for determining ice floe size is representative of the actual ice
conditions. The maximum ice thickness in the Stockholm area is determined statistically by
fitting a statistical distribution to the ice thicknesses found by using the formula recommended
in [Leppäranta, 1993, Section 3b] and the temperature data from SMHI, as described in the
previous section.

The parameter of interest in this section is the maximum ice thickness. In order to
determine this value, an approach known from extreme wave analysis is used. First the ice
thickness extreme value (maximum) for each winter is found. A generalised extreme value
distribution is then fitted to these maxima. From the fitted extreme value distribution, the
mean, median, mode, and 95% confidence interval can then be found.

One benefit of fitting a statistical distribution to the datasets is that irregularities in the
data are smoothed out and analysis of the data require fewer data points and is less sensitive
to bias from single data points. Another benefit is that the statistical distribution is well
defined, which means that locating statistical parameters can be done with greater accuracy.
A poorly fitted distribution will o↵ course result in large errors and evaluating the goodness
of the fit is therefore very important. —- The maximum ice thickness for each winter is found
by determining the maximum value of the ice thickness in the period 1st of August to 31st
of July each year, using the data calculated as described above for each day during the year.
The generalised extreme value distribution fitted has a probability density function on the
form seen in equation (5.15) and calculated using a built in Matlab function ”fitdist”.
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When fitting the generalised extreme value distribution to the data, the period for which
the data is from has a significant influence on the values of the parameters. Since only the
maximum ice thickness for each year is used, the number of data points are equal to the
number of winters considered. The accuracy of predictions should increase with the number
of points, as the ice maximum ice thickness is considered a semi-random variable that could
have a significant spread and therefore fluctuate when considering shorter time periods. It
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should also be taken into account that the ice thickness depends on the air temperature, which
has increased due to global warming, and when used for predictions of future ice thicknesses,
should have a significant cold bias. This means that use of a longer time period should
increase the ice thickness because of the reduced e↵ect of global warming, while use of short
periods could decrease the accuracy of the fitted distribution.

The statistical parameters, mean, median, mode, and 95% confidence interval, are illus-
trated in figure 5.4. If the goal is to establish the highest ice thickness possible during an
arbitrary winter, the 95% confidence interval would be the best fit. If the goal to determine
the most likely maximum ice thickness during an arbitrary winter, the mode would be the
best fit as it is the most common value of the maximum ice thickness. The mean is the
average maximum ice thickness for a winter based on a number of winters. The median is
the ice thickness for which there is a 50% probability of exceedance.
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Figure 5.4: The maximum ice thickness for a winter in terms of the probability density
function of the extreme value distribution, fitted to a dataset covering 50 years, from the
winter of 1963/1964 to the winter of 2012/2013. Mean, median, mode and 95% confidence
interval are indicated

This statistical distribution is the fitted to four di↵erent datasets. Each dataset consists
of the maximum is thickness for each year over a time period from 2012/2013 and a number
of years back. The reason for evaluating the results for di↵erent time periods is to account for
two e↵ects. The first e↵ect is the fact that the weather has been getting warmer on average
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for the past 300 years, which will result in an over prediction of the future ice thickness if
using data from a longer period. The second e↵ect is that a smaller number of data points
will decrease the accuracy of the statistical approach.

The cold bias can clearly be seen in figure 5.5, where the cumulative distribution functions
for the four di↵erent datasets are plotted along with the raw data. It is seen that the maximum
ice thicknesses increase when including older datapoints. This e↵ect is can also be seen in
table 5.3. The mode changes significantly when using all data (255 years), but little change
is seen over the past 100 years. The mean and median decrease when excluding older data
points, supporting the claim of a cold bias in older data. The 95% confidence interval decrease
when excluding older data points, but shows a significant drop when only considering a time
span of the past twenty years. It is likely that this e↵ect is caused by the 95% confidence
interval being very sensitive to extreme values in the dataset, which might not have occurred
during the past twenty years. The fitted distributions and the data seem to correspond well,
with a visibly smaller accuracy when only using a period of twenty years. The distribution
fitted to fifty years of data is therefore found to be the best estimate of a distribution for the
maximum ice thicknesses in the future.

Table 5.3: The statistically determined maximum ice thicknesses for the Stockholm area, in
terms of the mean, median, mode and 95% confidence interval, for the four datasets.

First winter 1756/1757 1912/1913 1962/1963 1992/1993
Last winter 2012/2013 2012/2013 2012/2013 2012/2013
Period, years 255 100 50 20

Mean 35.4[cm] 31.4[cm] 29.7[cm] 26.2[cm]
Median 33.9[cm] 28.1[cm] 26.2[cm] 24.6[cm]
Mode 30.6[cm] 22.7[cm] 20.6[cm] 21.5[cm]

95% confidence interval 67.1[cm] 64.6[cm] 63.9[cm] 50.4[cm]

The result of the statistical analysis of the maximum ice thicknesses is presented in table
5.3. The value found is to be used for determining a design load, which means that the chosen
value should be based on a design criteria. Since the ice thicknesses are calculated using an
extremely conservative method, the design criteria is chosen as the most likely maximum ice
thickness for a winter. This criteria along with the distribution fitted to a fifty year dataset
being deemed most reliable, means that the maximum ice thickness is to be taken as the mode
for the distribution fitted to a fifty year dataset. Therefore the maximum ice thickness used
in calculating the ice loading is taken as 20.6[cm], which represents a conservative estimate
of the most common maximum ice thickness for a winter, in the period from the winter of
1962/1963 to the winter of 2012/2013. See table 5.3.

H = 0.206[m] (5.16)

The ice thickness used for determining ice floe size, and thereby the ice loading, is as seen
in equation (5.16). This value will influence the loading of the panels during testing and it is
therefore important that this value is reasonable. The value is evaluated by consulting people
who have been living in the Stockholm area for longer time periods and found to be within
acceptable limits.
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Figure 5.5: The cumulative distribution functions for the four datasets.
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5.2 Estimating floe size

The testing is based on an impact between the passenger vessel under normal operating
conditions and an ice floe at rest. To define the impact, the size of the ice floe must be
known. The size of the ice floe is defined by the ice sheet from which it is created. Assuming
that the ice floe is broken o↵ the ice sheet results in an estimate of the thickness and the
dimensions of the ice floe is then estimated using available literature, by calculating the size
of the largest ice floe breaking of the ice sheet. The ice floe must not be a thin plate, but
should have a maximum width of around ten times the thickness or less. This is important
since the impact is modelled using rigid bodies and the impact with a thin floating plate will
result in di↵erent ice-structure interaction.

In literature on the topic, a level ice sheet is considered as an infinitely large plate on an
elastic foundation. See [Nevel, 1961], [Kerr and Palmer, 1972], and [Kerr and Kwak, 1993].
The water pressure on the bottom of the ice sheet (buoyancy) is considered as an elastic
foundation and the level ice sheet itself is considered as a plate with a thickness much smaller
than the other dimensions.

The ice floe is defined as a piece of the level ice sheet with thickness as calculated in
section 5.1. This piece is defined as the largest piece of ice that could be expected to break
of the ice sheet, when loaded at the edge.

It is widely accepted that when an ice floe is loaded vertically radial cracks form, going
outwards from the loaded area. At a certain point circumferential cracks will start to form.
This is illustrated in figure 5.6, where the pattern of the cracks is shown for an ice sheet loaded
vertically with a pressure distributed over a circular area. The breaking length is defined as
the distance from the point of loading to the point where circumferential cracks are expected
to form, and used to define the size of the ice floe.

THE NARROW FREE INFINITE WEDGE ON AN ELASTIC FOUNDATION 
by 

Donald E. Nevel 

INTRODUCTION 
It was observed by Assur and Frankenstein, from uniform circular loading tests 

on floating ice sheets, that the ice would crack radially from the center of the loading 
because of tension on the bottom of the ice. Under increasing load the radial cracks 

. lengthened and increased in number until finally a circumferential crack was' formed 
caused by tension on the surface of the ice. Figure 1 shows how the ic·e sheet looked 
at this' moment. The theory of a plate on an elastic foundation will closely predict 
th,e radial cracks. But the plate theory does not accurately predict the circumferen-
tial crack because the plate is already cracked. Dr. Assur has suggested that the 
theory of a wedge an elastic foundation might better predict the location and mag-
nitude of the stresses that caused the circumferential crack. 

To simplify this problem we assume a narrow free infinite wedge on an elastic 
foundation, and an elastic homogeneous isotropic material for the wedge; The term 
narrow indicates that the wedge width is sufficiently small so that tangential bending 
may be neglected. It can be shown from model studies'by Gold, Black, Trofimenkof, 
and Matz (1958) that this is permissible if the angle of the wedge is less than 60°. 
The term free indicates that there are no forces exerted on the sides of the wedge 
by adjacent wedges. Although the actual wedge is not infinite, the infinite wedge 
theory can be used as an approximation. USA SIPRE tests show that if the rate of 
loading is greater-than 0. 5 kg/cmZ-sec, ice reacts as an elastic material. 

SOLUTION 

Considering the summation of vertical forces !:F = 0 on a dx element of the 
wedge (Fig. 2), the differential equation describing the vwedge is 

PLAN VIEW 

2 d3 , - s. 
dx + x lf + Y - k · 
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Figure 1. Cracking of a floating ice sheet. 
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Figur,e 2. A narrow free infinite wedge 
on an elastic foundation,' 'T = .r I 1. 

Figure 5.6: An illustration of the failure mode of a vertically loaded ice sheet, from [Nevel,
1961, Figure 1]

An attempt at estimating the breaking length is made by evaluating the bending moment
in an ice sheet modelled as a plate on an elastic foundation and the bending moment in an ice
wedge (due to radial cracks in the ice sheet), assuming that the breaking length will be the
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distance from the point of loading to the place of maximum moment. The breaking length is
also estimated by taking an approach used in [Lindqvist, 1989], where the breaking length is
estimated from a parameter called the characteristic length of the ice sheet.

5.2.1 Estimating floe size from bending moments

In order to model the impact between the passenger vessel and an ice floe, the maximum size
of an ice floe, breaking o↵ an ice sheet needs to be estimated. Here an attempt at estimating
this is done by studying the distribution of bending moment in an ice sheet.

In [Lubbad and Løset, 2011], a numerical model for ship-ice interaction is presented.
This model simulated a vessel breaking a level ice sheet. The ice breaking is divided
into four phases: breaking, rotating, sliding and clearing. Here only the breaking phase is
of interest and is is explained using a quote from the introduction in [Lubbad and Løset, 2011].

The ice breaking phase begins with a localised crushing of the free ice edge at the contact
zone. The crushing force increases as the ship advances and the contact area increases. This
causes the ice sheet to deflect and the bending stresses to build up until the ice sheet fails.
The flexural failure occurs at a distance from the crushing region. This distance, the breaking
length, depends on the ice thickness and the ship speed, among other factors. According
to Valanto (2001), the breaking lengths decrease as the ice thickness decreases; breaking
lengths also decrease if the ship speed increases. The broken ice pieces are often called cusps
or wedges, depending on their geometry.
- [Lubbad and Løset, 2011, Page 111]

For the application in this thesis, the calculation of the breaking length is of special
interest. In this paper the stresses in the ice is evaluated using the theory of a semi infinite
plate on an elastic foundation. When the stresses reach a certain threshold, radial cracks are
initiated. When the radial cracks are formed, the theory of an infinite wedge on an elastic
foundation is used to determine the location of the circumferential crack and evaluating the
stresses in the ice. When the stress reaches a certain threshold, a piece breaks o↵ the ice
sheet.

The bending moments in a floating ice sheet is calculated and the bending moment in an
infinite ice wedge is evaluated. The purpose is to give insight into the formation of ice floes
and thereby a better understanding of the ice floe size.

The bending moment in a floating ice sheet The bending moment in a floating ice
sheet is calculated using the theory of a semi-infinite plate on an elastic foundation, subjected
to a point load. A sketch of the idealisation of the semi-infinite plate with one free edge can
be seen in figure 5.7. The calculations are done numerically using Matlab, in accordance
with [Kerr and Kwak, 1993]. The code can be seen in appendix B.4.

The flexural rigidity, D, of the ice sheet and the specific weight of the liquid base, k, must
be known in order to calculate the deflection of the ice sheet.

According to [Kerr and Palmer, 1972], the Young’s modulus, E, of the ice sheets is not
constant throughout the thickness and the stress distribution in the ice sheet is therefore not
linear. When calculating the flexural rigidity, this can be compensated for by introducing
a reduction factor suggested in [Kerr and Palmer, 1972, Equation (41)], as seen in equation
(5.17).

The specific weight of the liquid base is defined as the density of the liquid timed the
gravitational acceleration, as seen in equation (5.18).
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Fig. I. Semi-infinite plate subjected to a force P 

Shapiro [8] published a solution for the case when the semi-infinite plate is subjected to a concentrated 
force placed at any point on the plate. He obtained the solution in integral form. Because Shapiro did not 
present the details of the derivations, Nevel [9] re-derived it, using the Fourier and Laplace transforms, and 
evaluated the obtained integral solution numerically for the case of rectangular edge loads. 

In the present paper a simpler solution is obtained, for the case when the semi-infinite plate is 
subjected to a concentrated force at any point on the plate, by utilizing the corresponding closed form 
solution for the infinite plate in conjunction with the Fourier integral method. To simplify the analysis 
further, a concentrated force is placed at the image point. 

The advantage of the obtained solution is that the characteristic response of the plate in the 
vicinity of the load P is represented by the closed form expression for the infinite plate, (which contains 
the singularity) whereas the contribution of the force at the image point and the Fourier integral 
represent the correction due to the free edge. As the force moves away from the edge, the contribution 
of these two terms diminishes rapidly and the solution approaches that of an infinite plate. 

2 Problem formulation 

Consider a semi-infinite plate on a Winkler base, free along x -- 0, and subjected to a force P at (x0, 0) 
as shown in Fig. 1. The formulation consists of the differential equation 

DV4w + kw = P N x  - Xo) NY) 0 < x < ~ ,  -oo < y < oo, (1) 

where 

V4( ) = ( ).xxxx + 2( ),x~, + ( ),yyyy, 

the boundary conditions 

w._,x(O, y) + vw.y,(O, y) = 0; w . . . .  (0, y) + (2 - v) W x~y(O, y) = 0 (2) 

and the regularity conditions at infinity 
lira {w;wx;wy; . . .}  ---,0. (3) 

x ~  o(: 
y - *  + 3 (  

w(x, y) is the vertical displacement component of the reference plane at point (x, y), D is the flexural 
stiffness of the plate, ( ),~ = 8( )/0x, and k is the foundation modulus for a pavement or the specific 
weight of the liquid base. 

The above formulation is also valid when Young's modulus varies across the plate thickness, namely 
when E = E(z), provided that D is determined by integrating over the thickness, and the vertical position of 
the reference plane (x, y) is established from an integral condition. For details refer to Kerr and Palmer [10]. 

3 Solution of  formulation 

The problem is solved utilizing the Green's function for an infinite plate subjected to a force P at 
(xo, Yo) given in [11] 

p~2 kei(flr), (4) w(x, y; Xo, Yo) - 2~k 

Figure 5.7: An illustration of the idealisation behind the calculations of the deflection and
bending moment in a floating ice sheet. Taken from [Kerr and Kwak, 1993, Figure 1]

D = 0.42
EH3

12 (1� ⌫2)
(5.17)

k = ⇢wg (5.18)

The deflection of the ice sheet is calculated as seen in equation (5.19) from [Kerr and
Palmer, 1972, Equation (23)], using equations (5.21)-(5.24) and calculating A

1

as seen in
equation (5.20). Values for constants are as seen in table 5.5, flexural rigidity and specific
weight of the liquid base as seen above, and the ↵ integral is evaluated numerically.
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The bending moments in the x and y directions are calculated along the x-axis, from the
curvature of the deformed ice sheet, as seen in equation (5.27) and (5.28). The curvature of
the deformed ice sheet is calculated by a numerical double di↵erential of the deflection, by
evaluating the function at locations close to the point for which the moment is calculated.
The spacing between points used for di↵erentiation is determined by the use of a variable that
is manually tuned in order to get a high degree of accuracy, and at the same time limiting
nummerical errors which occur if the spacing becomes too small.

Mxx = �D

✓
d2w

dx2
+ ⌫

d2w

dy2

◆
(5.27)

Myy = �D

✓
⌫
d2w

dx2
+

d2w

dy2

◆
(5.28)

w⇤ = w
2⇡k

P�2

(5.29)

In order to validate the calculations, the results are compared to the results presented
in [Kerr and Kwak, 1993], where the normalised deflection, the x bending moment, and the
y-bending moment along the x-axis are presented for di↵erent locations of the point load.
The same three figures can be seen in figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8b is the same as [Kerr and Kwak, 1993, Figure 4]. Figure 5.8a is the same as [Kerr
and Kwak, 1993, Figure 6]. Figure 5.8c is the same as [Kerr and Kwak, 1993, Figure 7]. The
calculation of the deflection seems to give similar results, which means that the equations
are implemented correctly and that the numerical integration has the desired accuracy. The
calculation of the bending moments also seem to give similar results, which means that the
nummerical di↵erentiation also has the desired accuracy.

In figure 5.8a it is seen that the bending moment in the x-direction along the x-axis has
a maximum at around x = 0.8�, when the point load is at the free edge of the plate. This
maximum occurs when the point load is located close to the free edge and can to some extent
also be seen for the other positions of the point load included in the figure. The location of
this maximum is dependant on the location of the point load.
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Figure 5.8: The deflection and bending moment of a plate on an elastic foundation, calculated
using equations (5.17)-(5.29), and the location of the maximum bending moment Mxx as a
function of the position of the point load.
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The location of the maximum x bending moment is calculated for positions of the point
load within half a meter from the free edge of the ice sheet. The result can be seen in figure
5.8d. It is seen that location of the maximum bending moment increases with the position
of the load and that the location of the maximum bending moment is between 3.7[m] and
5.2[m] when the point load is located within half a meter from the edge of the ice sheet.

This results in figure 5.8d correspond to a breaking length that is between 18 and 25
times larger than the thickness of the ice sheet. In order for an ice floe to behave as a solid
object and not a plate, the desired breaking length should be in the order of, or less than, 10
times the ice thickness. In [Lubbad and Løset, 2011] it is stated that the maximum bending
moment in the ice sheet always occur in a manner that causes radial cracks and the breaking
length calculated in that model is calculated using the theory of bending of an infinite wedge
to account for the radial cracks. This means that calculating the breaking length using the
theory of a semi-infinite plate on an elastic foundation could give unreasonable results.

The bending moment in a narrow free infinite ice wedge When an ice sheet is loaded
vertically radial cracks occur and wedge shaped ice pieces, still connected to the ice sheet,
form at the edge of the ice sheet. These wedges can then be idealised as narrow and infinitely
long wedges, on an elastic foundation. The solution for this problem, using a pressure load
on the tip of the wedge, is presented in [Nevel, 1961], where the ice wedge is idealised as seen
in figure 5.9.

THE NARROW FREE INFINITE WEDGE ON AN ELASTIC FOUNDATION 
by 

Donald E. Nevel 

INTRODUCTION 
It was observed by Assur and Frankenstein, from uniform circular loading tests 

on floating ice sheets, that the ice would crack radially from the center of the loading 
because of tension on the bottom of the ice. Under increasing load the radial cracks 

. lengthened and increased in number until finally a circumferential crack was' formed 
caused by tension on the surface of the ice. Figure 1 shows how the ic·e sheet looked 
at this' moment. The theory of a plate on an elastic foundation will closely predict 
th,e radial cracks. But the plate theory does not accurately predict the circumferen-
tial crack because the plate is already cracked. Dr. Assur has suggested that the 
theory of a wedge an elastic foundation might better predict the location and mag-
nitude of the stresses that caused the circumferential crack. 

To simplify this problem we assume a narrow free infinite wedge on an elastic 
foundation, and an elastic homogeneous isotropic material for the wedge; The term 
narrow indicates that the wedge width is sufficiently small so that tangential bending 
may be neglected. It can be shown from model studies'by Gold, Black, Trofimenkof, 
and Matz (1958) that this is permissible if the angle of the wedge is less than 60°. 
The term free indicates that there are no forces exerted on the sides of the wedge 
by adjacent wedges. Although the actual wedge is not infinite, the infinite wedge 
theory can be used as an approximation. USA SIPRE tests show that if the rate of 
loading is greater-than 0. 5 kg/cmZ-sec, ice reacts as an elastic material. 

SOLUTION 

Considering the summation of vertical forces !:F = 0 on a dx element of the 
wedge (Fig. 2), the differential equation describing the vwedge is 

PLAN VIEW 

2 d3 , - s. 
dx + x lf + Y - k · 

CRACKING OF A FLOATING ICE SHEET 

DISTRIBUTED 
LOAD 

RADIAL CRACKS DUE TO 
------TENSION ON BOTTOM 

OF ICE 
CIRCUMFERENTIAL CRACK 

-- -DUE TO TENSION ON TOP 
OF ICE 

Figure 1. Cracking of a floating ice sheet. 

I 
'-

Figur,e 2. A narrow free infinite wedge 
on an elastic foundation,' 'T = .r I 1. 

Figure 5.9: An illustration of the idealisation behind the calculations of the bending moment
in a narrow free infinite ice wedge. Taken from [Nevel, 1961, Figure 2]

In [Nevel, 1961] the bending moment along the length of the ice wedge is calculated for
a pressure load evenly distributed over the surface, from the tip to a point defined by what
is here defined as the loading length, ll. The resulting bending moment over the length,
presented in [Nevel, 1961], can be seen in figure 5.10a for di↵erent loading lengths. It is seen
that the location of the maximum moment is dependant on the loading length. The place of
the maximum moment as a function of the loading length is presented in figure 5.10b.
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Table 5.4: The breaking length for an infinite wedge for di↵erent values of the loading length,
values read from figure 5.10b

ll ⌧ � lb
lb
H

0.00[m] 0.000 0.000 0.00[m] 0.0
0.10[m] 0.034 0.341 1.00[m] 4.9
0.20[m] 0.068 0.438 1.28[m] 6.2
0.30[m] 0.102 0.513 1.51[m] 7.3
0.40[m] 0.136 0.575 1.69[m] 8.2
0.50[m] 0.170 0.632 1.86[m] 9.0
0.60[m] 0.204 0.682 2.00[m] 9.7
0.70[m] 0.238 0.729 2.14[m] 10.4
0.80[m] 0.273 0.774 2.27[m] 11.0
0.90[m] 0.307 0.815 2.39[m] 11.6
1.00[m] 0.341 0.857 2.52[m] 12.2

In figure 5.10, the lengths are normalised using a characteristic length. This characteristic
length is calculated as seen in equation (5.30).

lc�nevel =
4

r
EH3

12k
(5.30)

=
4

r
109 · 0.2063

12 · 1000 · 9.81 ⇡ 2.94[m]

The breaking length is defined as the place of maximum moment, and when calculated
from the theory of an free infinite wedge on an elastic foundation is, as seen in figure 5.10b,
it is dependent on the loading length. In table 5.4, the breaking length from figure 5.10b is
listed for values of the loading length up to 1[m].

It is seen that the breaking length calculated from the theory of an infinite wedge is in
the desired order of magnitude, but is strongly dependent on the loading length, which is
undefined.
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5.2.2 Estimating floe size from characteristic length

A method for estimating the ice floe size that is independent on loads on the ice sheet is
needed in order to define the load case. The load on the ice sheet is undefined and the ice
floe size must be known in order to define the impact scenario. An approach to estimating
the size of ice floes breaking o↵ an ice sheet in connection with modelling ice resistance
is used in [Lindqvist, 1989]. This approach is based on the characteristic length of an ice
sheet, depending on thickness and material properties. This characteristic length is presented
in equation (5.31). With the goal of using the estimated ice floe size for calculating ice
resistance, the maximum length of an ice floe is defined as the breaking length, lb, which is
assumed to be one third of the characteristic length, lc, as seen in equation (5.32). In the ice
resistance model presented in [Lindqvist, 1989], this approach gives satisfactory results.

lc =
4

s
EH3

12 (1� ⌫2) ⇢wg
(5.31)

lb =
lc

3
(5.32)

Using material properties as recommended in [Timco and Weeks, 2010] and ice thickness
as estimated in section 5.1.2, the material properties are as seen in table 5.5. This results in
characteristic length and breaking length being as seen in equations (5.33) and (5.34).

lc =
4

s
1010 · 0.2063

12
�
1� 0.332

�
1000 · 9.81

= 5.37[m] (5.33)

lb =
5.37

3
= 1.79[m] (5.34)

Table 5.5: Values of constants used for calculating ice floe geometry

Property Symbol Value Unit Origin
Young’s modulus E 10 · 109 [Pa] First year, fresh water, [Timco and Weeks, 2010]
Ice thickness H 0.206 [m] Mode for 50 year period, table 5.3
Poison’s ratio ⌫ 0.33 First year, dynamic, [Timco and Weeks, 2010]

Density of the sea water ⇢w 1000 [kg/m3] Fresh water, 0�C � 10�C
Density of ice ⇢i 920 [kg/m3] First year sea ice, [Timco and Weeks, 2010]

Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 [m/s2]

The breaking length calculated in equation (5.34) is compared to the loading length de-
pendent breaking length found by calculating the bending moment in a narrow free infinite
wedge. In table 5.4 it is seen that the breaking length calculated here corresponds to a loading
length of between 40[cm] and 50[cm], which is found to be reasonable. The ratio lb

H is approx-
imately 8.7, which means that the ice floe is too thick, compared to the other dimensions, to
model as a plate. The breaking length calculated in equation (5.34) is therefore accepted as
the maximum length of the ice floe.

Assuming that the breaking length is the maximum length of an ice floe in any direction
and that the thickness of the ice floe is the level ice thickness, the largest possible ice floe is a
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cylinder with diameter lb and height H. This results in area, volume and mass being as seen
in equations (5.35), (5.36), and (5.37), where values are as seen in table 5.5.

Ai = ⇡

 
lb

2

!
2

= 2.52[m2] (5.35)

Vi = AiH = 0.519[m3] (5.36)

mi = Vi⇢i = 477[kg] (5.37)
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5.3 Modelling ice-structure interaction

A model is created to describe the ice structure interaction. The model is scenario based
and is supposed to describe the impact between the high speed craft in normal operation and
an ice floe. This model is meant to provide data for the testing scenario in terms of impact
velocity and impact mass. The testing is will be done as drop testing, which means that
impact velocity and impact mass must be known in order to simulate the scenario.

The impact modelling will be based on the planning condition of the vessel and static
equilibrium of the ice floe in the water. It gives an impact location, impact angle, and impact
velocity. Data from the impact model is then used to model the ice-structure interaction,
to include the e↵ects of impact location and added mass on the ice floe. The ice structure
interaction yields estimates of the impact mass and impact energy.

5.3.1 Impact modeling and determination of impact velocity

An impact model is created by estimating the planning condition of the vessel and the floating
equilibrium of the ice floe and thereby the impact velocity, location, and angle. This model
is idealised and used, in order to get a reasonable estimate of the impact scenario. First the
planning condition of the vessel in flat water is calculated, then the height of the ice floe above
the level water is calculated. The impact location is determined as the foremost point of the
hull, at the height of the level ice floe. The impact velocity vector is then determined from the
vessel velocity, normal to the impacted panel, at the impact location. The model is simplified
by considering completely level water, which results in a static planning condition and a static
equilibrium of the ice floe. Since the impact is assumed to be located as the foremost point,
the deadrise angle is not considered and the model thereby becomes two dimensional

Planning condition estimates based on Savitsky’s method Savitsky’s method is first
presented in [Savitsky, 1964] and further refined in [Savitsky and Brown, 1976]. This method
is acknowledged in the industry and often used to provide estimates of the resistance and
planning condition of high speed crafts. It is a semi-empirical method that is computationally
cheap and yields reasonably accurate results. The method in the form it is used here does
not take chine flats, and other flat hull surfaces, into account, which is deemed acceptable
since the hull investigated is a conventional high speed craft with a geometry similar to the
hull shapes this method is developed for.

The method is based on solving the 3 degree of freedom equilibrium, considering heave,
surge, and pitch. Here only a short description of the methods, reasoning, and calculations
will be included. More information can be found in [Savitsky, 1964], [Savitsky and Brown,
1976], and [Larsson et al., 2014].

The planning condition of the vessel is considered as a steady state, meaning that there
must be equilibrium in all degrees of freedom. The situation is idealised as a 2-dimensional
problem, leaving three degrees of freedom. The equilibrium equations are defined using figure
5.11. The forces considdered are the weight of the vessel, mg, the thrust from the propulsion
system, T , the friction resistance, Rf , and the pressure force normal to the hull bottom, N .
This results in the equilibrium equations (5.38), (5.39), and (5.40).
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Heave: N cos (⌧) + T sin (⌧ + ✏) = Rf sin (⌧) +mg (5.38)

Surge: T cos (⌧ + ✏) = Rf cos (⌧) +N sin (⌧) (5.39)

Pitch: Ne+Rfff = Tf (5.40)
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Figure 5.11: Graphical illustration of parameters used in Savitsky’s method

From the heave and surge equilibrium equations, the thrust, T , and the pressure force
normal to the hull bottom, N , can be expressed in terms of the friction resistance, Rf , and the
weight of the vessel, mg. The pitch equilibrium equation can then be rewritten to determine
the residual moment, M , given as seen in equation (5.41). It is the sum of the moment due
to lift and weight, Mh, and the moment due to thrust and resistance, Mf . The moment due
to lift and weight, Mh, is calculated as seen in equation (5.42). The moment due to thrust
and resistance, Mf , is calculated as seen in equation (5.43).

M = Mh +Mf (5.41)

Mh = gm


e cos (⌧ + ✏)

cos (✏)
� f

sin (⌧)

cos (✏)

�
(5.42)

Mf = Rf


ff � e tan (✏)� f

1

cos (✏)

�
(5.43)

The equilibrium is solved numerically for zero residual moment, M = 0. This is done by
defining all components as functions of the trim angle ⌧ and the parameter � (See equation
(5.50)) and implementing the system of equations using Matlab.

First the distances used in the moment calculations are calculated. e is calculated as seen
in equation (5.44) and is dependent on the longitudinal position of the centre of pressure,
Lcp. f is calculated as seen in equation (5.45), ff is calculated as seen in equation (5.46).
This leaves the longitudinal centre of pressure, Lcp, and the friction resistance, Rf , to be
determined.
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e = LCG� Lcp (5.44)

f = V CG� F (5.45)

ff = V CG� b

4
tan (�) (5.46)

The friction resistance is determined using equation (5.47). This equation is based on flat
plate friction with corrections included in the friction the coe�cient, CF . The friction coef-
ficient is determined in accordance with the ITTC ’57 correlation line, resulting in equation
(5.48). This formulation is based on the Reynolds number, which here is calculated as seen
in equation (5.49), from the vessel speed and wetted keel length, Lk, indicated on figure 5.12.

Rf =
1

2
CF⇢V

2Sw (5.47)

CF =
0.075

[log (Rn)� 2]2
(5.48)

Rn =
V Lk

⌫
(5.49)
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Figure 5.12: Figure illustrating dynamic draught, d, trim angle, ⌧ , and used lengths

In order to simplify the calculations, the mean wetted length-beam ratio, �, is introduced.
Using �, the wetted surface Sw can be expressed in terms of the width of the vessel, which
is constant. � is the mean of the wetted keel length, Lk, and the wetted chine length, Lc,
divided by the width of the vessel. Lengths are illustrated on figure 5.12. The mean wetted
length-beam ratio, �, is calculated as seen in equation (5.50).

According to [Savitsky, 1964, Page 77], the motion of a planning hull can be represented
as a two-dimensional problem and the di↵erence between wetted keel length and wetted chine
length can be represented by equation (5.51).
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Using equation (5.50) and (5.51), the wetted keel length, Lk, can be expressed as seen in
equation (5.52), as a function of the mean wetted length-beam ratio, �, and the trim angle ⌧ .

By definition: � =
Lk + Lc

2b
(5.50)

[Savitsky, 1964, Equation 3]: Lk � Lc =
b

⇡

tan (�)

tan (⌧)
(5.51)

From equations (5.50) and (5.51): Lk =
1

2


2b�+

b

⇡

tan (�)

tan (⌧)

�
(5.52)

The wetted surface, Sw, is calculated as a function of the wetted beam-length ratio, �,
including the e↵ect of spray, using the spray addition to wetted length-beam ratio, ��. The
wetted surface, Sw, is calculated as seen in equation (5.53) and the spray addition to wetted
length-beam ratio, ��, is found from figure 5.13 by linear interpolation, as a function of trim
angle, ⌧ .

[Larsson et al., 2014, Figure 10.5]: Sw = (�+��)
b2

cos (�)
(5.53)

Figure 5.13: Diagram over values of spray addition to wetted length-beam ratio, ��, as a
function of dead rise angle, �, and trim angle, ⌧ . From [Larsson et al., 2014, Figure 10.5].

The wetted beam-length ratio, �, is found for a chosen trim angle, ⌧ , by considerations
regarding lift. When � is determined, the residual moment, M , can be calculated for the
chosen trim angle, and the system of equations can be solved for zero residual moment,
resulting in a trim angle and a wetted beam-length ratio.

The lift force, FL, is expressed in terms of a lift coe�cient dependent on the deadrise
angle, CL� , as seen in equation (5.54). The lift force must be equal to the weight of the vessel
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and equation (5.54) can therefore be rewritten in order to calculate the deadrise dependent
lift coe�cient, CL� , as seen in equation (5.55).

FL = CL�
1

2
⇢V 2b2 (5.54)

CL� =
2mg

⇢V 2b2
(5.55)

According to the experiments presented in [Savitsky, 1964], the flat plate lift coe�cient,
CL0, can be calculated as seen in equation (5.57), and the deadrise dependent lift coe�cient,
CL� , can be calculated as seen in equation (5.58). Both are dependent on the velocity coe�-
cient, Cv, which is the Froude-number calculated using the width of the vessel. The wetted
beam-length ratio, �, can then be calculated be solving equation(5.59), where CL0 depends
on �.

By definition: Cv =
Vp
gb

(5.56)

[Savitsky, 1964, Figure 10] CL0 = ⌧1.1

 
0.0120�

1
2 + 0.0055

�
5
2

Cv
2

!
(5.57)

[Savitsky, 1964, Equation 16] CL� = CL0 � 0.0065�CL0
0.60 (5.58)

From equations (5.55) and (5.58):
2mg

⇢V 2b2
= CL0 � 0.0065�CL0

0.60 (5.59)

In order to calculate the residual moment, the longitudinal centre of pressure is calculated.
According to [Savitsky, 1964], this can be done as a function of �, as seen in equation (5.60).

[Savitsky, 1964, Equation 28] Lcp =

0

BB@0.75�
1

5.21
Cv

2

�2

+ 2.39

1

CCA
Lk + Lc

2
(5.60)

When � and ⌧ are known for zero residual moment, the dynamic draft, d, can be calculated
as seen in equation (5.61). When both the trim angle, ⌧ , and the dynamic draught, d, is
known, the planning condition is known.

d = Lk sin (⌧) (5.61)

The calculation described in this section are implemented numerically using Matlab. The
code can be found in appendix B.2, the input values are listed in table 5.6, and the resulting
planning conditions as a function of speed is seen in figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: The planning condition of the craft as a function of speed.

Table 5.6: Values for calculation of planning condition of craft, using Savitsky’s method

Name Symbol Value Unit Source
Maximum waterline beam b 4.40 [m] Measured from lines drawing
Deadrise angle at mid-chine � 21 [deg] Measured from lines drawing
Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 [m/s2] Standard value
Density of sea water ⇢ 1025 [kg/m3] Normally used for sea water
Kinematic viscosity of sea water ⌫ 1.83 · 10�6 [m2/s] Chosen for sea water at 0�

Vessel displacement m 44, 000 [kg] From the passenger vessel
Longitudinal centre of gravity LCG 7.63 [m] From the passenger vessel
Vertical centre of gravity V CG 1.5 [m] From the passenger vessel

Angle between keel line and
propulsive force vector

✏ 0 [deg] Chosen for water-jet propulsion

Vertical location of propulsion F 0.2 [m] Chosen for water-jet propulsion

Impact location and impact velocity To estimate the impact location, the floating
condition of the ice floe must be known.

The floating condition of the ice floe is determined by considering the ice floe as a uniform
circular disk with height, H. The submerged height of the ice floe is determined from the
density of the ice floe, ⇢i, and the density of the water, ⇢w, as seen in equation (5.62). The
height of the ice floe above the level water surface can then be determined as H � h.

h = H
⇢i
⇢w

(5.62)

When the height of the ice floe above the level water surface is determined, the impact
location can be found as the foremost point on the hull at the height of the level ice floe. The
foremost point of the hull at the height of the ice floe is found by rotating the keel line using
the trim angle, subtracting the dynamic draught, and linear interpolation between known
points on the keel line. The normal vector of the impacted panel is defined as a unit vector
normal to the keel line at the impact location. The magnitude of the impact velocity vector
is then calculated as the dot product of the vessel speed vector and the panel normal vector.
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The direction of the impact velocity vector is the same as the direction of the panel normal
vector. To illustrate the calculations and results, the impact scenario is illustrated on figure
5.15, where vessel, ice floe, and impact velocity are indicated for di↵erent vessel speeds. The
calculations is done using Matlab and the code can be seen in appendix B.3

The magnitude and direction of the impact velocity vector for each given speed is then
used to estimate the impact energy in section 5.3.2 and the impact velocity as a function of
vessel speed is displayed in figure 5.20b.
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(b) Illustration of impact at 20 knots
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(c) Illustration of impact at 25 knots
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(d) Illustration of impact at 30 knots
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(e) Illustration of impact at 35 knots
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Figure 5.15: Illustration of the impact scenario at di↵erent boat speeds
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5.3.2 Added mass and impact energy

The actual mass perceived by the vessel at impact is not the same as the mass of the ice
alone. Here an equivalent mass is calculated in order to account for the e↵ects of interaction
with the fluid surrounding the ice floe and the geometry of the impact.

When an object in a fluid is moved, not only the object but also some of the surrounding
fluid will move. This means that the mass of the object is perceived as heavier than it actually
is, due to addition of the mass from some of the surrounding fluid. The added mass from the
surrounding fluid is highly dependent on the geometry of the object and is here determined
using a semi-empirical approach, by calculating the added mass by using equation (5.63),
where the added mass is found from is the experimentally determined added mass coe�cient,
Cm, the reference volume, VR, and the density of the fluid, ⇢w.

The problem is considered in two dimensions, resulting in three degrees of freedom. The
added mass of the ice floe, due to acceleration of water particles, is therefore divided into three
parts. The heave added mass, surge added mass, and pitch added mass, since the added mass
of the ice floe changes with the direction of movement.

ma = ⇢wCmVR (5.63)

(a) Added mass for a 3-dimensional body

(b) Added mass for 2-dimensional cross sections of a body

Figure 5.16: The used experimentally determined added mass constants from [Pedersen et al.,
2008, Figure 10.11, Page 194] and [Pedersen et al., 2008, Figure 10.10, Page 193], respectively
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Heave added mass The heave added mass for the ice floe is estimated by assuming that
the ice floe is cylindrical and then using half of the added mass of a totally submerged circular
disk. Using equation (5.63) and figure 5.16a, equation (5.64) is formulated.

maHeave =
1

2
⇢w0.64⇡

4

3

 
lb

2

!
3

(5.64)

Surge added mass The surge added mass for the ice floe is estimated by assuming that
the floe is a long cylinder with a cylindrical cross section and that there is symmetry around
the water plane. This is not accurate assumptions. The ice floe is a very short cylinder and
might be better described as a disk. Assuming symmetry around the water plane eliminates
eliminates any surface e↵ects, which might have a significant influence since more than half
of the ice floe is within 10[cm] of the surface.

No data is available for a geometry better suited to describe the surge added mass of
the floe. The surge added mass is expected to be small, since the ice floe is thin and the
submerged cross section therefore is small. This estimate of the surge added mass is accepted
since the surge added mass is expected to have a small influence on the equivalent mass,
which considers all three degrees of freedom.

Using equation (5.63) and figure 5.16b for a cylindrical cross section, equation (5.65) is
formulated.

maSurge = h⇢w⇡

 
lb

2

!
2

(5.65)

Pitch added mass To calculate the pitch added inertia, an approach known as strip theory
is used. According to [Faltinsen, 1993, Page 50-51], the added inertia in pitch for a ship can
be estimated by dividing the hull into thin strips and calculating the added moment of inertia
of each strip as the heave added mass due to pitch of the strip times the distance from the
centre of area to that strip. Strip theory is applied here by modelling the ice floe as seen in
figure 5.17, where the centreline and an arbitrary strip are indicated. The heave added mass,
due to pitch, of the strip is modelled as half of the cross section of a submerged plate, using
figure 5.16b.

The half width of the plate strip, aPitch, is calculated as seen in equation (5.66), found by
geometric considerations using figure 5.17.

The heave added mass of a strip due to pitch, maStrip , is calculated using equation (5.63)
and figure 5.16b. The heave acceleration of the strip is modelled as the pitch acceleration of
the floe times the distance from centre of area to the strip. This results in the expression seen
in equation (5.68).

The added inertia due to the water is then calculated by integrating the moment contri-
butions from the heave added mass of a strip due to pitch, calculated as maStrip · x, over the
length of the ice floe, as seen in equation (5.70). The results is a neat expression for the added
moment of inertia, depending on the density of the water and the diameter of the ice floe.
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Figure 5.17: A sketch of the ice-floe with annotations for illustrating derivation of the pitch
added mass
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Equivalent mass in terms of kinetic energy in impulse The impact between the vessel
and an ice floe is to be modelled using only one degree of freedom in order to define load
cases for testing. Added mass and the system behaviour is taken into account by creating
an equivalent mass model. The equivalent mass is defined as the mass for which the impact
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energy will be the same as it is for the modelled scenario. First the total energy in the impact
is defined and the equivalent mass of the ice floe can then be derived.

The impact is here modelled as an impulse, using rigid bodies. This means that the point
of impact on the ice floe is accelerated to the impact velocity and that deflections are not
considered. The impact energy is defined as the sum of impact energy for each degree of
freedom for the ice floe, as seen in equation (5.70). The impact energy contribution from each
degree of freedom is defined as the di↵erence in kinetic energy before and after the impact,
taking the added mass from the water into account. Since the ice floe is assumed to be at rest
before the impact, the impact energy contributions from the three degrees of freedom can be
calculated as seen in equations, (5.71), (5.72), and (5.73).

E = Ex + Ez + E! (5.70)

Ex =
1

2

�
mi +maSurge

�
ux

2 (5.71)

Ez =
1

2
(mi +maHeave)uz

2 (5.72)

E! =
1

2
(Ii + Ia)!

2 (5.73)

Figure 5.18 is a sketch illustrating the idealised impact scenario. Only the ice floe is
considered, using three degrees of freedom, the x-velocity, ux, the z-velocity, uz, and the
angular velocity, !. The corner of the ice floe is assumed to be accelerated to the impact
velocity. The ice floe has height H and diameter lb.

Figure 5.18: A sketch illustrating the physical system for the energy calculations

Since the corner of the ice floe is accelerated to the impact velocity and the ice floe is a
rigid body, the ux and uz can through geometric considerations (See figure 5.18) be expressed
as functions of !. If the time of the impulse is considered to be very short, the floe velocities
can be described in terms of the impact velocities and the angular velocities times distance.
The resulting expression can be simplified as seen in equation (5.74).
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3

75 (5.74)

When ux and uz are defined as functions of !, the impact energy can be expressed as a
function of ! using equations (5.70), (5.71), (5.72), and (5.73).

The impact is assumed to result in the minimum possible impact energy. This assumptions
means that the derivative of the impact energy must be zero. Since the impact energy is
expressed as a function of !, equation (5.75) must be true.

Expansion of equation (5.75) results in equation (5.76). Solving equation (5.76) for !
results in the expression for !, for which the impact energy is minimum, as seen in equation
(5.77).

dE (!)

d!
= 0 (5.75)
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The impact energy is now know, but the expression is long. The equivalent mass is
calculated as seen in equation (5.78) and the resulting expression for the equivalent mass, me,
is as seen in equation(5.79).
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2E

|Vi|2
(5.78)
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(5.79)
This expression for the equivalent mass of the ice floe can now be used as the impact mass

in testing of the panels.

Reliability of the equivalent mass model There is no data available for determining
the accuracy of the model here developed for estimation of the equivalent mass. Therefore it
is considered important to investigate the sensitivity of the model and look into the e↵ect of
the assumption and simplification made.

To give an overview of the consequences of the simplifications and idealisations, the as-
sumptions are listed:

• The impact is modelled using rigid bodies - Deflections are neglected

• The ice floe is a circular disk
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• The heave added mass is described as half a circular disk

• The surge added mass is described as long cylinder

• The pitch added mass is described using strip theory

– The circular disk is described as plate sections with varying width

– Sections are described as moving in heave, not rotating

– Acceleration of a strip in heave is determined as distance times angular acceleration

• The impacted point on the ice floe is assumed to be accelerated to the impact velocity

• The impact in each degree of freedom are uncoupled, assuming that the principle of
superposition is valid

• The time of the impact is assumed to be very short when defining velocities

• The behaviour of the ice floe is assumed to result in minimum impact energy

• The centre of gravity is not influenced by the added mass

The sensitivity of the equivalent mass model is described by introducing the normalised
equivalent mass, which is the equivalent mass of the ice floe divided by the actual mass of
the ice floe. The equivalent mass is expected to be increased by the e↵ect of the added mass,
but expected to be decreased by the geometry of the impact. In figure 5.19, data from the
sensitivity analysis is seen. The sensitivity analysis is done by varying input parameters.

The input from the impact model is the magnitude and angle of the impact velocity vector.
The sensitivity of the equivalent mass model to these parameters is examined by varying the
angle of the impact between vertical and horizontal, as seen in figure 5.19a, and varying the
impact velocity between 0m/s and 5m/s while keeping the angle constant, as seen in figure
5.19b. It is seen that the equivalent mass does not depend on the impact velocity, but that
the angle of the impact has a significant e↵ect on the equivalent mass. The reason for this
is that the added mass is influence by the direction of movement of the ice floe. This means
that for a impact from the top, you would see a high degree of rotation of the ice floe and
little heave and surge movement. Since the added mass in pitch is smaller than the added
mass in heave and surge, the equivalent mass will be smaller. This theory is supported by
the fact that the maximum equivalent mass is found where the impact velocity vector will go
through the centre of gravity of the ice floe and therefore not cause any rotation of the ice
floe.

The input from the ice growth model is the ice floe size, in terms of height and diameter.
The sensitivity of the equivalent mass to the ice floe size is examined by independently varying
the height of the ice floe, see figure 5.19c, and the diameter of the ice floe, see figure 5.19d.
It is seen in figure 5.19c that the normalised equivalent mass increases rapidly as the height
goes to zero, which is attributed to the actual mass of the ice floe going much faster than
the added mass, which depends largely on the diameter of the ice floe. This is supported
by figure 5.19d, where is is seen that the normalised equivalent mass is going to 1 when
the diameter of the ice floe goes to 0, which means that the added mass goes to 0 and the
influence of the geometry of the impact becomes small. The normalised equivalent mass
seems to decrease with the height of the ice floe and increase with the diameter of the ice floe,
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in the range where it is applied. Since the diameter is determined by the breaking length,
lb, which depends on the ice thickness and the height is taken as the ice thickness, H, the
sensitivity of the equivalent mass to the used ice thickness is investigated as seen in figure
5.19e. The normalised equivalent mass is plotted as a function of the used ice thickness, where
the breaking length is calculated for each value of the actual ice thickness. This is done for
the interval of ice thicknesses 0m�0.5m, which is considered relevant for the thesis work. The
results show that the normalised equivalent mass does decrease slightly with the ice thickness,
but the change is fairly small for ice with a thickness of more than 10cm. The decrease in
normalised equivalent mass is believed to be due to change in the impact geometry because
of the change in the dimension ratio of the ice floe.

The equivalent mass model is found to be highly influenced by the angle of the impact,
but reasonably stable with regards to the dimensions of the ice floe. The model does need to
be validated, but is found adequate for the estimation of impact mass used in testing.
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(c) Ice floe height
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(d) Ice floe diameter
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(e) Ice thickness. Height is taken as H and diameter is calcu-
lated as seen in equations (5.31) and (5.32)

Figure 5.19: The sensitivity of the equivalent mass from equation (5.79) to variations in the
input parameters
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The calculated equivalent mass and impact energy The result from the impact model
is presented, the impact energy is calculated and suggestions for impact scenarios with regards
to testing are presented.

All values in the equivalent mass are known and the impact energy can now be calculated
as seen in equation (5.80), using the mass from the equivalent mass model and the impact
velocity from the impact model.

E =
1

2
me|Vi|2 (5.80)

The results are presented in figure 5.20. The mass from the equivalent mass model can be
seen in figure 5.20a, the impact velocity from the impact model can be seen in figure 5.20b,
and the impact energy as a function of vessel speed can be seen in figure 5.20c.

When choosing scenarios for panel testing, the full operational speed range of the vessel
should be covered, along with the maximum and minimum impact energy. This is to give a
good picture of the loads that the vessel is likely to experience and to define the extremes.
Therefore the scenarios listed in table 5.7 are recommended for use in testing.

Table 5.7: The equivalent mass, impact velocity and impact energy for di↵erent vessel speeds,
as well as for maximum and minimum impact energy

Vessel speed me Vi E

15kn 389.86 kg 1.84 m/s 660.64 j
20kn 368.97 kg 1.88 m/s 649.85 j
25kn 344.66 kg 1.32 m/s 299.78 j
30kn 345.06 kg 1.61 m/s 445.05 j
35kn 344.61 kg 1.84 m/s 585.13 j
40kn 342.78 kg 1.96 m/s 659.61 j

E
Max

17.70kn 381.19 kg 1.97 m/s 739.00 j
E

Min

25.63kn 343.71 kg 1.30 m/s 292.42 j

It is noted that the impact energy calculated here is likely to result in ice loads much
lower than what would be estimated using the DNV-GL Ships for Navigation in Ice code.
The impact scenario is found to result in relatively small loads due to the large angle between
the panel normal and the direction travel, resulting in low impact velocities. To evaluate
these results, the author has spoken to people regularly operate smaller high speed crafts in
light ice conditions around Nuuk, Greenland. It was found that the most common damages
to these high speed crafts, due to ice, is damage to the propulsion system and damage due to
compression of the ice when the vessel is left unattended. Damage to the hull bottom, due
to ice, was found to be extremely rare, which might be due to the hull shape of high speed
crafts and/or the strength requirements to high speed craft hulls due to slamming.

The results are accepted, but further research into the current damages due to ice on high
speed crafts and ice loading on high speed craft is necessary.
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(b) The impact velocity normal to the panel
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(c) The energy in the impact between the vessel at speed and the floating ice floe, as a function of the
speed of the vessel

Figure 5.20: Resulting impact mass, speed, and energy as a function of vessel speed
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5.4 Structural dimensioning of panels used in testing

In order to gain insight into the ice loading of high speed crafts, full scale hull panels are to
be tested using appropriate ice loading, as calculated in section 5.3. The goal of the testing is
to gain insight into the magnitude and distribution of the loads on the hull during an impact
with a floating ice floe and to compare the performance of di↵erent material concepts.

In order to compare the performance of di↵erent material concepts it is necessary to
perform destructive tests, since completely undamaged panels will yield inconclusive results,
with regards to the performance of material concepts. For the testing to be representative of
real life impacts, the test setup must be representative of a realistic scenario. It is therefore
important that the hull panels are dimensioned to resemble the structure in a weight optimised
high speed craft hull. Hull panels designed for the same vessel with identical class notation
and optimised with regards to weight, will give a good basis for comparing the performance
of material concepts and provide realistic loading scenarios.

The objective in this section is therefore to design hull panels for the passenger vessel,
designed in section 3.2 according to the rules for a chosen class notation. The impact scenarios
for testing presented in section 5.3.2 provide significantly lower loads than the DNV-GL Ships
for Navigation in Ice code calculate for vessel navigating in light ice conditions. Keeping
in mind that it is important for the comparison of performance of the material concepts
that there is at least some degree of damage to the panels, it is decided to design non-ice
strengthened panels and choosing the DNV-GL class ”High Speed Ligth Craft - Passenger
R3”.

Four di↵erent material concepts are chosen. They are chosen with intent to represent a
wide selection of the available material concept, using only a few panels. Important aspects
of the comparison of material concepts is to be able to compare metals and composites, asses
the importance of sti↵ness, and to include e↵ects as core compression and de-lamination, seen
in composite structures. A steel panel is used as a reference, since ice strengthened vessel are
usually build in steel and the DNV-GL rules are originally based on steel structural and later
modified to implement other material concepts.

• Sti↵ened steel plate panel
- A steel panel as a reference

• Sti↵ened aluminium plate panel
- A lightweight metal panel

• Glass fibre reinforced polyester, single skin
- A cheap and flexible lightweight composite panel

• Sandwich plate panel with structural foam core and carbon fibre reinforced polyester
face sheets
- An advanced, light, and sti↵ composite panel

An overview of the panel design is given. Including approach and some insight into
calculations, but not detailing all steps in the process of dimensioning and design. The final
designs of the four panels are individually presented. Sketches of the panels, requirements to
construction, and scantlings are presented for each design.
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5.4.1 Structural dimensioning using the DNV-GL HSLC code

Structural panels are designed and dimensioned for the passenger vessel. The class notation is
”High Speed Ligth Craft - Passenger R3” and the panels designed are flat panels for testing.
Curvature of the hull is neglected and the panel dimensions are decided by two primary
sti↵ening members in both the longitudinal and transverse directions. During testing the
panels will be supported at the intersection between the largest structural members, the
panels must be symmetric, and no sti↵eners are to run through the middle of the panel.

The loads and rule based requirements depend on the longitudinal location of the panel.
The panels designed are located between two bulkheads at the longitudinal positions 15.1[m]
and 17.6[m]. The width of the full plate panel is limited by the distance between keel and
chine, since these are considered very sti↵ due to the geometry of the edge.

The methodology for driving the designs will be explained followed by an overview of
the load calculations. For each material concept, the applied rules and calculations will be
described.

Driving the designs In order to evaluate the performance of the di↵erent material concepts
a methodology for driving the designs is defined. The comparison relies on the panels being
designed for the same task. The di↵erent material concepts could be compared in terms of
sti↵ness, strength, or weight. This however would not result in a good comparison of the
use of di↵erent material concepts for constructing the same vessel. Due to the di↵erences
between the materials and the di↵erence in how the materials are applied, panels for the
same application do not necessarily have the same sti↵ness, weight, or strength.

In order to design panels for the same application and properly display the di↵erences
between material concepts, the dimensioning of the plate panels is done using the DNV-
GL HSLC code. The passenger vessel is weight optimised by using the minimum structural
requirements in the rules and the panel scantling are derived from these calculations. This
means that the panels will be designed for the same purpose and not necessarily have the
same properties.

Table 5.8: Input parameters for implementation of DNV-GL HSLC code, all plate panels

Parameter Value Source
Length between perpendiculars LPP 20.68 [m] Lines drawing for design draft
Design draft T 1[m] Original vessel using same hull
Displacement at design draft � 48[t] Original vessel using same hull
Moulded breadth of the hull BWL 4.98[m] Lines drawing for design draft
Moulded breadth of the hull at L

2

BWL2 4.3[m] Lines drawing for design draft
Block coe�cient CB 0.455 Calculated as: �

⇢wLPPBWLT

Maximum speed of the vessel V 40[kn] From section 3.2
Longitudinal centre of gravity LCG 6[m] Estimation
Distance between keel and chine LKC 2.4[m] Lines drawing and deadrise
Distance from bulkhead to bulkhead LBB 2.5[m] From bulkhead positions
Deadrise angle 18�  �x  54� Lines drawing

To design optimised and comparable panels, scantlings are calculated using the same
load case and the parts of the DNV-GL HSLC code appropriate for the specific material
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concept. This means that the displacement of the vessel is kept the same for calculation of
panel scantlings, not including the e↵ect of weight di↵erences between material concepts. The
input parameters, defining the load case, for the rule based calculations can be seen in table
5.8.

The structural arrangement for the di↵erent material concepts is defined by selecting a
number of longitudinal sti↵eners between the keel and chine, along with a number of transverse
sti↵eners between the two bulkheads. For the metal plate panels, a number of secondary
longitudinals between the primary longitudinals is also selected. The number of sti↵eners is
used to optimise each material concept by calculating the resulting weight of the panel for a
range of combinations and selecting the amount of sti↵ening that results in the lightest panel
that is reasonable from a construction point of view. An overview of the weight optimised
structural arrangements for each material concept can be found in table 5.9.

Table 5.9: The spacing between structural members used in panels for testing. N is the num-
ber of sti↵eners between parallel larger structural members (eg. four longitudinal sti↵eners
between longitudinal girders for steel)

Material concept Structural member N Spacing

Steel
Secondary longitudinal Sti↵ener 4 0.240[m]
Secondary transversal Web-frame 3 0.625[m]
Primary longitudinal Girder 1 1.200[m]

Aluminium
Secondary longitudinal Sti↵ener 2 0.270[m]
Secondary transversal Web-frame 3 0.625[m]
Primary longitudinal Girder 2 0.800[m]

Glass-fibre single skin
Secondary transversal Web-frame 7 0.313[m]
Primary longitudinal Girder 2 0.800[m]

Carbon fibre sandwhich
Secondary transversal Web-frame 3 0.625[m]
Primary longitudinal Girder 1 1.200[m]

Calculating loads The design loads for the panels are defined by DNV-GL HSLC code,
Part 3, Chapter 1: Design principles, design loads. The loads are formulated as design
pressures, uniformly distributed over the panel. To account for load cases where the load
is not a uniformly distributed pressure, an equivalent uniformly distributed design load is
calculated. Three design pressures are calculated for dimensioning of the panels: ”Slamming
pressure on bottom”, ”Pitching slamming pressure on bottom”, and ”Sea pressure”. The
design pressures are dependent on vessel main parameters, class notation, and the deadrise
angle.

The slamming pressure on the hull bottom is calculated as seen in equation (5.81). It is
dependent on the following parameters. A distribution factor, kl, which reduces the design
pressure for the aft parts of the hull, the displacement, �, the area of the structural member,
A, the deadrise angle at the longitudinal position of the structural member, �x, the deadrise
angle at LCG, �cg, and a design acceleration, acg, taking the design speed, hull shape, and
design sea state into account.

The slamming pressure depends on the area supported by the structural member, and is
therefore calculated individually for each structural member. The slamming loads on a hull
panel of a high speed craft vary significantly and are very unlikely to act on a large area at
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any given time. The total force on a panel due to slamming is therefore expected to decrease
when the area increases. Slamming is a form of localised pressure loading, but not as localised
as ice loading. The slamming load is highly dependent on the hull shape, more specifically
the deadrise angle at the specific location, �x.

Psl = 1.3kl

✓
�

A

◆
0.3

T 0.7 50� �x
50� �cg

acg
�
kN/m2

�
(5.81)

According to the DNV-GL HSLC code, a pitching slamming pressure for the hull bottom
is to be calculated. It is calculated as seen in equation (5.82) and depends on the following
parameters. The deadrise angle at the specific location, �x, reduction factors, ka and kb,
accounting for the type of structural member, a wave coe�cient, CW , the dynamic draught
taken as 0.7T , and the length of the vessel, LPP .

The pitching slamming pressure does not depend on the area of the structural member.
It does depend on the type of structural member. For sti↵eners it is reduced when the
longitudinal extend is increased and for transverse members it is reduced when the span is
increased. For this vessel it generally results in a lower load than the slamming pressure and
therefore it has no influence on the structural dimensioning, but can become governing for
larger vessels.

P
pitch

=
21

tan (�x)
kakb (0.064LPP )

✓
1� 20 · 0.7T

LPP

◆ �
kN/m2

�
(5.82)

The sea pressure represents the static pressure from the sea on the hull bottom. It varies
with the location of the structural member, since the pressure varies with depth. Here it is
only calculated at deepest design draught and is therefore the same for all structural members.
It is important to carry this pressure on through the calculations, even if it smaller than the
slamming pressure, since di↵erent safety factors are applied to static and dynamic loads. This
means that the sea pressure can become governing for the design, even if it is lower than the
slamming pressure.

It is here calculated from a coe�cient, ks, that accounts for the location on the hull, the
draught, T , and the length of the vessel LPP .

P
Sea

= 10T + (ks � 1.5) (0.064LPP )
�
kN/m2

�
(5.83)

All calculated design pressures for all structural members are listed in table 5.10. It is
seen that the pitching slamming pressure never governs the design and that the slamming
pressure is governing for structural members with a small design area. The sea pressure is
governing for structural members with a large structural area and it should be kept in mind
that di↵erent safety factors are used for dynamic (slamming) loads and static (sea) loads.
In the code used to calculate the design pressures, all calculated pressures are carried on
to ensure a robust code. The code used to calculated the design pressures can be seen in
appendix B.5.2 and the code used to apply the design pressures to the structural members
can be seen in appendix B.5.3.
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Table 5.10: The design pressures calculated for the designed plate panels, using a design
acceleration of acg = 1g

Material concept Member Psl P
pitch

P
Sea

P
max

Steel
Plating 50.3 16.5 21.2 50.3 [kPa]
Sti↵ener 49.7 8.2 21.2 49.7 [kPa]
Web-frame 30.7 7.6 21.2 30.7 [kPa]
Girder 20.2 5.8 21.2 21.2 [kPa]

Aluminium
Plating 48.1 16.5 21.2 48.1 [kPa]
Sti↵ener 48.1 8.2 21.2 48.1 [kPa]
Web-frame 34.6 8.2 21.2 34.6 [kPa]
Girder 22.8 5.8 21.2 22.8 [kPa]

Glass-fibre single skin
Plating 42.9 16.5 21.2 42.9 [kPa]
Web-frame 42.6 13.1 21.2 42.6 [kPa]
Girder 22.8 5.8 21.2 22.8 [kPa]

Carbon fibre sandwhich
Plating 30.7 16.5 21.2 30.7 [kPa]
Web-frame 30.7 7.6 21.2 30.7 [kPa]
Girder 20.2 5.8 21.2 21.2 [kPa]

Dimensioning steel The sti↵ened steel panel is dimensioned according to ”DNV-GL HSLC
code, Part 3, Chapter 2: Hull structural design, steel”. The material chosen is normal strength
steel with a yield stress of not less than 235[MPa], with the DNV-GL notation NV-NS and
material factor f

1

= 1.
A minimum thickness for plating is calculated in accordance with DNV-GL HSLC code,

Part 3, Chapter 2, C. The values used are taken for hull bottom, and sea loads or slamming
loads as required. Both a minimum requirement and a strength requirement is calculated,
but the governing criteria is considerations regarding construction of the panel. Welding a
sti↵ener to a very thin plate can be quite di�cult. Therefore a minimum plate thickness for
all plates that are to be welded is set as 4[mm], which is the governing requirement. The
plate scantlings can be seen in table 5.11.

Shear area and section modulus requirements for the secondary longitudinals are calcu-
lated in accordance with DNV-GL HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 2, Section 5, C. Both required
shear area and required section modulus is calculated on the background of design loads pre-
sented in table 5.10. The calculated requirements and values for the dimensioned sti↵ener
can be seen in table 5.11.

Shear area and section modulus requirements, for the secondary transversal and primary
longitudinals, are calculated in accordance with DNV-GL HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 2,
Section 6, B. Both required shear area and required section modulus is calculated on the
background of design loads presented in table 5.10. The calculated requirements and values
for the dimensioned sti↵eners can be seen in table 5.11.

It is seen that the scantlings of all sti↵eners is governed by section area requirements,
which is requirements to the bending strength.

The steel plate panel is presented in section 5.4.2 and an explanation of the dimensioning
of the sti↵eners follows after the calculation the scantlings for the aluminium panel.
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Table 5.11: Calculated requirements for the steel panel

t
min

t
str

t
act

Plating 2.9[mm] 2.1[mm] 4.0[mm]

Member A
req

A
act

Z
req

Z
act

Secondary longitudinal - 1.80[cm2] 2.64[cm3] 2.91[cm3]
Secondary transversals 1.61[cm2] 5.25[cm2] 17.24[cm3] 17.46[cm3]
Primary longitudinal 4.45[cm2] 10.15[cm2] 99.33[cm3] 105.83[cm3]

Calculating requirements to the aluminium panel The sti↵ened aluminium panel is
dimensioned according to ”DNV-GL HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 3: Hull structural design,
aluminium alloy”. The material chosen is aluminium plating in alloy 5083-H116, with material
factor f

1

= 0.89. Requirements to the aluminium panel, corresponding to the design loads
seen in table 5.10, are calculated. The requirements include the minimum plate thickness, the
minimum shear area for sti↵eners, and the minimum section modulus for sti↵eners. The full
code for calculation of requirements to the aluminium panel can be seen in appendix B.5.5.

The minimum plate thickness is calculated in accordance with DNV-GL HSLC code, Part
3, Chapter 3, Section 5, B. A minimum thickness based on sti↵ener spacing is calculated
along with a minimum thickness based on the load case. The calculated requirements to the
plate thickness can be seen in table 5.12. A plate thickness of 5[mm] is chosen in order to use
standard dimensions and ease production. It is seen that the minimum thickness requirement
is governing the plate scantlings.

Shear area and section modulus requirements for the secondary longitudinals are calcu-
lated in accordance with DNV-GL HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 3, Section 5, C. Both required
shear area and required section modulus is calculated on the background of design loads pre-
sented in table 5.10. The calculated requirements and values for the dimensioned sti↵ener
can be seen in table 5.12.

Shear area and section modulus requirements, for the secondary transversal and primary
longitudinals, are calculated in accordance with DNV-GL HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 3,
Section 6, B. A minimum plating thickness for these structural members is also calculated, in
accordance with DNV-GL HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 3, Section 6, A-300. Both required
shear area and required section modulus is calculated on the background of design loads
presented in table 5.10. The calculated requirements and values for the dimensioned sti↵eners
can be seen in table 5.12.

It is seen that, as for the steel plate panel, the scantlings of all sti↵eners is governed by
section area requirements, which is requirements to the bending strength.

The aluminium plate panel is presented in section 5.4.3 and an explanation of the dimen-
sioning of the sti↵eners follows.
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Table 5.12: Calculated requirements for the aluminium panel

t
min

t
str

t
act

Plating 4.9[mm] 3.1[mm] 5.0[mm]

Member t
min

A
req

A
act

Z
req

Z
act

Secondary longitudinal - 0.45[cm2] 2.25[cm2] 3.12[cm3] 3.73[cm3]
Secondary transversals 3.61[mm] 1.59[cm2] 4.00[cm2] 10.12[cm3] 10.51[cm3]
Primary longitudinal 3.83[mm] 4.21[cm2] 7.20[cm2] 87.13[cm3] 88.39[cm3]

Dimensioning metal sti↵eners The scantlings of the sti↵eners on the metal plate pan-
els, is calculated using the same code for both steel and aluminium. This is done using a
constrained non-linear optimisation algorithm. The full code can be seen in appendix B.5.6.

The calculation of sti↵ener scantlings is set up as a non-linear optimisation problem. The
mass per area of the panel is minimised using a set of non-linear and a set of linear constraints.

The minimised value, mass per area, is calculated as the plate thickness times the density
plus sti↵ener cross section areas divided by sti↵ener spacing and multiplied with density of
the material.

The shear area and section modulus requirements are implemented as non-linear con-
straints. The shear area is calculated as the flange thickness times the height of the sti↵ener.
The section modulus is calculated using Steiner’s theorem and the sti↵ener is modelled
including the e↵ective flange of the plating. For the primary longitudinals, the secondary
longitudinals are included in the section modulus and weighted with the ratio between the
spacing and e↵ective flange width. The calculation of shear area and section modulus can be
seen in appendix B.5.7.

The linear constraints are implemented in order to consistently produce reasonable sti↵-
ener geometries and are listed below:

• The height or width of a flange or web, must be more than 5 times the thickness

• The height or width of a flange or web, must be less than 20 times the thickness

• The flange width must be smaller than or equal to the web height

• The web of the secondary transversal must end at least, 2[cm] plus half the width of
the flange of the primary longitudinal, below the flange of the primary longitudinal, to
allow welding of the secondary transversal

• The web of the secondary longitudinal must be at least 2[cm] lower than the web of the
secondary transversal, to allow cutouts in the secondary transversal

In order to get scantlings that are reasonable with regards to production, the thicknesses
are rounded up to whole millimetres and the web and flange width and height is rounded up
to closest 0.5[cm].

This approach has given reasonable scantlings for a wide range of structural arrangements
and is considered quite robust. The results from the calculations are found in section 5.4.2
and 5.4.3, for steel and aluminium respectively.
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Calculating requirements to the glass-fibre single skin panel The sti↵ened single
skin, glass-fibre reinforced polyester, panel is dimensioned in accordance with ”DNV-GL
HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 4: Fibre composite and sandwich constructions”.

The material data for the glass fibre reinforced polyester is taken from [Zenkert, 2005,
Table 2.1], for ”Glass WR (woven rowing) in polyester with a fibre volume fraction of 30%�
40%”. The core used in construction of sti↵eners is taken as the lightest core from appendix
A.2, since the core is not allowed to carry any load. The full list of material properties used
can be seen in table 5.13.

Table 5.13: Glass fibre reinforced polyester material data

Property Symbol Value Unit
Volume fraction vf 0.35
Poisson’s ratio ⌫ 0.30

Young’s modulus E 12, 000 [MPa]
Shear modulus G 4, 615 [MPa]
Tensile strength � 215 [MPa]
Shear strength ⌧ 83 [MPa

Density of composite ⇢
Plate

1600 [kg/m3]
Density of fibres ⇢

Fibre

2580 [kg/m3]
Density of core in sti↵eners ⇢

Core

48 [kg/m3]

Criteria for plating is calculated in the form of a minimum fibre content criteria, a strength
criteria and a deflection criteria. The full code used for calculations can be seen in appendix
B.5.8. Sti↵eners for composite panels are calculated using textbook formulas, in accordance
with DNV-GL HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 4, Section 7, which is described under composite
sti↵eners. The calculated requirements and chosen value for the plate panel can be seen in
table 5.14 and the code can be seen in appendix B.5.14.

Table 5.14: Calculated requirements for the glass-fibre plate panel

Plating Minimum Deflection Strength Chosen value
Thickness 4.73[mm] 5.73[mm] 5.26[mm] 6[mm]

Minimum fibre content 4, 271[g/m2] 5, 174[g/m2] 4, 748[g/m2] 5, 200[g/m2]

It is seen that the governing criteria is the sti↵ness criteria, which is found reasonably
since single skin composite plates can be quite flexible.

Dimensioning carbon sandwich The sti↵ened sandwich panel, with a closed cell struc-
tural foam core and carbon fibre reinforced polyester faces, is dimensioned in accordance with
”DNV-GL HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 4: Fibre composite and sandwich constructions”.

The material data for the carbon fibre reinforced polyester is provided by Brødrene Aa,
who is expected to manufacture the panels. The provided data can be seen in appendix A.3.
The faces of the plate is constructed using alternating layers of [0, 90] and [�45,+45], to make
the face as close to isotropic as possible.. The sti↵eners are constructed using a [�45,+45]
layup to take shear loads and with a unidirectional layer at the top of the core to increase the
bending sti↵ness. All material properties not available has been calculated using the rule of
mixtures. See [Zenkert, 2005, Section 2.2]. Data for the core in the sandwich panel is found
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from appendix A.2. The panel has been designed with each of the cores for which data is
available and the core resulting in the lightest panel has been chosen. The full list of material
properties used can be seen in table 5.15 and the code can be seen in appendix B.5.15.

Table 5.15: Carbon fibre sandwich material data

General Symbol Value Unit
Volume fraction vf 0.60
Poisson’s ratio ⌫ 0.30

Density of composite ⇢
Plate

1600 [kg/m3]
Density of fibres ⇢

Fibre

1760 [kg/m3]

Plate face Symbol Value Unit
Young’s modulus E 63, 500 [MPa]
Shear modulus G 24, 423 [MPa]
Tensile strength � 845 [MPa]

Plate core Symbol Value Unit
Shear modulus G 31 [MPa]
Shear strength ⌧ 1.0 [MPa
Density of core ⇢

Core

80 [kg/m3]

Sti↵eners Symbol Value Unit
Young’s modulus, [�45,+45] E 64, 000 [MPa]

Young’s modulus, unidirectional layer Euni 126, 000 [MPa]
Shear modulus, [�45,+45] G 24, 615 [MPa]

Tensile strength � 813 [MPa]
Density of core in sti↵eners ⇢

Core

48 [kg/m3]

Criteria for plating is calculated in the form of a minimum fibre content criteria for each
face, a strength criteria and a deflection criteria. The scantlings of the sandwich plate are
calculated as an optimisation problem, where the mass of the plate is minimised, implementing
the strength and deflection criteria as non-linear constraints, and the minimum fibre content
as a lower boundary for the face thickness. The full code used for calculations can be seen
in appendix B.5.9. Sti↵eners for composite panels are calculated using textbook formulas, in
accordance with DNV-GL HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 4, Section 7, which is described under
composite sti↵eners.

The calculations results in a minimum core thickness of 8.9[mm], which is rounded up to
10[mm], a minimum face thickness of 1.54[mm], and a weight of 4.93[kg/m2].

Dimensioning composite sti↵eners The structural requirements for the composite sti↵-
eners are defined using textbook formulae and the DNV-GL HSLC code, Part 3, Chapter 4,
Section 7. The structural requirements are formulated in terms of requirements for the shear
area and section modulus.The code can be seen in appendix B.5.10.

The code for optimising sti↵ener dimensions ca be seen in appendix B.5.11. The idealisa-
tion of the sti↵ener is seen in figure 5.21. The sti↵ener is modelled using a rectangular core,
a face and a reinforcement on top of the core.
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Note: The core is white. The face is light grey. The unidirectional layer is dark-grey.

Figure 5.21: An illustration of the idealisation of the composite sti↵eners

The scantlings of the composite sti↵eners area calculated in the same manner as the metal
sti↵eners. An optimisation algorithm is used to minimise the weight per area of the panel,
implementing the shear area and section modulus requirements as non-linear constraints. A
set of linear constraint are implemented in order to ensure a reasonable geometry of the
sti↵eners. The linear constraints are as follows:

• The core of the primary longitudinal must be higher than the core of the secondary
transversal

• The core must be higher than it is wide

• The height of the core must be less than six times the width

The shear area is calculated as the cross section area of the vertical parts of the sti↵ener
face. The section area is calculated including the sti↵ener face on the bonding area between
the plate and the sti↵ener, the sti↵ener face on the sides of the sti↵ener, the reinforcement
on top of the core, corrected for di↵erence in Young’s modulus, the sti↵ener face on top of
the sti↵ener, and the e↵ective flange of the face of the plate in contact with the sti↵ener,
corrected for di↵erence in Young’s modulus. The resulting sti↵ener requirements along with
actual shear area and actual section modulus can be seen in table 5.16.

Table 5.16: Calculated requirements and values for composite sti↵eners

Material Member A
req

A
act

Z
req

Z
act

Glass fibre
Secondary transversals 2.58[cm2] 2.58[cm2] 9.44[cm3] 9.47[cm3]
Primary longitudinal 11.05[cm2] 11.15[cm2] 205.33[cm3] 210.51[cm3]

Carbon fibre
Secondary transversals 1.47[cm2] 1.50[cm2] 9.77[cm3] 10.61[cm3]
Primary longitudinal 4.07[cm2] 4.14[cm2] 81.45[cm3] 85.35[cm3]
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Defining the panels from calculated scantlings Since the panels might be subject to
changes due to feedback from manufacturers, it is important to be able to make changes to
the panels without too much e↵ort. To solve this issue, the code calculating the scantlings
of the panels automatically generates input file for the CAD programme Rhinoceros. Two
separate codes are used. The one generating input files for metal panels can be found in
appendix B.5.12 and the one generating input files for composite panels can be found in
appendix B.5.13.
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5.4.2 Presentation of the sti↵ened steel panel

The steel used is normal strength steel with a yield stress of not less than 235[MPa], with
the DNV-GL notation NV-NS and material factor f

1

= 1. The panel is made from a 4mm
steel plate, sti↵ened with three types of sti↵eners. The full plate panel can be seen in figure
5.22 and a closer look at the structural arrangement can be seen in figure 5.23.

Note: Sti↵eners without flange are marked as ”Height X Thickness”. Sti↵eners with flange
are marked as ”Total height X Width X Flange thickness X Web thickness”. All

measurements in [mm].

Figure 5.22: The dimensioned steel plate panel

The largest sti↵eners of the panel are the primary longitudinals. These are T-sti↵eners
with web and flange and there is two of them. They are continuous. The second level is
the secondary transversals. Due to considerations regarding construction, these do not have
a flange and the panel has been optimised accordingly. They are not continuous, as they
are to be welded to the primary transversals and cutouts are made to allow the secondary
transversals to pass through. The smallest sti↵eners are the secondary longitudinals, that
do not have a flange or a bulb, but are just plate strips. There is four of them, they are
continuous, and run through cut-outs in the secondary transversals. Sti↵ener scantlings can
be seen in table 5.17.
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Table 5.17: The scantlings of sti↵eners on the steel plate panel.

Structural element Web height Web thickness Flange width Flange thickness
Secondary longitudinal 45mm 4mm - -
Secondary transversal 105mm 5mm - -
Primary longitudinal 145mm 7mm 50mm 10mm

Note: Plate thickness is 4mm. Plate is 825mm by 1400mm.
Longitudinals are 825mm long, while transversals are 1400mm long.

Panel mass is 53.62[kg/m2].

Figure 5.23: The sti↵ening structure on the steel panel
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5.4.3 Presentation of the sti↵ened aluminium panel

The aluminium alloy used is for plating and sti↵eners is NV-5083, H116.
The panel is made from a 5mm aluminium plate, sti↵ened with three types of sti↵eners.

The full plate panel can be seen in figure 5.24 and a closer look at the structural arrangement
can be seen in figure 5.25.

Note: Sti↵eners without flange are marked as ”Height X Thickness”. Sti↵eners with flange
are marked as ”Total height X Width X Flange thickness X Web thickness”. All

measurements in [mm].

Figure 5.24: The dimensioned aluminum plate panel

The largest sti↵eners of the panel are the primary longitudinals. These are T-sti↵eners
with web and flange and there is two of them. They are continuous. The second level is
the secondary transversals. Due to considerations regarding construction, these do not have
a flange and the panel has been optimised accordingly. They are not continuous, as they
are to be welded to the primary transversals and cutouts are made to allow the secondary
transversals to pass through. The smallest sti↵eners are the secondary longitudinals, that
do not have a flange or a bulb, but are just plate strips. There is four of them, they are
continuous, and run through cut-outs in the secondary transversals. Sti↵ener scantlings can
be seen in table 5.18.

Due to considerations regarding construction, the aluminium panel has fever secondary
sti↵eners, as welding weakens aluminium. The width of the aluminium panel has also been
limited by the width of the test rig, which has resulted in a smaller spacing between secondary
transversals and a minor increase in panel weight.
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Table 5.18: The scantlings of sti↵eners on the aluminium plate panel.

Structural element Web height Web thickness Flange width Flange thickness
Secondary longitudinal 45mm 5mm - -
Secondary transversal 85mm 5mm - -
Primary longitudinal 120mm 6mm 45mm 9mm

Note: Plate thickness is 5mm. Plate is 825mm by 1000mm.
Longitudinals are 825mm long, while transversals are 1000mm long.

Panel mass is 20.24[kg/m2].

Figure 5.25: The sti↵ening structure on the aluminum panel
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5.4.4 Presentation of the, single skin, glass fibre reinforced polyester panel

The panel is a solid plate (single skin composite) with two sets of sti↵eners. The primary
longitudinals consist of a foam core, covered with glass fibre reinforced polyester, and with a
reinforcement at the top of the core. The secondary longitudinals do not have a reinforcement
at the top of the core, but are otherwise the same as the primary longitudinals.

The core chosen for the sti↵eners is the lightest core from appendix A.2, since it does not
carry any load. The material for the plate, the face of the sti↵eners, and the reinforcement
of the sti↵eners is glass fibre reinforced polyester, manufactured from a woven rowing glass
mat and polyester resin. Material data can be seen in table 5.13.

Figure 5.26: The dimensioned glass fibre reinforced polyester plate panel

The panel can be seen in figure 5.26 and a closer look at the structure can be seen in figure
5.27. The requirements to a fibre-composite should not be expressed in thickness, since the
thickness is of little importance when it comes to the strength of the composite. The criteria
for the production should be the fibre content and orientation of the fibres, as it is easily
controlled and detemins the strength of the composite. Therefore the required fibre content
of each glass fibre reinforced polyester part is listed in table 5.19, along with core size and
bonding width for sti↵eners.
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Table 5.19: Presentation of the single skin composite plate panel, constructed from glass fibre
reinforced polyester

Location Fibre content requirement
Plate 5, 200[g/m2]

Secondary transversal 1, 300[g/m2]
Primary longitudinal 1, 550[g/m2]

Reinforcement, top of primary longitudinal 210[g/m]

Sti↵ener Core height Core width Bonding width
Secondary transversal 90[mm] 15[mm] 85[mm]
Primary longitudinal 325[mm] 55[mm] 100[mm]

Note: Plate thickness is ⇡ 6mm. Plate is 612mm by 1200mm.
Longitudinals are 612mm long, while transversals are 1200mm long.

Panel mass is ⇡ 16.14[kg/m2].

Figure 5.27: The sti↵ening structure on the glass fibre reinforced polyester plate panel
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5.4.5 Presentation of the carbon fibre vinylester, foam core, sandwich
panel

The sandwich composite panel is the largest of the panels. The reason for this panel becoming
large is the high sti↵ness of the carbon fibre sandwich plate. Due to the high sti↵ness and
strength of the plate, large unsupported plate fields can be constructed. In this project there
are limitations to panel size due to size limitations of the test rig. The width of the panel is
defined by the width of the test rig and a slightly lighter panel could have been designed, if
the sti↵ener spacing had been increased.

The plate panel can be seen in figure 5.28, a closer look at the structural arrangement
can be seen in figure 5.29, and the requirements to fibre content along with dimensions can
be found in table 5.20.

Figure 5.28: The dimensioned carbon fibre reinforced vinylester plate panel

Some thought has been put into the fibre layup for this panel. The faces on the plate is
designed as alternating layers of [0, 90] and [�45,+45] carbon fibre weave. This is to create a
semi-isotropic plate, that will result in a good distribution of loads to the supporting structure.
Two di↵erent layups are used on the sti↵eners. A fibre reinforcement at the top of the core
using unidirectional fibres, in order to increase the section modulus. A layer bonded to the
face of the plate and covering the sti↵ener, with a [�45,+45] layup to handle the shear loads
on the sti↵eners. When the panel is optimised, the actual and requires values for shear area
and section modulus are very close, indicating a good distribution of fibres.
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Table 5.20: Presentation of the sandwich composite plate panel, constructed from carbon
fibre reinforced vinylester with a foam core

Location Fibre content requirement
Each face (Plate), alternating [0, 90] and [�45,+45] 1, 650[g/m2]

Secondary transversal, [�45,+45] 600[g/m2]
Secondary transversal, unidirectional on top of core 15[g/m]

Primary longitudinal, [�45,+45] 950[g/m2]
Primary longitudinal, unidirectional on top of core 125[g/m]

Sti↵ener Core height Core width Bonding width Bonding area
Secondary transversal 135[mm] 25[mm] 120[mm] 4023[mm2]
Primary longitudinal 235[mm] 40[mm] 190[mm] �

Note: Plate thickness is ⇡ 28mm, core and faces. Plate is 870mm by 1600mm.
Longitudinals are 870mm long, while transversals are 1600mm long.

Core of the plate is 25[mm], 80[kg/m3] closed cell structural foam core.
Panel mass is ⇡ 9.16[kg/m2].
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Figure 5.29: The sti↵ening structure on the carbon fibre reinforced vinylester plate panel
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5.5 Description of planned testing

Ice load testing is to be carried out on the panels presented in section 5.4. The tests are
designed to investigate the magnitude and nature of ice impact, with a focus on the e↵ect of
vessel speed. Research done into ice loading on high speed crafts is extremely limited. The
case investigated is the case of a high speed craft hitting a floating ice floe. This is simulated
by fixing a structural hull panel and impacting it with a cylindrical ice block.

Gaining a better understanding of the e↵ect of strain rates / impact velocity at high speeds
is valuable, since it will provide a better basis for estimating ice loading on high speed crafts.
Most ice loading test have been done at low strain rates and little data is available for strain
rates over 1[m/s]. An impact model has been developed in section 5.3. This impact model
provides an impact mass and an impact velocity. Measuring loads at impacts corresponding
to the load cases from the model can provide data for developing the impact model and
possibly being able to estimate impact loads from the model.

A rendering of the test rig that is to be used for testing can be seen in figure 5.30. The
test rig is designed for weighted drop tests and is also capable of doing controlled test at
strain rates of up to 1.5[m/s], using a hydraulic piston.

Figure 5.30: A rendering of the test rig that is to be used for ice load testing of designed
panels
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Testing is carried out by placing the panels under the drop weight and either using
a hydraulic piston to drive an ice cylinder into the plate in a controlled manner, or
dropping a weight with an ice cylinder attached to it on the panel. The panels are
supported on four load cells, one on each intersection between the largest structural
members, to simulate an impact on the hull of the vessel. The ice impact loads are
measured by placing a thin film, containing a pressure sensor array, on top of the panel and
loading the centre of the panel. A technical drawing of the test rig can be found in figure 5.31.

The expected results from the testing are listed:

• Information about the magnitude and nature of ice impact loads, from the pressure
sensor array.

• Information on the e↵ect of strain rates, at high strain rated, from both controlled and
drop tests.

• Information on the influence of mass and impact velocity from drop test.

• Information on the influence of panel sti↵ness, since the panels have di↵erent sti↵nesses.

• The comparative performance of hull panels for the same vessel in di↵erent material
concepts.

Using the data from testing, the goal is to gain a better understanding of ice loading on
high speed crafts and the relative performance of di↵erent material concepts.
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Figure 5.31: A technical drawing of the test rig that is to be used for ice load testing of
designed panels
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and further work

6.1 Discussion and conclusion

In each of the chapters, separate tasks have been carried out. These tasks have been inter-
connected, in the sense that results form some task has been used throughout the thesis, as
inputs for other tasks. The work in each of the chapters will be evaluated separately before
drawing an overall conclusion on the work done in this thesis.

Literature review In order to acquire information on ice properties, ice mechanics, ice
loading on high speed crafts, and the ice loading of composite materials, a literature review
was done. Literature was found through a literature search. The literature found was deemed
representative of the existing literature on the topic. The literature has been revived and the
findings from the literature has been summarised and discussed. The most important finding
have been presented and commented upon.

The literature review has provided information about ice properties and ice mechanics.
The information found has given insight into both topics and has provided data for the work
done in this thesis. See for example table 5.5, where ice properties has been taken from a
reviewed article and used in the calculation of ice floe size. No literature specifically on ice
loading of high speed crafts has been found. This is believed to be because little research
has been done on the topic. Literature on ice loading in general has been reviewed. This
literature has provided methods for estimation of ice loading used in chapter 4 and provided
insight into ice loading. An article on ice loading of composite materials has been reviewed,
providing insight into the issues with applying ice loading to composite sandwich structures.

The objectives the literature review was intended to achieve has in general been fulfilled.
The lack of literature on ice loading on high speed crafts has resulted in the conclusion that
more research is needed in this field, while the needed information on the other topics has
been found through the literature review.

Vessel design A part of the work in this thesis has been to develop an operational profile,
on the basis of the plans for extending the commuter network in the Stockholm area, and base
a vessel design on that operational profile. This work is then used to provide input for the
scenario based testing work. Using one of the proposed routes planned in the Stockholm area,
an operational profile has been developed. The limitations on the route, recommendations in
the ”Vattenvägen 365” report, and the general operation has been taken into account. From
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this operational profile a vessel design suitable for operating on the specific route has been
brought into the initial design stage, including a weight estimation.

The operational profile developed is found to describe the needs and requirements of the
chosen route in the necessary level of detail, and it has proved to be a good basis for the initial
design of a high speed passenger vessel. The vessel design developed is suitable for fulfilling
the needs on the specific route and the design has been brought into the initial design stage.
The hull and weight estimation is used as input for the work done in relation to testing, along
with data from the operational profile.

Ice loading comparison Available methods for estimation of ice loading has been pre-
sented and a comparison of the available methods has been done. The ice loading calculations
used in the DNV-GL Ships for Navigation in Ice code has been presented and is used as the
basis for evaluation of the available methods for ice load estimation. Three di↵erent methods
found from the literature review are presented along with ice loading found from the impact
model developed in section 5.3. The results from the di↵erent methods have been compared
and commented upon.

The calculations show large di↵erences in the ice loading estimates depending on the
method used and the input parameters. Because the methods found from the literature review
are based on data from full scale measurements, the conditions under which the measurements
have been taken has a large influence on the magnitude of the ice loading. The comparison
and evaluation has been done, but the conclusion is that more research, both theoretical and
in the form of tests, is needed, before it is feasible to estimate the ice loading on a high speed
craft.

Preparations for testing Testing is to be carried out on the basis of the work done in
this thesis. The three main objectives in this part of the thesis is to define a load case for
the testing, to design hull panels for conducting the tests, and define the testing. Defining
the load case is done by defining the ice conditions in the area of operation, defining a load
case based on the operation of the vessel, creating a loading scenario, and deriving the testing
loads from the loading scenario. Hull panels are designed using di↵erent material concepts,
to be able to compare the material concepts. The planned testing is described and defined.

Through statistical analysis of the results from ice growth models, the expected maximum
thickness of the ice in the Stockholm area, during one winter is estimated. A load case has been
defined as the impact between the passenger vessel and an ice floe, under normal operating
conditions. Using the ice thickness estimate, the size of the impacted ice floe has been defined.
Di↵erent methods for estimating ice floe size where investigated and the most suitable method
was chosen. An impact model, to define the impact scenario has been developed. From this
impact model, the loading that is to be used in testing has been derived. The hull panels
used for testing has been designed. The purpose of the hull panels is to compare di↵erent
material concepts and they are therefore designed using the DNV-GL HSLC code, in order
to have panels in di↵erent material, for the same application. Hull panels have been designed
in steel, aluminium, single skin glass fibre reinforced polyester, and a carbon fibre reinforced
polyester sandwich construction with a foam core.

The load case for the testing has been defined and the hull panels that are to be used
for testing has been designed. The testing itself has been described and the part of the
preparations for testing within the scope of this thesis has therefore been completed.
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Overall conclusion A literature review has been carried out and the findings has provided
insight into ice properties, ice mechanics, and information needed for the work done in this
thesis has been found. A vessel has been designed on the basis of an operational profile created
for a specific route, which has provided a scenario for which work could be done on the ice
loading of high speed crafts. Methods for estimating ice loading has been compared and it
has been concluded that further research is necessary before it is feasible to estimate the ice
loads on a high speed craft. On the basis of a scenario, testing has been prepared, in the form
of determination of test loading and design of test panels. The planned testing is described
and can now be carried out, using the work in this thesis to gain a better understanding of
ice loading on high speed crafts.

The goals and objectives for this thesis have been fulfilled. This work provides insight
into the existing research on the topic, defines a testing scenario, and provides a background
for continued research on the topic.
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6.2 Further work

As a part of the ongoing research project ”LightIce - Light weight marine vessels operating in
brash Ice”, a part of the purpose of this thesis is to provide input for the choice of direction
for further research on the topic. Comments are made on the testing that is planned and
further research is suggestions for future research.

Testing The testing planned on the background of the work done in this thesis is expected
to result in information regarding the e↵ect of impact velocity and mass on ice loading, in a
range relevant for high speed crafts. The use of di↵erent material concepts in the testing is
expected to provide insight into the comparative performance of the used material concepts
with regards to ice loading. Using data from the testing, estimations of the magnitude and
type of loads experienced by a high speed craft hitting floating ice floe can be determined.

Theoretical work Further theoretical work on the ice loading of high speed crafts is needed
in order to establish loading model, that can be used in high speed craft design. Suggestions
to future theoretical work is listed.

• Statistical work on damage levels and operational conditions of existing high speed
crafts operating in ice.

• Mathematical modelling of interaction between high speed crafts and ice.

• The performance of composite sandwich plates subjected to point loads and line like
loads.

• Ice loading models taking mass, speed, and hull shape into account.

Statistical work based on a collection of data on damage levels and operational conditions is
believed to be useful for establishing an overview of the problems high speed craft experience
in winter conditions. Information on both structural and mechanical issues would greatly
improve the basis on which future research is conducted.

Mathematical models for ship-ice and structure-ice interaction already exist. These pro-
vide insight that is valuable for load prediction and performance prediction, but no such
modelling has been attempted for high speed crafts. Factors that might result in di↵erences
between ships and high speed crafts is hull shape, vessel displacement, and vessel speed.

In the structural calculations calculations based on sandwich plate theory, the core is
assumed incompressible. In the literature review, it was found that for a sandwich plate
under ice loading, including the compression of the core gave more accurate results. Work
that could result in structural requirements for sandwich plates under ice extremely localised
loading, could therefore provide the necessary information for applying sandwich composites
on ice strengthened vessel.

An ice loading model that depends on mass, speed, and hull shape could potentially
provide accurate load estimations for a much wider range of vessels, including high speed
crafts.
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1. Djurgårdslinjen (pendelbåtslinje) 
 
Linjesträckning: Slussen–Skeppsholmen–Allmänna Gränd  

 

 

 

 

Fartområde: E 

Sjökort: 6141 Port of Stockholm 

Längd på linje: 1,0 nautisk mil 

Antal resenärer per år (2014): ~2 300 000 

Timmar i trafik (2014): ~9000 

Antal fartyg för att upprätthålla trafiken: 4 (varav 2 respektive 3 är i 

daglig drift) 

 

Linjespecifikt: Flest antal resenärer under perioden maj–september. 
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2. Linje 80 (pendelbåtslinje) 
Linjesträckning: Nybroplan–Allmänna Gränd–

Saltsjöqvarn–Finnboda–
Kvarnholmen–Blockhusudden–Nacka 

strand–Larsberg–Frihamnen 

 

Fartområde: E 

Sjökort: 6141 Port of Stockholm 

Längd på linje: 5,5 nautiska mil 

Antal resenärer per år (2013): ~300 000 

Timmar i trafik (2013): 6421 

Antal fartyg för att upprätthålla trafiken: 4 (varav 3 är i daglig drift) 

 

Linjespecifikt: Flest antal resenärer under rusningstid vardagar (6-9, och 

15-19).  
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3. Linje 50 (pendelbåtslinje) 
 
Linjesträckning:  Ropsten–Tranholmen–Ekudden–Sticklinge–

Storholmen Södra–Mor Annas brygga–Storholmen 

Östra–Frösvik–Storholmen Norra–Sticklinge–
Ekudden–Tranholmen–Ropsten 

 

 

 

Fartområde: E 

Sjökort: 6141 Port of Stockholm. 6142 Vaxholm 

Längd på linje: 10 nautiska mil 

Antal resenärer per år: ~40000 

Timmar i trafik: ~2000 

Antal fartyg för att upprätthålla trafiken: 1 

 

Linjespecifikt: Jämnt resmönster på resenärer mellan vardagar och 

helger under perioden april–oktober. 
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4. Riddarfjärdslinjen (pendelbåtslinje ej påbörjad ännu) 
 
Linjesträckning: Kungsholmstorg–Söder Mälarstrand–

Klara Mälarstrand 

 

 

 

Fartområde: E 

Sjökort: 6141 Port of Stockholm 

Längd på linje: 1,0 nautiska mil 

Antal resenärer per år: N/A 

Timmar i trafik (prognos): 4397 

Antal fartyg för att upprätthålla trafiken: 4 (varav 3 är i daglig drift) 

 

Linjespecifikt: Flest resenärer väntas under rusningstid vardagar (6-9, 

och 15-19). 
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5. Solna strand–Årstadal (pendelbåtslinje ej påbörjad ännu) 
 
Linjesträckning: Solna strand–Minneberg–Hornsbergs 

strand–Alvik–Lilla Essingen–
Hornstull–Årstadal 

 

 

 

Fartområde: E 

Sjökort: 6141 Port of Stockholm 

Längd på linje: 5,5 nautiska mil 

Antal resenärer per år: N/A 

Timmar i trafik (prognos): 14425 

Antal fartyg för att upprätthålla trafiken: 4 (varav 3 är i daglig drift) 

 

Linjespecifikt: Flest antal resenärer under rusningstid vardagar (6-9, och 

15-19). 
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6. Ekerö–Stockholm (pendelbåtslinje ej påbörjad ännu) 
 
Linjesträckning: Ekerö (Tappström/Jungfrusunds 

marina)–Gamla stan–Klara 

Mälarstrand  

 

 

Fartområde: E 

Sjökort: 111 Mälaren, East. 6141 Port of Stockholm 

Längd på linje: 9,2 nautiska mil 

Antal resenärer per år: N/A 

Timmar i trafik (prognos): 1150 

Antal fartyg för att upprätthålla trafiken: 1 

 

Linjespecifikt: Turer endast på vardagar mellan 06-09, och 15-19. 

 

 

7. Skärgårdsfartyg 
 
Fartområde: E–D. Stockholms skärgård. 
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THE ULTIMATE CORE FOR SANDWICH CONSTRUCTION
Divinycell has a unique position in the international composite market as a core material in
multifunctional sandwich constructions. The Divinycell H grade in this folder is used in a wide range
of applications where there is a need for a strong, lightweight construction material with excellent
mechanical characteristics. Divinycell is widely used and found in e.g. wind turbine blades, pleasure
craft, ship hulls and truck bodies. Divinycell H grade is available in a range of densities as standard
sheets or fabricated to customer specification.

Divinycell H Sandwich Core Material
Average properties for the nominal density and minimum values within the brackets

for the minimum density. All values are measured at +23°C.

*     = Measured on maximum size, trimmed blocks with a typical thickness of  50-70 mm.
Sheets, especially in low thickness, may have lower or higher density than specifed
above. Low density sheets will still meet the minimum properties stated  above.

**    = Perpendicular to the plane.
***  = Parallel to the plane.

Operating temperature is -200°C to +70°C. Lifetime must be taken into consideration for the very
low and high temperatures. Maximum processing temperature is dependent on time, pressure
and process conditions. Normally Divinycell H can be processed up to 80°C without dimensional
changes. Please contact DIAB for advice before use.
Coefficient of linear expansion ASTM D 696: Approx. 35 . 10-6/°C
Poissons ratio: 0.32

This data sheet may be subject to revision and changes due to development and changes of the material. The
data is derived from tests and experience. The data is average data and should be treated as such. Calculations
should be verified by actual tests. The data is furnished without liability for the company and does not constitute
a warranty or representation in respect of the material or its use. The company reserves the right to release new
data sheets in replacement. Customers should check that they have the latest issue, see www.diabgroup.com

H-ds.0302

E
H Grade

 Property Unit H 45 H 60 H 80 H 100 H 130 H 160 H 200 H 250
 Density - nominal* 48 60 80 100 130 160 200 250
 Density - maximum* kg/m3 55 69 92 115 149 180 230 290
 Density - minimum* 43 55 72 90 120 145 180 230

 Compressive Strength** 0.55 0.8 1.2 1.7 2.6 3.4 4.5 5.8
    ASTM D 1621 (0.4) (0.7) (1.0) (1.4) (2.2) (2.8) (3.7) (4.9)

 Compressive Modulus** 40 60 85 125 175 230 310 400
    ASTM D 1621 (30) (45) (65) (95) (130) (175) (235) (300)

 Tensile Strength** 1.2 1.6 2.2 3.1 4.2 5.4 7.0 8.8
    ASTM D 1623 (0.9) (1.1) (1.8) (2.6) (3.4) (4.0) (5.5) (6.5)

 Tensile Strength*** 1.1 1.4 2.0 2.4 3.0 3.9 4.8 6.4
    ISO 1926 (0.8) (1.0) (1.6) (1.9) (2.4) (3.2) (3.9) (5.2)

 Shear Strength*** 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.4 2.0 2.6 3.3 4.5
    ASTM C 273 (0.4) (0.6) (0.9) (1.2) (1.7) (2.2) (2.8) (3.8)

 Shear Modulus*** 18 22 31 40 55 73 90 108
    ASTM C 273 (12) (15) (23) (30) (40) (50) (70) (87)

 Shear Strain*** 10 13 20 24 29 30 30 30
    ASTM C 273 (6) (8) (12) (14) (19) (20) (20) (20)

MPa

MPa

MPa

%

MPa

MPa

MPa
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Web Site: http://www.diabgroup.com

Operating Companies

Australia
Tel +61 (0)2 9620 9999
Fax +61 (0)2 9620 9900

E-mail:
info@diabgroup.au.com

Denmark
Tel +45 48 22 04 70
Fax +45 48 24 40 01

E-mail:
diab@divinycell.dk

France
Tel +33 (0) 2 38 93 80 20
Fax +33 (0)2 38 93 80 29

E-mail:
diab.sa@wanadoo.fr

Germany
Tel +49 (0)511 42 03 40

Fax +49 (0)511 42 03 438
E-mail:

divinycell@t-online.de

Italy
Tel +39 0119 42 20 56
Fax +39 0119 47 35 53

E-mail:
venditeitalia@divinycell.it

Sweden
Tel +46 (0)430 163 00
Fax +46 (0)430 163 95

E-mail:
info@divinycell.se

UK
Tel +44 (0)1452 50 18 60
Fax +44 (0)1452 30 70 31

E-mail:
diabltd@dial.webs.co.uk

USA
Tel +1 (972) 228-7600
Fax +1 (972) 228-2667

E-mail:
info@diabgroup.com

Norway
Tel +47 66 98 19 30
Fax +47 66 84 64 14

E-mail:
composite.house@diab.no

DIAB develops and sells products and services based on advanced polymer and composite technologies.

Over thirty years of experience together with continuous research and development
has made us an international market leader, with Divinycell being the prime element

in multi-functional sandwich constructions.

Our philosophy is to supply our customers with structural cores for sandwich construction of the highest quality.
We strive for excellence - not only with our materials

but also in regard to our technical assistance and documentation.
Our long term involvement in sandwich structures enables us to provide strong support to our customers

whenever and wherever needed.

APPROVED BY

GERMANISCHER LLOYD, HAMBURG
LLOYD’S REGISTER, LONDON
NIPPON KAIJI KYOKAI, TOKYO

BUREAU VERITAS, PARIS
DET NORSKE VERITAS, OSLO

KOREAN REGISTER OF SHIPPING, SEOUL
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A.4 Project plan

This is the original project plan for the master thesis.
A project plan is made to structure the project and make sure that the necessary time will

be available for each task. The project plan works with parallel tasks and each part is meant
to be included in the report as soon as it is completed, preferably partially included before the
completion of the task. Events not related to the project are included in the plan when these
are deemed significant to the progress of the project. The project plan is described in text
and presented both in list format and as a Gant-chart. The project plan has a structure very
similar to the structure of the objectives in section 1.2, and therefore no further elaboration
is done on the structure of the plan.

The tasks can be seen in list format in figure A.2 and an overview can be found in figure
A.1.

Starting up the project and gathering information is divided into the following tasks.
Creating the project plan, doing the literature review, and establishing an operational profile
for the high speed craft.

The research into ice-loading of high speed crafts is divided into two parts. The reason
for this is the ordering of test panels, to ensure they will be available in time for testing is
a critical task, and only the research necessary to define the loading on the high speed craft
is done at first. After the test panels are ordered, time is set aside to further investigate
ice-loading and attempt to formulate a general method of modelling ice-loads on high speed
crafts.

The high speed craft design is split into four tasks. First an initial design of the vessel is
made on the background of the operational profile. Then the design is optimised in parallel
with the three di↵erent material concepts.

The testing includes the design of the test and definition of the test panels, ordering the
test panels, waiting for the test panels, testing, and evaluating the tests. Since there might
be considerable waiting time for the test panels, the ordering of these is defined as a critical
task. During the time waiting for the test panel, the design of the test is finalised and work
is done on the other tasks.

The report writing is meant to be done in parallel with the work carried out. At the end
of each task, a two day parallel task is to include the work in the report. This is sought
to be done in parallel with the task, and no task is considered done before it is included in
the report. During the waiting time for the test panels, time is set aside to catch up with
report writing, and doing general work on the report. At the end of the project, two weeks
are set aside for discussing results, finding conclusions, and finalising the report. The report
is expected to be delivered Monday, Week 26, 22/06-2015.

The project plan can be found as a Gant-chart on figure A.3. Tasks are in general organised
and timed in terms of weeks.
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2014 2015
November 14 December 14 January 15 February 15 March 15 April 15 May 15 June 15 July 15 August 15

Niclas Niclasen
Starting up project

Niclas Niclasen
Research into ice loading of high speed crafts

Niclas Niclasen
Design of high speed craft

Niclas Niclasen
Testing

Niclas Niclasen
Report writing

Niclas Niclasen
Travels and events

Figure A.1: Overview of the project plan

No W… Task Name Start Date End Date

1 1 Starting up project 1/12/15 3/3/15
2 1.1 Project plan 1/12/15 1/24/15
3 1.2 Literature review 1/19/15 2/28/15
4 1.3 Establish operational profile 3/2/15 3/3/15
5 2 Research into ice loading of high spe… 3/9/15 4/25/15
6 2.1 Determine ice loads for design of high… 3/9/15 3/16/15
7 2.2 Further investigation into ice loading 4/13/15 4/25/15
8 3 Design of high speed craft 3/3/15 4/6/15
9 3.1 Initial vessel design 3/3/15 3/16/15
10 3.2 Design steel structure 3/16/15 4/6/15
11 3.3 Design aluminum structure 3/16/15 4/6/15
12 3.4 Design carbon fibre sandwhich structure 3/16/15 4/6/15
13 4 Testing 4/6/15 6/8/15
14 4.1 Decide panel geometry 4/6/15 4/13/15
15 4.2 Order test panels 4/13/15 4/14/15
16 4.3 Wait for production of test panels 4/14/15 5/18/15
17 4.4 Determine test loading 4/27/15 5/9/15
18 4.5 Testing 5/18/15 6/1/15
19 4.6 Evaluate results 6/1/15 6/8/15
20 5 Report writing 1/21/15 6/22/15
21 5.1 Project plan report 1/21/15 1/23/15
22 5.2 Literature review report 2/15/15 2/18/15
23 5.3 Operational profile report 3/3/15 3/5/15
24 5.4 Initial ice loading report 3/14/15 3/17/15
25 5.5 Vessel design report 3/12/15 3/16/15
26 5.6 Hull design report 4/1/15 4/3/15
27 5.7 Review of ice loading report 4/22/15 4/24/15
28 5.8 Test setup report 5/5/15 5/7/15
29 5.9 Test method and results, report 6/3/15 6/5/15
30 5.… General report writing 4/14/15 5/16/15
31 5.… Finalise report and conclusions 6/8/15 6/22/15
32 5.… Hand in Report 6/22/15 6/22/15
33 6 Travels and events 1/22/15 2/21/15

Figure A.2: List of the tasks, this project is composed o↵
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Figure A.3: The project plan for the master thesis as a Gant-chart
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Part B: Matlab code

B.1 Ice loading calculation done in chapter 4

Contents

• Vessel data
• DNV-GL Ships for navigation in ice
• Ice loading according to [Masterson and Frederking, 1993]
• Ice loading according to [Taylor et al., 2010] & [Rahman et al., 2015]
• Ice loading in accordance with impact model

clc

clear all

close all

Vessel data

Delta=48;%Displacement of the vessel in [t]

Ps=1400; %Vessel machinery output in [kW]

L=22.41; %Length of vessel [m]

B= 6.92; %Breath of vessel [m]

DNV-GL Ships for navigation in ice

%Minimum machinery output, machinery output not to be less than:

Ps_min=zeros(7,1);

Ps_min(1:2)=max(Ps,2800); %[kW]

Ps_min(3:5)=max(Ps,1000); %[kW]

Ps_min(6)=max(Ps,0.73*L*B); %[kW]

Ps_min(7)=min(Ps,750); %[kW]

% Ice loading height in [m]

% ICE-1A*F ICE-1A* ICE-1A ICE-1B ICE-1C ICE-C ICE-E

h=[ 0.35; 0.35; 0.30; 0.25; 0.22; 0.22; 0.22]*[1,1,1];

%Calculation of k, Pt.5 Ch.1 Sec.3, B201

k=sqrt(Delta.*Ps_min)./1000;
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% Values of a and b

for n=1:length(k)

if k<=12

% Bow Midbody Stern

a(n,:)=[ 30, 8, 8];

b(n,:)=[230, 214, 214];

elseif k>12

% Bow Midbody Stern

a(n,:)=[ 6, 2, 2];

b(n,:)=[518, 286, 286];

end

end

%Calculation of cd, Pt.5 Ch.1 Sec.3, B201

cd=(a.*(k*ones(1,3))+b)./1000;

cd=min(cd,1);%cd taken as maximum 1

% Values of c1 according to table B3

% For ICE-E

% For determination of k, the machinery output, Ps need not be taken

% >750 kW. The factor c1, as given in Table B3, shall be taken as equal

% to 0.3.

% For ICE-C

% The ice pressure shall be determined in accordance with Sec.3B200,

% where the factor c1, as given in Table B3, is taken as being equal

% to 0.55.

% Bow Midbody Stern

c1=[1.00, 1.00, 0.75;...

1.00, 1.00, 0.75;...

1.00, 0.85, 0.65;...

1.00, 0.70, 0.45;...

1.00, 0.50, 0.25;...

0.55, 0.50, 0.25;...

0.30, 0.30, 0.25;...

];

% Calculation of ca, Pt.5 Ch.1 Sec.3, B201

l0=0.6;%Standard loading length

la=1.0;%Length of loaded area

ca=sqrt(l0/la);

ca=min(ca,1);

ca=max(ca,0.35);

P_DNV=5600.*cd.*c1.*ca*1e3 %Ice pressure [Pa]
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% The total force from the ice load on a one by one meter panel loaded with

% loading height h

F_DNV=P_DNV.*h.*1

P_DNV =

1.0e+06 *

1.0454 0.9410 0.7057

1.0454 0.9410 0.7057

1.0314 0.7967 0.6092

1.0314 0.6561 0.4218

1.0314 0.4686 0.2343

0.5673 0.4686 0.2343

0.3067 0.2805 0.2337

F_DNV =

1.0e+05 *

3.6589 3.2935 2.4701

3.6589 3.2935 2.4701

3.0942 2.3900 1.8277

2.5785 1.6402 1.0544

2.2691 1.0310 0.5155

1.2480 1.0310 0.5155

0.6748 0.6170 0.5142

Ice loading according to [Masterson and Frederking, 1993]

% Thickness of the ice sheet

H=0.206;

%The contact area of a 1 [m] by 1 [m] panel and an ice sheet with thickness

%H

A=1*H;

%Ice pressure: Lower Upper

P_Masterson=[ 8.1; 13]*A^(-0.5)*1e6 %Ice pressure in [Pa]

F_Masterson=P_Masterson*A

P_Masterson =

1.0e+07 *

1.7846

2.8642

F_Masterson =

1.0e+06 *

3.6764

5.9003
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Ice loading according to [Taylor et al., 2010] & [Rahman et al., 2015]

% Propability of exeedance taken as mean (50%)

F_z_e=0.5;

% Number of hits on specific plate section taken as proportion of vessel

% width

r=1/B;

% Number of hits on specific plate section taken as proportion of vessel

% width

r=1/B;

% [Taylor et al., 2010]

% Estimating events per trip:

% 1/10 ice cover* width * travel distance (9.2nm)

nu_Taylor=0.1*9.2*1852*B;

%Value of xo for first year ice, according to [Taylor et al., 2010]

x0_Taylor=0.15;

% Polar sea (Bering ’96) ; Polar sea (N. Bering ’83) ; Oden

C=[0.12;0.28;1.11];

D=[-0.78;-0.62;-0.81];

alpha_Taylor=C.*1.^D;

z_e_Taylor=x0_Taylor...

+alpha_Taylor.*(-log(-log(F_z_e))+log(nu_Taylor)+log(r));

P_Taylor=z_e_Taylor*1e6

F_Taylor=P_Taylor

% [Rahman et al., 2015]

% Estimating events per trip as hits pr km * travel distance (9.2nm)

nu_Rahman=[250;450;650]*9.2*1.852;

% Taken from table 1, [Rahman et al., 2015]

x0_Rahman=[0.006;-0.002;0.029];

alpha_Rahman=[0.054;0.068;0.068];

z_e_Rahman=x0_Rahman+alpha_Rahman.*(-log(-log(F_z_e))+log(nu_Rahman)+log(r));

P_Rahman=z_e_Rahman*1e6

F_Rahman=P_Rahman
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P_Taylor =

1.0e+06 *

1.0869

2.3360

8.8159

F_Taylor =

1.0e+06 *

1.0869

2.3360

8.8159

P_Rahman =

1.0e+05 *

3.7261

4.9962

5.5563

F_Rahman =

1.0e+05 *

3.7261

4.9962

5.5563

Ice loading in accordance with impact model

% Min Max

m_e=[343.71;381.19];

V_i=[ 1.30; 1.97];

lc=[0.01,0.05,0.10];%Crushing lengt

Ac=0.1^2;%Contact area

t=([1;1]*lc)./(V_i./2*[1,1,1]);

a=(V_i*[1,1,1])./t;

F_ImpactModel=(m_e*[1,1,1]).*a

P_ImpactModel=F_ImpactModel./(Ac)

F_ImpactModel =

1.0e+04 *

2.9043 0.5809 0.2904

7.3968 1.4794 0.7397

P_ImpactModel =

1.0e+06 *

2.9043 0.5809 0.2904

7.3968 1.4794 0.7397
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B.2 Code for implementation of Savitsky’s method, according
to section 5.3.1

Main parameters and constants

% Meassured from lines drawing

b_x =2*2.20; %Maximum waterline beam in [m]

beta=21; %Deadrise angle at mid-chine length in degrees

% Physical constants

g=9.81; %Gravittional acceleration in [m/s^2)

rho=1025; %Density of sea water in [kg/m^3]

nu =1.83e-6; %Kinematic viscocity of water [m^2/s]

% From data sheet;

m=44000; %Total mass displacement in [kg]

LCG=7.63; %Longitudinal centre of gravity [m]

VCG=1.5; %Vertical centre of gravity [m]

epsilon=0; %Angle between keel line and propulsive force vector [deg]

F=0.2; %Vertical location of propulsion (Positive above keel line) [m]

D_Lambda=...

[ 1.5 , 1.09;

2.0 , 0.81;

2.5 , 0.66;

3.0 , 0.54;

3.5 , 0.45;

4.0 , 0.40;

5.0 , 0.30;

6.0 , 0.23;

7.0 , 0.18;

8.0 , 0.14;

9.0 , 0.12;

10.0 , 0.08];

eq_d_lambda=@(tau)...

interp1(D_Lambda(:,1),D_Lambda(:,2),tau,’nearest’,’extrap’);

For each velocity, V

% Calculations independent of planning condition

C_v=V./sqrt(g*b_x); % Velocity coefficient ?

C_L_beta=m.*g./(0.5.*rho.*V.^2.*b_x^2);

ff=VCG-b_x/4*tand(beta); %Vertical distance from centre of gravity to centre of friction [m]

f =VCG-F; %Vertical distance from centre of gravity to propulsion [m]
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% Wetted length

eq_L_k=@(tau,lambda) 0.5*(2*b_x*lambda+b_x/pi*tand(beta)/tand(tau));

% Reynolds number

eq_Rn =@(tau,lambda,V_v) V_v.*eq_L_k(tau,lambda)./nu;

% Friction coefficient

eq_C_F=@(tau,lambda,V_v) 0.075./(log10(eq_Rn(tau,lambda,V_v))-2).^2;

% Friction resistance

eq_Rf =@(tau,lambda,V_v) eq_C_F(tau,lambda,V_v)...

*0.5*rho*V_v^2*(lambda+eq_d_lambda(tau))*b_x^2/cosd(beta);

% Unknown length

eq_L_m=@(lambda) b_x*lambda;

% Longitudinal centre of preassure

eq_L_cp=@(lambda,Cv) (0.75-1/(5.21*Cv^2/lambda^2+2.39))*eq_L_m(lambda);

% Longitudinal distance between centre of gravity and centre of pressure

eq_e=@(lambda,Cv) LCG-eq_L_cp(lambda,Cv);

% Moment due to friction

eq_Mf=@(tau,lambda,Cv,V_v) eq_Rf(tau,lambda,V_v)...

*(ff-eq_e(lambda,Cv)*tand(epsilon)-f/cosd(epsilon));

% Moment due to preassure

eq_Mh=@(tau,lambda,Cv) g*m*(...

eq_e(lambda,Cv)*cosd(tau+epsilon)/cosd(epsilon)...

-f*sind(tau)/cosd(epsilon));

% Total moment

eq_M=@(tau,lambda,Cv,V_v) eq_Mh(tau,lambda,Cv)+eq_Mf(tau,lambda,Cv,V_v);

% Solving equation to find C_L0

solve_CL0=@(CLbeta) fzero(@(CL0) CL0-0.0065*beta*CL0^0.6-CLbeta,1);

% Solving equation to find lambda

solve_lambda=@(tau,CL0,Cv) fzero(@(lambda)...

tau^1.1*(0.012*lambda.^0.5+0.0055*lambda.^2.5./Cv^2)-CL0,3);

options=optimset(’Display’,’off’);

C_L0=zeros(size(V));

tau=C_L0;

M=C_L0;

lambda=C_L0;

L_k=C_L0;

for n=1:length(V)

C_L0(n) =solve_CL0(C_L_beta(n));

[tau(n),M(n)]=fsolve(@(tau) eq_M(tau,...

solve_lambda(tau,C_L0(n),C_v(n))...

,C_v(n),V(n)),4,options);
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lambda(n) =solve_lambda(tau(n),C_L0(n),C_v(n));

L_k (n) =eq_L_k (tau(n),lambda(n));

end

d=L_k.*sind(tau);
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B.3 Code for calculating impact location and impact energy,
as described in section 5.3

clc

clear all

close all

Export=0;

energy=0;

if Export

Vk=[15,20,25,30,35,40];

else

Vk=15:0.5:40;

end

V=Vk*1.852/3.6;

[d,tau]=New_power_calc(V);

Goem_file_str=[

’/Users/niclas/Dropbox/LightIce_Niclas/Ice predictions/’,...

’Impact_modeling/TTB2000_geometry.txt’];

[X_pos,YZ_pos,LOA]=Get_geometry(Goem_file_str);

for n=1:length(X_pos)

keel(n,:)=[X_pos{n};YZ_pos{n}(:,1)];

end

Keel=[0:0.001:LOA;spline(keel(:,1),keel(:,3),0:0.001:LOA)];

for n=1:length(Vk)

A(:,:,n)=[cosd(tau(n)),-sind(tau(n));sind(tau(n)),cosd(tau(n))];

temp=A(:,:,n)*Keel;

geom{n}=[temp(1,:);temp(2,:)-d(n)];

end

H=0.206;

lb=1.76;

rho_i=920;

rho_w=1025;

h=H*rho_i/rho_w;

z1=H-h;

for n=1:length(geom)

x1(n)=interp1(geom{n}(2,:),geom{n}(1,:),z1);

ice_x{n}=[x1(n),x1(n)+lb,x1(n)+lb,x1(n),x1(n)];

ice_z{n}=[z1,z1,z1-H,z1-H,z1];

p1=find(geom{n}(1,:)<x1(n),1,’last’);
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p2=find(geom{n}(1,:)>x1(n),1,’first’);

vec{n}=[geom{n}(1,p2)-geom{n}(1,p1),geom{n}(2,p2)-geom{n}(2,p1)]*[0,-1;1,0];

vec{n}=vec{n}./norm(vec{n});

Impact_velocity(n,1)=[V(n),0]*vec{n}’;

V_I(n,:)=Impact_velocity(n)*vec{n};

end

folder=[’/Users/niclas/Dropbox/LightIce_Niclas/Report/fig/Probabilistic_ice_loading/’];

if Export

for n=1:length(geom)

h=figure;

set(gcf,’PaperPositionMode’,’auto’)

set(h, ’Position’, [200 100 350 230])

plot([0,LOA],[0,0],geom{n}(1,:),geom{n}(2,:),ice_x{n},ice_z{n})

hold on

quiver(x1(n),z1,V_I(n,1)/3,V_I(n,2)/3)

hold off

axis equal

xlim([x1(n)-0.5,x1(n)+lb+0.5])

ylim([-1,0.5])

title(sprintf(’Impact location, Speed:%2.0f[kn],\n Draft:%2.2f[m], Trim:%2.2f[deg]\n Impact velocity:%2.2f[m/s]’,Vk(n),d(n),tau(n),Impact_velocity(n)))

xlabel(’x-coordinate, forward of end of keel [m]’)

ylabel(’z-coordinate, waterline is 0 [m]’)

legend(’Waterline’,’Keel line’,’Ice floe’,’1/3 impact velocity’...

,’Location’,’SouthEast’)

print(h,[folder,sprintf(’Impact_%d.eps’,Vk(n))],’-depsc’)

end

else

h=figure;

set(gcf,’PaperPositionMode’,’auto’)

set(h, ’Position’, [200 100 350 230])

plot(Vk,[Impact_velocity’./max(Impact_velocity);d./max(d);tau./max(tau)])

end

for n=1:size(V_I,1)

[m_e(n),m_i(n)]=Solid_body_rotation_sensitivity(V_I(n,:),lb,H);

end

E=1/2*m_e’.*sqrt(V_I(:,1).^2+V_I(:,2).^2).^2;

if energy

h=figure;

set(gcf,’PaperPositionMode’,’auto’)

set(h, ’Position’, [200 100 350 230])

plot(Vk,E)

%ylim([1,2])
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title(’Energy in impact with ice floe’)

xlabel(’Vessel speed in [kn]’)

ylabel(’Impact energy in [ j ]’)

print(h,[folder,’Impact_energy.eps’],’-depsc’)

h=figure;

set(gcf,’PaperPositionMode’,’auto’)

set(h, ’Position’, [200 100 350 230])

plot(Vk,m_e)

title(’Equivalent mass, as a function of speed’)

xlabel(’Vessel speed in [kn]’)

ylabel(’Equivalent mass of ice floe [kg]’)

%ylim([0.5,1.5]);

print(h,[folder,’Equivalent_mass.eps’],’-depsc’)

h=figure;

set(gcf,’PaperPositionMode’,’auto’)

set(h, ’Position’, [200 100 350 230])

plot(Vk,180-atan2(V_I(:,1),V_I(:,2))./pi*180)

title(’Angle of impact, as a function of speed’)

xlabel(’Vessel speed in [kn]’)

ylabel(’Angle of panel normal at impact in [deg]’)

%ylim([0,45])

print(h,[folder,’Impact_angle.eps’],’-depsc’)

h=figure;

set(gcf,’PaperPositionMode’,’auto’)

set(h, ’Position’, [200 100 350 230])

plot(Vk,sqrt(V_I(:,1).^2+V_I(:,2).^2))

title(’Impact velocity, as a function of speed’)

xlabel(’Vessel speed in [kn]’)

ylabel(’Velocity normal to panel at impact in [m/s]’)

%ylim([0,2])

print(h,[folder,’Impact_velocity.eps’],’-depsc’)

end
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B.4 Code for calculating the deflection and bending moment
of a plate on an elastic foundation in section 5.2.1

function [beta,xx,yy,w,Mxx,Myy]=calc_plate_on_elastic_foundation(x0Beta,P,h)

% The spacing used for nummerical differentiation

dif_step=5e-6;

Constants

g = 9.81; % Gravitational acceleration [m/s^2]

rho_w =1e3; % The density of water

E = 10e9; % The Youngs modulus of the plate material

nu = 0.34; % The Poisons ratio of the plate material

k = rho_w*g; % The specific weight of the liquid base [N/m^3]

Calculating the flexural rigidity of the ice sheet

D = 0.42*E*h^3/(12*(1-nu)); % Flexural stiffness of the plate

beta=(k/D)^(1/4); %calculation of parameter beta

x0=x0Beta/beta; %Position of load, x0

Calculating parameters for calculation of breaking length

xx=linspace(0/beta,5/beta,1e3);%Points evaluated

yy=0;

r1=@(x,y) sqrt((x-x0).^2+y.^2);

r2=@(x,y) sqrt((x+x0).^2+y.^2);

w1=@(x,y)-P.*beta.^2./(2.*pi.*k).*(...

imag(besselk(0,beta*r1(x,y)*exp(pi*1i/4)))+...

imag(besselk(0,beta*r2(x,y)*exp(pi*1i/4)))...

);

varrho =@(alpha) sqrt(1/2*sqrt(alpha.^4+beta^4)+alpha.^2./2);

varkappa =@(alpha) sqrt(1/2*sqrt(alpha.^4+beta^4)-alpha.^2./2);

varrho_star=@(alpha) ( varrho(alpha).*(2.*varkappa(alpha).^2+(1-nu).*alpha.^2))...

./(varkappa(alpha).*(2.* varrho(alpha).^2-(1-nu).*alpha.^2));

A1=@(alpha) ...

(P.*beta.^2./(pi.*k)) ...

...

.*exp(-varrho(alpha)*x0)./sqrt(alpha.^4+beta.^4) ...

...

.*(2.*varrho(alpha).^2-(1-nu).*alpha.^2)...
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./(4.*varrho(alpha).^2.*(...

varkappa(alpha).^2 ...

+(1-nu) .*alpha.^2) ...

-(1-nu).^2.*alpha.^4) ...

...

.*(varkappa(alpha).*cos(varkappa(alpha)*x0)...

.*(varkappa(alpha).^2+varrho(alpha).^2+nu.*alpha.^2) ...

...

-varrho(alpha).*sin(varkappa(alpha)*x0)...

.*(varkappa(alpha).^2+varrho(alpha).^2-nu*alpha.^2)...

);

w_int=@(alpha,x,y) A1(alpha).*exp(-varrho(alpha).*x).*(...

cos(varkappa(alpha).*x)-varrho_star(alpha).*sin(varkappa(alpha).*x)...

).*cos(alpha.*y);

options = optimset(’Display’,’off’,’TolFun’,1e-12,’TolX’,1e-12,’Algorithm’,’levenberg-marquardt’);

w=zeros(length(xx),length(yy));

ddw_xx=w;

ddw_yy=w;

inf_aprox=ones(length(xx),length(yy));

s_step=4e-2;

for n=1:length(xx)

for m=1:length(yy)

d_w_int=@(alpha) diff(w_int(alpha+[-dif_step,dif_step],xx(n),0));

while abs(w_int(inf_aprox(n,m),xx(n),yy(m))+d_w_int(inf_aprox(n)))>1e-50

inf_aprox(n,m)=inf_aprox(n,m)*2;

end

w2=@(x,y) integration(w_int([0:s_step:inf_aprox(n,m)],x,y),s_step);

X=xx(n)+[-dif_step,0,dif_step];

Y=yy(m)+[-dif_step,0,dif_step];

W(1:3,1:3)=0;

j=2;

for k=1:3

W(k,j)=w1(X(k),Y(j))+w2(X(k),Y(j));

end

k=2;

for j=[1,3];

W(k,j)=w1(X(k),Y(j))+w2(X(k),Y(j));

end

w(n,m)=W(2,2);

ddw_xx(n,m)=diff(1e6*W(:,2),2)./dif_step^2/1e6;

ddw_yy(n,m)=diff(1e6*W(2,:),2)./dif_step^2/1e6;

end

end
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Mxx=-D*( ddw_xx+nu*ddw_yy);

Myy=-D*(nu*ddw_xx+ ddw_yy);
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B.5 Code for dimensioning plate panels in section 5.4

B.5.1 Main document for dimensioning plate panels

Contents

• Constants used in DNV HSLC rules

• Additional constants

• Calculating global design pressure

• Defining structural arrangement

• Calculating local design loads

• Calculating scantlings

• Defining structural arrangement

• Calculating local design loads

• Calculating scantlings

function [Steel,Aluminium,Glass_SS,Carbon_Sandwhich]=Panel_strucktural_dimensioning

Constants used in DNV HSLC rules

AP=0; %Forward perpendicular is the perpendicular at the intersection of

%the fully loaded waterline (with the craft at rest) with the

%foreside of the stem

FP=20.68; %After perpendicular is the perpendicular at the intersection of

%the fully loaded waterline (with the craft at rest) with the

%after side of sternpost or transom

L=FP-AP; %length of the craft in m defined as the distance between

%perpendiculars. Amidships is defined as the middle of L

T=1; %fully loaded draught in m with the craft floating at rest in calm

%water

Delta=48; %fully loaded displacement in tonnes in salt water

%(density 1.025t/m3) on draught T

BWL=2.49*2; %greatest moulded breadth of the hull(s) in m at the fully

%loaded waterline (with the craft at rest).For multihull craft

%BWL is the net sum of the waterline breadths

BWL2=2.15*2; %greatest moulded breadth of the hull(s) in m at the fully

%loaded waterline (with the craft at rest) measured at L/2.

CB=Delta/(1.025*L*BWL*T); %block coefficient, given by the formula:

%Delta/(1.025 L*BWL*T)

V=40; %maximum speed in knots

g0=9.81; %standard acceleration of gravity. 9.81 m/s2

LCG=6; %longitudinal centre of gravity [m]

run_metals=1;

run_composites=1;
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Additional constants

BETA=[0.0*L,18; ...

0.1*L,18; ...

0.2*L,19; ...

0.3*L,19; ...

0.4*L,20; ...

0.5*L,21; ...

0.6*L,24; ...

0.7*L,28; ...

0.8*L,34; ...

0.9*L,43; ...

1.0*L,54 ];

BETA(:,2)=max(BETA(:,2),10); %beta(x) minimum 10

BETA(:,2)=min(BETA(:,2),30); %beta(x) maximum 30

beta=@(x) interp1(BETA(:,1),BETA(:,2),x,’linear’);

beta_cg=beta(LCG);

Calculating global design pressure

[p_Global]=Design_pressure(L,T,Delta,beta,beta_cg,LCG,FP,V,CB,g0);

X=[15.1:.01:17.6];

K2C=2.40;

B2B=X(end)-X(1);

if run_metals

Defining structural arrangement

%material={’Steel’,’Aluminium’,’Glass_SS’,’Carbon_Sandwhich’};

%Structural_members={’SL’,’ST’,’PL’};

Steel.prop.Material=’Steel’;

Steel.prop.rho=8000;

Steel.n_PL=1;

Steel.n_ST=3;

Steel.n_SL=4;

[Steel]=Metal_information(Steel,K2C,B2B...

,Steel.n_PL,Steel.n_ST,Steel.n_SL);

Aluminium.prop.Material=’Aluminium’;

Aluminium.prop.rho=2660;

Aluminium.n_PL=2;

Aluminium.n_ST=3;

Aluminium.n_SL=2;

[Aluminium]=Metal_information(Aluminium,K2C,B2B...
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,Aluminium.n_PL,Aluminium.n_ST,Aluminium.n_SL);

Calculating local design loads

[Steel.pl.p]=Apply_design_pressure(’pl’,p_Global,Steel.pl,X,Delta,T,L);

[Steel.SL.p]=Apply_design_pressure(’SL’,p_Global,Steel.SL,X,Delta,T,L);

[Steel.ST.p]=Apply_design_pressure(’ST’,p_Global,Steel.ST,X,Delta,T,L);

[Steel.PL.p]=Apply_design_pressure(’PL’,p_Global,Steel.PL,X,Delta,T,L);

[Aluminium.pl.p]=Apply_design_pressure(...

’pl’,p_Global,Aluminium.pl,X,Delta,T,L);

[Aluminium.SL.p]=Apply_design_pressure(...

’SL’,p_Global,Aluminium.SL,X,Delta,T,L);

[Aluminium.ST.p]=Apply_design_pressure(...

’ST’,p_Global,Aluminium.ST,X,Delta,T,L);

[Aluminium.PL.p]=Apply_design_pressure(...

’PL’,p_Global,Aluminium.PL,X,Delta,T,L);

Calculating scantlings

[Steel]=Scantlings_steel(Steel,L);

Draw_metal_struckture(Steel);

[Aluminium]=Scantlings_aluminium(Aluminium,L);

Draw_metal_struckture(Aluminium);

end

if run_composites

Defining structural arrangement

Glass_SS.n_PL=2;

Glass_SS.n_ST=7;

Glass_SS.type=’Single_Skin’;

[Glass_SS]=Glass_SS_properties(Glass_SS);

[Glass_SS]=Composite_information(Glass_SS,K2C,B2B...

,Glass_SS.n_PL,Glass_SS.n_ST);

Carbon_Sandwhich.n_PL=1;

Carbon_Sandwhich.n_ST=3;

Carbon_Sandwhich.type_core=6;

Carbon_Sandwhich.type=’Sandwhich’;

[Carbon_Sandwhich]=Carbon_Sandwhich_properties(...

Carbon_Sandwhich,Carbon_Sandwhich.type_core);

[Carbon_Sandwhich]=Composite_information(Carbon_Sandwhich,K2C,B2B...
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,Carbon_Sandwhich.n_PL,Carbon_Sandwhich.n_ST);

Calculating local design loads

[Glass_SS.pl.p]=Apply_design_pressure(...

’pl’,p_Global,Glass_SS.pl,X,Delta,T,L);

[Glass_SS.ST.p]=Apply_design_pressure(...

’ST’,p_Global,Glass_SS.ST,X,Delta,T,L);

[Glass_SS.PL.p]=Apply_design_pressure(...

’PL’,p_Global,Glass_SS.PL,X,Delta,T,L);

[Carbon_Sandwhich.pl.p]=Apply_design_pressure(...

’pl’,p_Global,Carbon_Sandwhich.pl,X,Delta,T,L);

[Carbon_Sandwhich.ST.p]=Apply_design_pressure(...

’ST’,p_Global,Carbon_Sandwhich.ST,X,Delta,T,L);

[Carbon_Sandwhich.PL.p]=Apply_design_pressure(...

’PL’,p_Global,Carbon_Sandwhich.PL,X,Delta,T,L);

Calculating scantlings

[Glass_SS]=Scantlings_Single_skin_Composite(Glass_SS,L);

Draw_composite_struckture(Glass_SS);

[Carbon_Sandwhich]=Scantlings_Sandwhich_Composite(Carbon_Sandwhich,L);

Draw_composite_struckture(Carbon_Sandwhich);

end

end

function [Metal]=Metal_information(Metal,K2C,B2B,n_PL,n_ST,n_SL)

Metal.PL.Span =(B2B);

Metal.PL.Spacing =(K2C/(1+n_PL)*100)/100;

Metal.ST.Span =Metal.PL.Spacing;

Metal.ST.Spacing =B2B/(1+n_ST);

Metal.SL.Span =Metal.ST.Spacing;

Metal.SL.Spacing =Metal.ST.Span/(1+n_SL);

Metal.pl.Spacing =Metal.SL.Span;

Metal.pl.Span =Metal.SL.Spacing;

end

function [Composite]=Composite_information(Composite,K2C,B2B,n_PL,n_ST)
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Composite.PL.Span = B2B;

Composite.PL.Spacing = K2C/(1+n_PL);

Composite.ST.Span = Composite.PL.Spacing;

Composite.ST.Spacing = B2B/(1+n_ST);

Composite.pl.Spacing = Composite.ST.Span;

Composite.pl.Span = Composite.ST.Spacing;

end
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B.5.2 Calculation of design pressures

Contents

• Calculating design acceleration
• Slamming pressure
• Pitching slamming presure
• Sea pressure

function [p]=Design_pressure(L,T,Delta,beta,beta_cg,LCG,FP,V,CB,g0)

Calculating design acceleration

% Reduction of Cw for restricted service is given in Table A1: -20% for R3

CW=0.08*L*(1-0.2);

%B 200 Design vertical acceleration

%201 Design vertical acceleration at craft?s centre of gravity acg shall

%be specified by the builder, and is normally not to be less than:

V_sqrtL=min([3.0 ...

,V/sqrt(L)]);

% fg: acceleration factor (fraction of g0) dependent of type and service

% notation and service area restriction notation given in Table B1.

fg=1;

a_cg= max([g0 ...

,V_sqrtL*3.2/(L^0.76)*fg*g0]);

kv=@(x) max(2*x./L,1);

av=@(x) kv(x).*a_cg;

Slamming pressure

kl=@(x) min(1,0.5+x./L); %longitudinal distribution factor from Fig. 3

n=1; %number of hulls, 1 for monohulls.

%A: design load area for element considered in m2.

T0=T; %(Not valid deff) draught at L/2 in m at normal operation condition

% at service speed

p.sl=@(A,x) ...

1.3.*kl(x).*(Delta./(n*A)).^0.3.*T0.^0.7.* ...

(50-beta(x))./(50-beta_cg).*av(LCG);

% For plating A shall not be taken greater than 2.5 s^2.

% For stiffener and girder A is taken as the product:
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% A need not for any structure be taken less than 0.002*Delta/T

Pitching slamming presure

%ka: 1 for plating

%ka: 1.1 ? 20 l_A/L; maximum 1.0, minimum 0.35 for stiffeners and girders

%l_A: longitudinal extent in m of load area

%kb: 1 for plating and longitudinal stiffeners and girders

%kb: L/40l + 0.5 (maximum 1.0) for transverse stiffeners and girders

%(l = span in m of stiffener or girder)

TL=0.7*T; %lowest service speed draft in m at FP measured vertically from

%waterline to keel line or extended keel line.

p.sl_pitch=@(A,x,ka,kb) 21./tand(beta(x))*ka*kb*CW*(1-20*TL/L) ...

.*(FP-x<=(0.1+0.15*V/sqrt(L))*L);

%Above pressure shall extend within a length from FP:(0.1+0.15*V/sqrt(L))*L

Sea pressure

h0=T; %vertical distance in m from the waterline at draught T to the load

%point

ks=@(x) max((5/CB-7.5)./(0.5*L).*x+15-5/CB,7.5);%7.5 aft of amidships, 5/CB

% forward of FP. Between specified areas ks shall be varied linearly,

% see Fig.8

p.sea=@(x) 10*h0+(ks(x)-1.5*h0/T)*CW;
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B.5.3 Applying design pressures to structural members

function [p]=Apply_design_pressure(type,P,member,X,Delta,T,L)

Span =member.Span;

Spacing=member.Spacing;

%ka: 1 for plating

%ka: 1.1 ? 20 l_A/L; maximum 1.0, minimum 0.35 for stiffeners and girders

%l_A: longitudinal extent in m of load area

%kb: 1 for plating and longitudinal stiffeners and girders

%kb: L/(40*l) + 0.5 (maximum 1.0) for transverse stiffeners and girders

%(l = span in m of stiffener or girder)

if type==’pl’

ka=1;

kb=1;

p.A=max([min([Span*Spacing ,2.5*min(Span,Spacing)^2]),0.002*Delta/T]);

elseif type==’SL’

ka=1.1-20*Span/L;

ka=max(ka,0.35);

ka=min(ka,1);

kb=1;

p.A=max([Span*Spacing ,0.002*Delta/T]);

elseif type==’ST’

ka=1.1-20*Spacing/L;

ka=max(ka,0.35);

ka=min(ka,1);

kb=min(L/(40*Span)+0.5,1);

p.A=max([Span*Spacing ,0.002*Delta/T]);

elseif type==’PL’

ka=1.1-20*Span/L;

ka=max(ka,0.35);

ka=min(ka,1);

kb=1;

p.A=max([Span*Spacing ,0.002*Delta/T]);

else

error(’Problem 1’)

end

p.sl =P.sl(p.A,X);

p.sl_pitch =P.sl_pitch(p.A,X,ka,kb);

p.sea =P.sea(X);

p.max=max([p.sl,p.sl_pitch,p.sea]);
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B.5.4 Calculating scantlings of the steel panel

Contents

• Scantling requirements
• Design pressures
• Minimum thickness requirement for plating, from Sec. 5, B101.
• Minimum thickness requirement for plating, from Sec. 5, B201.
• Calculating the chosen plate thickness as rounded up to closest 1mm
• Calculating e↵ective width from interpolation in Sec. , Table B1
• Determining pressures and stresses
• Required section modulus for bending, Sec. 5, C101
• Sec. 5, C200: Slamming. Area and sextion modulus requirements
• Determining pressures and stresses
• Sec. 6, B200: Strength requirements
• Calculating e↵ective width from interpolation in Sec. 6, Table I1

function [Steel]=Scantlings_steel(Steel,L)

Steel.Sigma=215;

Steel.sr=2*(240+L)/1000;

Scantling requirements

% Plating

[Steel.pl]=Plating(Steel.pl ... Struckture containing plate information

,1 ... % f1 = 1.00 Sec. 2, B203: For NV-NS: f1 = 1.00

,L ... Length between perpendiculars

,Steel.sr); % sR: basic stiffener spacing (m) from Sec. 5, B101

% Secondary longitudinals

Steel.SL.t.req=Steel.pl.t.min;

[Steel.SL]=Stiffeners(Steel.SL ...

,1); % f1 = 1.00 Sec. 2, B203: For NV-NS: f1 = 1.00

% Secondary transversals

Steel.ST.t.req=Steel.pl.t.min;

[Steel.ST]=WebFrames_Girder_systems(Steel.ST ...

,1 ... % f1 = 1.00 Sec. 2, B203: For NV-NS: f1 = 1.00

,0 ... Sec. 6, A402

... a: number of stiffeners between considered section and nearest

... support

... The a-value is in no case to be taken greater than (n+1)/4

... n = number of supported stiffeners on the girder span. The web area

... at the middle of the span is not to be less than 0.5 AW.

,0); % Sec. 6, A402

% r: average point load in kN from stiffeners between considered
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% section and nearest support

% Primary longitudinals

Steel.PL.t.req=Steel.pl.t.min;

[Steel.PL]=WebFrames_Girder_systems(Steel.PL ...

,1 ... % f1 = 1.00 Sec. 2, B203: For NV-NS: f1 = 1.00

,0 ... Sec. 6, A402

... a: number of stiffeners between considered section and nearest

... support

... The a-value is in no case to be taken greater than (n+1)/4

... n = number of supported stiffeners on the girder span. The web area

... at the middle of the span is not to be less than 0.5 AW.

,0); % Sec. 6, A402

% r: average point load in kN from stiffeners between considered

% section and nearest support

% Calculating stiffener scantlings

[Steel]=Scantlings_Metal(Steel);

end

function [pl]=Plating(pl,f1,L,sR)

Design pressures

p=[max(pl.p.sl);...

max(pl.p.sl_pitch);...

max(pl.p.sea)];

% sigma_a: Alowable bending stress,from Table A1, Sec 5 Allowable bending

% stresses

% sigma_a=160*f1 for slamming loads, sigma_a=120*f1 for sea loads

sigma_a=[160*f1;160*f1;120*f1];

Minimum thickness requirement for plating, from Sec. 5, B101.

% From Sec. 5, B101 Stiffener ratio s/sR.

% s: Stiffener spacing, sR: Basic stiffener spacing

% s_ratio is not to be taken less than 0.5 or greater than 1.0.

s=pl.Span;

s_ratio=max(min(s/sR,1),0.5);

% From Sec.5, Table B1. Values of t0 and k taken for

% "Shell plating, Bottom, bilge, side, sea inlets and other openings"

t0=5;

k=0.04;

% From Sec. 5, B101. Minimum plating thickness
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pl.t.B101=(t0+k*L).*s_ratio;

Minimum thickness requirement for plating, from Sec. 5, B201.

% ka: correction factor for aspect ratio of plate field (1.1?0.25*s/l)2^

% maximum 1.0 for s/l = 0.4

% minimum 0.72 for s/l = 1.0

ka=(1.1-0.25*pl.Span/pl.Spacing)^2;

ka=max(min(ka,1),0.72);

% B201: The thickness requirement corresponding to lateral pressure or

% impact is given by:

% B202 USED

pl.t.B202=15.8*ka*pl.Span.*sqrt(p)./sqrt(sigma_a);

Calculating the chosen plate thickness as rounded up to closest 1mm

t_all=[pl.t.B101;pl.t.B202;4];

pl.t.min=ceil(max(t_all));

end

function [SL]=Stiffeners(SL,f1)

Calculating e↵ective width from interpolation in Sec. , Table B1

The e↵ective plate flange area is defined as the cross-sectional area of plating within the
e↵ective flange width. Continuous sti↵eners may be included with 50% of their cross-sectional
area. The e↵ective flange width be is determined by the following formula: bef=C*b, C from
Tab. B1

a_b=[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7];

C =[0.00,0.38,0.67,0.84,0.93,0.97,0.99,1.00];

if SL.Span/SL.Spacing>=7

c=1;

else

c=interp1(a_b,C,SL.Span/SL.Spacing);

end

SL.bef=c*SL.Spacing;

Determining pressures and stresses

Design pressures

p=[max(SL.p.sl);...

max(SL.p.sl_pitch);...
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max(SL.p.sea)];

% sigma_a: Alowable bending stress,from Table A1, Sec 5 Allowable bending

% stresses

% sigma_a=150*f1 for slamming loads, sigma_a=160*f1 for sea loads

sigma_a=[150*f1;150*f1;160*f1];

Required section modulus for bending, Sec. 5, C101

% From Sec. 5, Table C1. m=0.85, for "Continuous longitudinal members"

m=85;

% C101: The section modulus requirement corresponding to lateral pressure

% or impact is given by:

SL.Z.C101=m.*SL.Span.^2.*SL.Spacing.*p./sigma_a;

SL.Z.req=max(SL.Z.C101);

Sec. 5, C200: Slamming. Area and sextion modulus requirements

201 The section modulus of longitudinals or transverse sti↵eners supporting the bottom plat-
ing is not to be less than: INCLUDED IN C101

% Found no requirements for area

SL.A.req=0;

end

function [Sti]=WebFrames_Girder_systems(Sti,f1,a,r)

Determining pressures and stresses

Design pressures

p=[max(Sti.p.sl);...

max(Sti.p.sl_pitch);...

max(Sti.p.sea)];

% Sec. 6, A301: Maximum allowable bending stresses and shear stresses in

% web frames and girders are to be according to Table A2.

sigma_a=[160*f1;160*f1;160*f1];

tau_a=90*f1;

Sec. 6, B200: Strength requirements

% m: bending moment factor, m-values in accordance with 203 may be applied.

% k: shear force factor. ks-values in accordance with 203 may be applied.
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% From Sec. 6, Table B2: Values of m and ks for various structural items

% Taken for "Bottom", "Web frames" AND "Longitudinal girders"

m=100;

ks=0.63;

% Sec. 6, B201: The section modulus for girders subjected to lateral

% pressure is not to be less than:

Sti.Z.B401=m.*Sti.Span.^2.*Sti.Spacing.*p./sigma_a;

Sti.Z.req=max(Sti.Z.B401);

% Sec. 6, B202: The effective web area of girders subjected to lateral

% pressure is not to be less than:

Sti.A.B402=10.*(ks.*Sti.Span.*Sti.Spacing.*p-a*r)./tau_a;

Sti.A.req=max(Sti.A.B402);

Calculating e↵ective width from interpolation in Sec. 6, Table I1

The e↵ective plate flange area is defined as the cross-sectional area of plating within the
e↵ective flange width. Continuous sti↵eners may be included with 50% of their cross-sectional
area. The e↵ective flange width be is determined by the following formula: bef=C*b, C from
Tab. B1

a_b=[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7];

C =[0.00,0.38,0.67,0.84,0.93,0.97,0.99,1.00];

if Sti.Span/Sti.Spacing>=7

c=1;

else

c=interp1(a_b,C,Sti.Span/Sti.Spacing);

end

Sti.bef=c*Sti.Spacing;

end
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B.5.5 Calculating requirements to the aluminium panel

Contents

• Scantling requirements
• Minimum thickness requirement for plating, from Sec. 5, B101.
• Minimum thickness requirement for plating, from Sec. 5, B201.
• Calculating the chosen plate thickness as rounded up to closest 1/2mm
• Calculating e↵ective width from interpolation in Sec. , Table B1
• Determining pressures and stresses
• Required section modulus for bending, Sec. 5, C101
• Sec. 5, C200: Slamming. Area and sextion modulus requirements
• Determining pressures and stresses
• Calculating minimum thicknesses from Sec. 6, A301
• Calculating e↵ective width from interpolation in Sec. 6, Table B1
• Sec. 6, B400: Strength requirements

function [Aluminium]=Scantlings_aluminium(Aluminium,L)

Aluminium.Sigma=215; %Pt.2, Ch.2, Sec.9, Table A2, for NV-5083 H116

Aluminium.sr=2*(100+L)/1000;

Scantling requirements

% Plating

[Aluminium.pl]=Plating(Aluminium.pl ... Struckture containing

,0.89 ... % f1 ? plate/unwelded, H116/H321 and T5/T6, Sec. 2, Table B1

,Aluminium.Sigma ... % sigma_f, Sec. 5, B101. From

,L ... Length between perpendiculars

,Aluminium.sr); % sR: basic stiffener spacing (m) from Sec. 5, B101

% Secondary longitudinals

Aluminium.SL.t.req=Aluminium.pl.t.min;

[Aluminium.SL]=Stiffeners(Aluminium.SL ...

,0.76); % f1? stiffener/unwelded, H116/H321 and T5/T6, Sec.2, Table B1

% Secondary transversals

[Aluminium.ST]=WebFrames_Girder_systems(Aluminium.ST ...

,0.76 ... f1? stiffener/unwelded, H116/H321 and T5/T6, Sec.2, Table B1

,Aluminium.Sigma ... % sigma_f, Sec. 6, A301. From

,Aluminium.sr ... sR: basic stiffener spacing (m) from Sec. 5, B101

,0.02 ... From Sec.6, Table A2. Values of k taken for:

... "Double bottom floors and girders"

,L ... Length between perpendiculars

,0 ... Sec. 6, A402

... a: number of stiffeners between considered section and nearest

... support
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... The a-value is in no case to be taken greater than (n+1)/4

... n = number of supported stiffeners on the girder span. The web area

... at the middle of the span is not to be less than 0.5 AW.

,0); % Sec. 6, A402

% r: average point load in kN from stiffeners between considered

% section and nearest support

% Primary longitudinals

[Aluminium.PL]=WebFrames_Girder_systems(Aluminium.PL ...

,0.76 ... f1? stiffener/unwelded, H116/H321 and T5/T6, Sec.2, Table B1

,Aluminium.Sigma ... % sigma_f, Sec. 6, A301. From

,Aluminium.sr ... sR: basic stiffener spacing (m) from Sec. 5, B101

,0.03 ... From Sec.6, Table A2. Values of k taken for:

... "Longitudinals"

,L ... Length between perpendiculars

,0 ... Sec. 6, A402

... a: number of stiffeners between considered section and nearest

... support

... The a-value is in no case to be taken greater than (n+1)/4

... n = number of supported stiffeners on the girder span. The web area

... at the middle of the span is not to be less than 0.5 AW.

,0); % Sec. 6, A402

% r: average point load in kN from stiffeners between considered

% section and nearest support

% Calculating scantlings

[Aluminium]=Scantlings_Metal(Aluminium);

end

function [pl]=Plating(pl,f1,sigma_f,L,sR)

% Design pressures

p=[max(pl.p.sl);...

max(pl.p.sl_pitch);...

max(pl.p.sea)];

% sigma_a: Alowable bending stress,from Table A1, Sec 5 Allowable bending

% stresses

% sigma_a=200*f1 for slamming loads, sigma_a=180*f1 for sea loads

sigma_a=[200*f1;200*f1;180*f1];

Minimum thickness requirement for plating, from Sec. 5, B101.

% From Sec. 5, B101

% sigma_f is yield stress in N/mm2 at 0.2% offset for unwelded alloy.

% sigma_f is not to be taken greater than 70% of the ultimate tensile
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% strength

% From Sec. 5, B101

f=sigma_f/240;

% From Sec. 5, B101 Stiffener ratio s/sR.

% s: Stiffener spacing, sR: Basic stiffener spacing

% s_ratio is not to be taken less than 0.5 or greater than 1.0.

s=pl.Span;

s_ratio=max(min(s/sR,1),0.5);

% From Sec.5, Table B1. Values of t0 and k taken for

% "Shell plating, Bottom, bilge and side to loaded water line"

t0=4;

k=0.03;

% From Sec. 5, B101. Minimum plating thickness

pl.t.B101=(t0+k*L)/sqrt(f).*s_ratio;

Minimum thickness requirement for plating, from Sec. 5, B201.

% C = correction factor for aspect ratio (=s/l) of plate field and degree

% of fixation of plate edges given in Sec. 5, Table B2.

if pl.Span/pl.Spacing<0.5

% For aspect ratio smaller than 0.5, C is found for largest stress

% sigma_l, for "Clamped along all edges" and "Longest edge clamped,

% shortest edge simply supported".

C=500;

elseif pl.Span/pl.Spacing>=1

% For aspect ratio smaller equal to 1, C is found for largest stress

% sigma_l at "Longest edge clamped, shortest edge simply supported".

C=425;

elseif pl.Span/pl.Spacing>=0.5 & pl.Span/pl.Spacing<1

% For aspect ratio between 0.5 and 1, C is found as above, by

% interpolating linearly

C=interp1([0.5,1],[500,425],pl.Span/pl.Spacing,’linear’);

else

error(’Selecting value of C’)

end

% B201: The general requirement for thickness of plating subject to lateral

% pressure is given by:

pl.t.B201=pl.Span.*sqrt(C*p)./sqrt(sigma_a);

% B202: The thickness requirement for a plate field clamped along all

% edges and with an aspect ratio ? 0.5. IDENTICAL TO B201
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% B302: The thickness requirement for a plate field clamped along all

% edges and with an aspect ratio ? 0.5. INCLUDED IN B201

Calculating the chosen plate thickness as rounded up to closest 1/2mm

t_all=[pl.t.B101;pl.t.B201;5];

pl.t.min=ceil(max(t_all)*2)/2;

end

function [SL]=Stiffeners(SL,f1)

Calculating e↵ective width from interpolation in Sec. , Table B1

The e↵ective plate flange area is defined as the cross-sectional area of plating within the
e↵ective flange width. Continuous sti↵eners may be included with 50% of their cross-sectional
area. The e↵ective flange width be is determined by the following formula: bef=C*b, C from
Tab. B1

a_b=[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7];

C =[0.00,0.38,0.67,0.84,0.93,0.97,0.99,1.00];

if SL.Span/SL.Spacing>=7

c=1;

else

c=interp1(a_b,C,SL.Span/SL.Spacing);

end

SL.bef=c*SL.Spacing;

Determining pressures and stresses

Design pressures

p=[max(SL.p.sl);...

max(SL.p.sl_pitch);...

max(SL.p.sea)];

% sigma_a: Alowable bending stress,from Table A1, Sec 5 Allowable bending

% stresses

% sigma_a=180*f1 for slamming loads, sigma_a=160*f1 for sea loads

sigma_a=[180*f1;180*f1;160*f1];

Required section modulus for bending, Sec. 5, C101

% From Sec. 5m Table C1. m=0.85, for "Continuous longitudinal members"

m=85;
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% C101: The section modulus of longitudinals, beams, frames and other

% stiffeners subjected to lateral pressure is not to be less than:

SL.Z.C101=m.*SL.Span.^2.*SL.Spacing.*p./sigma_a;

SL.Z.req=max(SL.Z.C101);

Sec. 5, C200: Slamming. Area and sextion modulus requirements

201 The section modulus of longitudinals or transverse sti↵eners supporting the bottom plat-
ing is not to be less than: INCLUDED IN C101

% From Sec. 5, C201: tau_sl = 90 f1 (N/mm2).

tau_sl=90*f1;

% From Sec. 5, C201: The shear area is not to be less than:

SL.A.C201=6.7*(SL.Span-SL.Spacing).*SL.Spacing.*p(1:2)./tau_sl;

SL.A.req=max(SL.A.C201);

end

function [Sti]=WebFrames_Girder_systems(Sti,f1,sigma_f,sR,k,L,a,r)

Determining pressures and stresses

Design pressures

p=[max(Sti.p.sl);...

max(Sti.p.sl_pitch);...

max(Sti.p.sea)];

% Sec. 6, A401: Maximum allowable bending stresses and shear stresses in

% web frames and girders are to be according to Table A3.

sigma_a=[180*f1;180*f1;160*f1];

tau_a=90*f1;

Calculating minimum thicknesses from Sec. 6, A301

% From Sec. 6, A301

% sigma_f is yield stress in N/mm2 at 0.2% offset for unwelded alloy.

% sigma_f is not to be taken greater than 70% of the ultimate tensile

% strength

% From Sec. 6, A301

f=sigma_f/240;

% From Sec. 6, A301 Stiffener ratio s/sR.
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% s: Stiffener spacing, sR: Basic stiffener spacing

% s_ratio is not to be taken less than 0.5 or greater than 1.0.

s=Sti.Span;

s_ratio=max(min(s/sR,1),0.5);

% "Shell plating",

% "Bottom, bilge and side to loaded water line" AND "Longitudinals"

t0=3;

% Sec. 6, A301: The thickness of structures are in general not to be less

% than:

Sti.t.req=(t0+k*L)./sqrt(f).*s_ratio;

Calculating e↵ective width from interpolation in Sec. 6, Table B1

The e↵ective plate flange area is defined as the cross-sectional area of plating within the
e↵ective flange width. Continuous sti↵eners may be included with 50% of their cross-sectional
area. The e↵ective flange width be is determined by the following formula: bef=C*b, C from
Tab. B1

a_b=[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7];

C =[0.00,0.38,0.67,0.84,0.93,0.97,0.99,1.00];

if Sti.Span/Sti.Spacing>=7

c=1;

else

c=interp1(a_b,C,Sti.Span/Sti.Spacing);

end

Sti.bef=c*Sti.Spacing;

Sec. 6, B400: Strength requirements

% m: bending moment factor, m-values in accordance with 403 may be applied.

% k: shear force factor. ks-values in accordance with 403 may be applied.

% From Sec. 6, Table B3: Values of m and ks for various structural items

% Taken for "Bottom", "Web frames" AND "Longitudinal girders"

m=100;

ks=0.63;

% Sec. 6, B401: The section modulus for girders subjected to lateral

% pressure is not to be less than:

Sti.Z.B401=m.*Sti.Span.^2.*Sti.Spacing.*p./sigma_a;

Sti.Z.req=max(Sti.Z.B401);

% Sec. 6, B402: The effective web area of girders subjected to lateral

% pressure is not to be less than:
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Sti.A.B402=10.*(ks.*Sti.Span.*Sti.Spacing.*p-a*r)./tau_a;

Sti.A.req=max(Sti.A.B402);

end
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B.5.6 Solver for weight optimising metal sti↵eners

function [Metal]=Scantlings_Metal(Metal)

%Everything calculated in SI-Units

options = optimoptions(...

@fmincon,’Algorithm’,’interior-point’,’Display’,’off’);

% Initial guess for scantlings

X0=[ 1 ... hw, Sencondary longitudinal

; 10 ... tw, Sencondary longitudinal

; 2 ... hw, Sencondary transversal

; 50 ... tw, Sencondary transversal

; 5 ... hw, Primary longitudinal

;100 ... tw, Primary longitudinal

; 5 ... bf, Primary longitudinal

;100 ... tf, Primary longitudinal

;[]]*Metal.pl.t.min*1e-3;

% Linear boundary conditions, formulated as inequalities A*X<=B

A=[ -1, 5,zeros(1,6); ... hw>= 5*tw, Sencondary longitudinal

1,-20,zeros(1,6); ... hw<=20*tw, Sencondary longitudinal

zeros(1,2),-1, 5,zeros(1,4); ... hw>= 5*tw, Sencondary transversal

zeros(1,2), 1,-20,zeros(1,4); ... hw<=20*tw, Sencondary transversal

zeros(1,4),-1, 5,zeros(1,2); ... hw>= 5*tw, Primary longitudinal

zeros(1,4), 1,-20,zeros(1,2); ... hw<=20*tw, Primary longitudinal

zeros(1,6),-1, 5 ; ... bf>= 5*tf, Primary longitudinal

zeros(1,6), 1,-20 ; ... bf<=20*tf, Primary longitudinal

zeros(1,4), -1,0,1 ,0; ... hw>= bf, Primary longitudinal

zeros(1,2), 1, 0,-1,0,0.5,0; ... hw_ST-hw_PL+bf_PL/2<=-0.02

1,0,-1,zeros(1,5); ... -hw_SL+hw_ST<=-0.02

... zeros(1,2),1,0,-1,zeros(1,3); ... -hw_ST+hw_PL<=-0.05

[]];

B=[zeros(9,1);-0.02;-0.03;];%-0.05];

% Linear boundary conditions, formulated as equalities Aeq*X=Beq

Aeq=[];

Beq=[];

% Lower boundary for values of X

LB=ones(8,1)*max(Metal.pl.t.min,4)*1e-3;

% LB(1)=5e-2;

% LB(3)=8e-2;

% LB(5)=10e-2;

% LB(7)=5e-2;

%LB(3)=10*1e-2;
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%LB(1:2:9)=[2;10;4;10;10]*1e-2;

%LB(2:2:10)=Metal.pl.t.min*1e-3;

% Upper boundary for values of X

UB=zeros(8,1);

UB(1:2:end)=[10;30;50;50]*1e-2;

UB(2:2:end)=2e-2;

[X,~,Metal.prop.Stif_EXITFLAG,Metal.prop.Stif_OUTPUT]=fmincon(...

@(X) calc_Mass(X,Metal) ... Function to be optimised

,X0 ... X0

,A ... A

,B ... B

,Aeq ... Aeq

,Beq ... Beq

,LB ... LB

,UB ... UB

,@(X) nonlcon(X,Metal) ... Function for nonlinear constraints (As, Z)

,options);

% Defining output dimensions in mm

% hw, Sencondary longitudinal

Metal.SL.hw=round(X( 1)*1e3/5)*5;

% tw, Sencondary longitudinal

Metal.SL.tw=round(X( 2)*1e3);

% hw, Sencondary transversal

Metal.ST.hw=round(X( 3)*1e3/5)*5;

% tw, Sencondary transversal

Metal.ST.tw=round(X( 4)*1e3);

% hw, Primary longitudinal

Metal.PL.hw=round(X( 5)*1e3/5)*5;

% tw, Primary longitudinal

Metal.PL.tw=round(X( 6)*1e3);

% bf, Primary longitudinal

Metal.PL.bf=ceil(X( 7)*1e3/5)*5;

% tf, Primary longitudinal

Metal.PL.tf=ceil(X( 8)*1e3);

% Defining a X-vector from selected scantlings

X_act=[Metal.SL.hw;...

Metal.SL.tw;...

Metal.ST.hw;...

Metal.ST.tw;...

Metal.PL.hw;...

Metal.PL.tw;...

Metal.PL.bf;...

Metal.PL.tf]*1e-3;
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% Calculating and defining actual As and Z in cm^2 and cm^3

[As_act,Z_act]=Shear_area_Section_modulus(X_act,Metal);

Metal.SL.A.act=As_act(1)*1e4;

Metal.ST.A.act=As_act(2)*1e4;

Metal.PL.A.act=As_act(3)*1e4;

Metal.SL.Z.act= Z_act(1)*1e6;

Metal.ST.Z.act= Z_act(2)*1e6;

Metal.PL.Z.act= Z_act(3)*1e6;

% Calculating actual mass of panel in kg/m^3

[Metal.prop.Mass]=calc_Mass(X_act,Metal);

end

function [Mass]=calc_Mass(X,Metal)

% Number of primary longitudinals pr. meter width

n_PL=1/Metal.PL.Spacing;

% Number of secondary transversals pr. meter length

n_ST=1/Metal.ST.Spacing;

% Number of secondary lungitudinals pr. meter width (none at PL)

n_SL=1/Metal.SL.Spacing-n_PL;

% Cross section area of primary longitudinals

A_PL=X(5)*X(6)+X(7)*X(8);

% Cross section area of secondary transversals

A_ST=X(3)*X(4);

% Cross section area of secondary lungitudinals

A_SL=X(1)*X(2);

% Total volume of metal pr. m^2

V=n_PL*A_PL+n_ST*A_ST+n_SL*A_SL+Metal.pl.t.min*1e-3;

% Mass of panel pr. m^2

Mass=V*Metal.prop.rho;

end

function [c,ceq]=nonlcon(X,Metal)

[As,Z]=Shear_area_Section_modulus(X,Metal);

REQ=[[Metal.SL.A.req;...

Metal.ST.A.req;...

Metal.PL.A.req]*1e-4;...

[Metal.SL.Z.req;...

Metal.ST.Z.req;...

Metal.PL.Z.req]*1e-6];

c=REQ-[As;Z];

ceq=0;
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end
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B.5.7 Subroutine for calculating shear area and section modulus of metal
sti↵eners

Contents

• Defining values for calculations
• Calculating area and centre of area
• Calculating shera area and section modulus

function [As,Z]=Shear_area_Section_modulus(X,Metal)

Defining values for calculations

% X( 1): hw, Sencondary longitudinal

% X( 2): tw, Sencondary longitudinal

% X( 3): hw, Sencondary transversal

% X( 4): tw, Sencondary transversal

% X( 5): hw, Primary longitudinal

% X( 6): tw, Primary longitudinal

% X( 7): bf, Primary longitudinal

% X( 8): tf, Primary longitudinal

% The effective flange ratio for the sencondary longitudinal

bef_SL=Metal.SL.bef/Metal.SL.Spacing;

% The effective flange ratio for the sencondary transversal

bef_ST=Metal.ST.bef/Metal.ST.Spacing;

% The effective flange ratio for the primary longitudinal

bef_PL=Metal.PL.bef/Metal.PL.Spacing;

% The thickness of the plating

tp=Metal.pl.t.min*1e-3;

Calculating area and centre of area

% Center of area in y-direction for plating

yc_pl=tp/2;

% Cross section area for plating

A_pl=tp/2;

% Center of area in y-direction for sencondary longitudinal

yc_SL_web=tp+X(1)/2;

% Cross section area for sencondary longitudinal

A_SL_web=X(1)*X(2);

% Center of area in y-direction for web of sencondary transversal

yc_ST_web=tp+X(3)/2;

% Cross section area for web of sencondary transversal

A_ST_web=X(3)*X(4);
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% Center of area in y-direction for web of primary longitudinal

yc_PL_web=tp+X(5)/2;

% Cross section area for web of primary longitudinal

A_PL_web=X(5)*X(6);

% Center of area in y-direction for flange of primary longitudinal

yc_PL_fla=tp+X(5)+X(8)/2;

% Cross section area for flange of primary longitudinal

A_PL_fla=X(7)*X(8);

% Centre of area for secondary longitudinal

yc_SL=(yc_pl*A_pl*bef_SL+yc_SL_web*A_SL_web)/(A_pl*bef_SL+A_SL_web);

% Centre of area for secondary transversal

yc_ST=(yc_pl*A_pl*bef_ST+yc_ST_web*A_ST_web)...

/(A_pl*bef_ST+A_ST_web);

% Centre of area for primary longitudinal

yc_PL=((yc_pl*A_pl+yc_SL*A_SL_web)*bef_PL...

+yc_PL_web*A_PL_web+yc_PL_fla*A_PL_fla)...

/((A_pl+A_SL_web)*bef_ST+A_PL_web+A_PL_fla);

Calculating shera area and section modulus

% Shear area defined as cross section area of web

As=[A_SL_web;A_ST_web;A_PL_web];

% Calculating second moment of area, using steiners theorem

% Second moment of area for secondary longitudinal

Ixx_SL=A_pl *tp ^2 *bef_SL/12 ...

+A_SL_web *X(1)^2 /12 ...

+A_pl*bef_SL *(yc_pl -yc_SL)^2 ...

+A_SL_web *(yc_SL_web-yc_SL)^2;

% Second moment of area for secondary transversal

Ixx_ST=A_pl *tp ^2 *bef_ST/12 ...

+A_ST_web *X(3)^2 /12 ...

+A_pl*bef_ST *(yc_pl -yc_ST)^2 ...

+A_ST_web *(yc_ST_web-yc_ST)^2;

% Second moment of area for primary longitudinal

Ixx_PL=A_pl *tp ^2 *bef_PL/12 ...

+A_SL_web *X( 1)^2 *bef_PL/12 ...

+A_PL_web *X( 5)^2 /12 ...

+A_PL_fla *X( 8)^2 /12 ...

+A_pl *bef_PL *(yc_pl -yc_PL)^2 ...

+A_SL_web*bef_PL *(yc_SL_web-yc_PL)^2 ...

+A_PL_web *(yc_PL_web-yc_PL)^2 ...

+A_PL_fla *(yc_PL_fla-yc_PL)^2;

% Calculating largest distance from centre of area, z

z_SL=max(yc_SL,tp+X(1) -yc_SL);
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z_ST=max(yc_ST,tp+X(3) -yc_ST);

z_PL=max(yc_PL,tp+X(5)+X(8)-yc_PL);

% Calculating section modulus

Z=[Ixx_SL;Ixx_ST;Ixx_PL]./[z_SL;z_ST;z_PL];
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B.5.8 Calculating scantlings of the single skin glass fibre reinforced
polyester panel

Contents

• Minimum requirements for structural single skin plates

• A. General

• B Laterally Loaded Single Skin Laminates

• Calculating minimum thicknesses and minimum fibre weight

function [Glass_SS]=Scantlings_Single_skin_Composite(Glass_SS,L)

Minimum requirements for structural single skin plates

[Glass_SS.pl]=plating(Glass_SS.pl,Glass_SS.pl.prop,L);

[Glass_SS.ST]=Composite_stif_req(Glass_SS.ST ...

,Glass_SS.pl.prop.E_face/Glass_SS.pl.prop.G_face);

[Glass_SS.PL]=Composite_stif_req(Glass_SS.PL ...

,Glass_SS.pl.prop.E_face/Glass_SS.pl.prop.G_face);

[Glass_SS]=Scantlings_Composite(Glass_SS);

end

function [pl]=plating(pl,prop,L)

% Design pressures

p=[max(pl.p.sl);...

max(pl.p.sl_pitch);...

max(pl.p.sea)];

A. General

Table A1 Minimum amount of reinforcement W0 and k taken for ”Hull bottom below deepest
WL or chine whichever is the higher”

W0=4200;

k=0.025;

% The thickness of single skin laminates fabricated from glass are in

% general not to be less than:

if L>20

pl.W.min=W0*(1+k*(L-20));

elseif L<=20

pl.W.min=W0;

end
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B Laterally Loaded Single Skin Laminates

Defining a as length of long edge and b as length of short edge

a=max(pl.Span,pl.Spacing);

b=min(pl.Span,pl.Spacing);

% B 200 Laminates exposed to lateral loads

A0=[15.0;15.0;35.0];

A1=[ 1.0; 1.0; 1.0];

A2=[ 1.0; 1.0; 1.0];

A3=[ 2.0; 2.0; 8.0];

A4=[ 3.0; 3.0; 7.0];

A5=[10.0;10.0;20.0];

C1 = A0 + A1*(b/a)^1 + A2*(b/a)^2 + A3*(b/a)^3 + A4*(b/a)^4 + A5*(b/a)^5;

% The deflection factor, delta, of the panel is given by:

pl.delta.sl =@(t) 1e9*(b^4*p(1))./(t^4*prop.E_face*C1(1));

pl.delta.sl_pitch=@(t) 1e9*(b^4*p(2))./(t^4*prop.E_face*C1(2));

pl.delta.sea =@(t) 1e9*(b^4*p(3))./(t^4*prop.E_face*C1(3));

% B202: The bending stress is given by:

% The factor C3 is found in Fig.2. For panels in continuous structures

% (e.g. the hull shell, decks or bulkheads) C3 shall be chosen according

% to the curve for ?Partial edge fixity?, to account for the edge restraint

% of rotation of the adjoining panels. For other panels C3 shall be chosen

% based on the relevant edge fixity. For panels in the hull shell below the

% lowest waterline when analysed for static sea pressure C3 shall be chosen

% according to the curve for ?Fixed edges?.

%Fixed: A0=0.3;A1=0.5; A2=-0.2; A3=-0.08;A4= 0.0; A5= 0.0 for b/a>0.45

%Partial: A0=0.3;A1=0.3; A2=-0.15;A3= 0.0 ;A4=-0.004;A5= 0.0 for b/a>0.40

%Simple: A0=0.3;A1=0.58;A2= 0.04;A3=-0.06;A4=-0.07; A5=-0.04

A=[0.3,0.5 ,-0.2 ,-0.08, 0.0 , 0.0 ...

;0.3,0.3 ,-0.15, 0.0 ,-0.004, 0.0 ...

;0.3,0.58, 0.04,-0.06,-0.07 ,-0.04];

B=@(b_a) [1,(1-b_a).^1,(1-b_a).^2,(1-b_a).^3,(1-b_a).^4,(1-b_a).^5];

if b/a>0.45

C3=sum([A(2,:);A(2,:);A(1,:)].*[B(b/a);B(b/a); B(b/a)],2);

elseif b/a>0.40

C3=sum([A(2,:);A(2,:);A(1,:)].*[B(b/a);B(b/a); B(0.45)],2);

else

C3=sum([A(2,:);A(2,:);A(1,:)].*[B(0.40);B(0.40);B(0.45)],2);
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end

% Bending stress is defined by:

pl.sigma.sl =@(t) C3(1).*1000.*b.^2.*p(1)./t.^2;

pl.sigma.sl_pitch=@(t) C3(2).*1000.*b.^2.*p(2)./t.^2;

pl.sigma.sea =@(t) C3(3).*1000.*b.^2.*p(3)./t.^2;

Calculating minimum thicknesses and minimum fibre weight

Stress limit

sigma_max=[0.3;0.3;0.2]*prop.sigma;

% Deflection limit

delta_max=2;

% Using fsolve to find thicknesses that correspond to maximum stress

options = optimoptions(@fsolve,’Display’,’off’);

pl.t.sigma_sl =fsolve(...

@(t) pl.sigma.sl(t) -sigma_max(1),5,options);

pl.t.sigma_sl_pitch=fsolve(...

@(t) pl.sigma.sl_pitch(t)-sigma_max(2),5,options);

pl.t.sigma_sea =fsolve(...

@(t) pl.sigma.sea(t) -sigma_max(3),5,options);

% Using fsolve to find thicknesses that correspond to maximum deflection

pl.t.delta_sl =fsolve(@(t) pl.delta.sl(t) -delta_max,10,options);

pl.t.delta_sl_pitch=fsolve(@(t) pl.delta.sl_pitch(t)-delta_max,10,options);

pl.t.delta_sea =fsolve(@(t) pl.delta.sea(t) -delta_max,10,options);

% Converting fibre weight minimum requirement from weight to thickness

% Using rule of mixtures

pl.t.Wmin=pl.W.min/prop.rho_Fibre/(prop.Volume_fraction);

% Converting minimum thickness requirements from thicknes to fibre weight

% Using rule of mixtures

pl.W.sigma_sl =...

pl.t.sigma_sl *prop.Volume_fraction*prop.rho_Fibre;

pl.W.sigma_sl_pitch=...

pl.t.sigma_sl_pitch*prop.Volume_fraction*prop.rho_Fibre;

pl.W.sigma_sea =...

pl.t.sigma_sea *prop.Volume_fraction*prop.rho_Fibre;

pl.W.delta_sl =...

pl.t.delta_sl *prop.Volume_fraction*prop.rho_Fibre;

pl.W.delta_sl_pitch=...

pl.t.delta_sl_pitch*prop.Volume_fraction*prop.rho_Fibre;

pl.W.delta_sea =...
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pl.t.delta_sea *prop.Volume_fraction*prop.rho_Fibre;

% Defining required minimum thickness rounded up to closest 0.5mm

pl.t.req=ceil(max([pl.t.sigma_sl ,pl.t.sigma_sl_pitch...

,pl.t.sigma_sea ,pl.t.delta_sl...

,pl.t.delta_sl_pitch,pl.t.delta_sea...

,pl.t.Wmin]).*2)./2;

% Defining required minimum fibre weight rounded up to closest 50g/m^2

pl.W.req=ceil(max([pl.W.sigma_sl ,pl.W.sigma_sl_pitch...

,pl.W.sigma_sea ,pl.W.delta_sl...

,pl.W.delta_sl_pitch,pl.W.delta_sea...

,pl.W.min])./50).*50;

end
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B.5.9 Calculating scantlings of the foam core, carbon fibre face, sandwich
panel

Contents

• A. General

• B. Bending

function [Carbon_Sandwhich]=...

Scantlings_Sandwhich_Composite(Carbon_Sandwhich,L)

[Carbon_Sandwhich.pl]=plating(...

Carbon_Sandwhich.pl,Carbon_Sandwhich.pl.prop,L);

[Carbon_Sandwhich.ST]=Composite_stif_req(Carbon_Sandwhich.ST ...

,Carbon_Sandwhich.pl.prop.E_face/Carbon_Sandwhich.pl.prop.G_face);

[Carbon_Sandwhich.PL]=Composite_stif_req(Carbon_Sandwhich.PL ...

,Carbon_Sandwhich.pl.prop.E_face/Carbon_Sandwhich.pl.prop.G_face);

[Carbon_Sandwhich]=Scantlings_Composite(Carbon_Sandwhich);

end

function [pl]=plating(pl,prop,L)

% Design pressures

p=[max(pl.p.sl);...

max(pl.p.sl_pitch);...

max(pl.p.sea)];

B=@(x) [1,(x).^1,(x).^2,(x).^3,(x).^4,(x).^5];

A. General

Table A1 Minimum amount of reinforcement W0 and k taken for ”Hull bottom below deepest
WL or chine whichever is the higher”

W0=1600;

k=0.025;

% The thickness of single skin laminates fabricated from glass are in

% general not to be less than:

if L>20

pl.W.min=W0*(1+k*(L-20));

elseif L<=20

pl.W.min=W0;

end
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B. Bending

% the skin laminates are thin, i.e. d/t > 5.77.

a=max(pl.Span,pl.Spacing);

b=min(pl.Span,pl.Spacing);

% Normal stress

A1L=[1.07,0.15,0.4,0.2,-0.1,-0.18 ... % Fixed edges

;0.96,0.17,0.4,0.2,-0.1,-0.18]; % Partially fixed edges

C1L=sum([A1L(2,:);A1L(2,:);A1L(1,:)].*[ones(3,1)*B(1-b/a)],2);

A1S=[0.67,-0.1,0.8,0.3,-0.8,0.19 ...

;0.57,-0.1,0.8,0.3,-0.8,0.19];

C1S=sum([A1S(2,:);A1S(2,:);A1S(1,:)].*[ones(3,1)*B(b/a)],2);

C1=[C1L,C1S];

A2=[0.0 ,-0.1,0.71,0.16,-0.86, 0.32];

C2=sum(A2.*B(b/a));

A3=[0.23, 0.6, 0.2,0.4 ,-0.49,-0.18];

C3=sum(A3.*B(1-b/a));

CN=[C2+C3*prop.nu,C3+C2*prop.nu];

pl.sigma=@(t,d) max(160.*p.*b.^2.*max((ones(3,1)*CN).*C1,[],2))./(t.*d);

% Shear stress

A4=[0.65,0.5 ,-0.02,-0.13,-0.07,0.035];

C4=sum(A4.*B(1-b/a));

A5=[0.65,0.17,-0.07,-0.03, 0.01,0.0 ];

C5=sum(A5.*B(1-b/a));

CS=max(C4,C5);

pl.tau =@(d) max(0.52.*p.*CS.*b)./d;

% Local skin buckling

sigma_cr=0.5*(prop.E_face*prop.E_core*prop.G_core)^(1/3);

% Deflections
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A6=[4.2,12.5,-0.4, 0.0,-2.7,-0.4];

C6=sum(A6.*B(1-b/a));

A7=[7.5,11 ,-3 ,-5.5, 0.0, 2.5];

C7=sum(A7.*B(1-b/a));

A8=[0.2,0.008,0.06,0.39,-0.36,0.013 ...

;0.4,0.016,0.12,0.78,-0.72,0.026];

C8=sum([A8(2,:);A8(2,:);A8(1,:)].*[ones(3,1)*B(b/a)],2);

D2=@(t,d) prop.E_face.*t.*d.^2./(2.*(1-prop.nu.^2));

rho=@(t,d) pi^2.*D2(t,d)./(10^6*prop.G_core.*d.*b^2);

pl.w=@(t,d) max(10^6.*p.*b^4./D2(t,d).*(C6.*C8+rho(t,d).*C7));

options = optimoptions(@fmincon,’Algorithm’,’interior-point’);

[X]=...

fmincon(@(X) sum(X.*[prop.rho_face,prop.rho_core]),[1,50]... FUN and X0

,[-prop.Volume_fraction*prop.rho_face,0;0,0],[-pl.W.min,0]... A and B

,[],[]... Aeq and Beq

,[0,0],[50,500]... LB and UB

,@(X) nonlcon(X,pl,sigma_cr,prop,b)... NONLCON

,options);

pl.d.min=X(2);

pl.d.req=ceil(X(2)/5)*5;

pl.W.req=ceil(X(1)*prop.Volume_fraction*prop.rho_face/50)*50;

pl.t.req=X(1);

end

function [c,ceq]=nonlcon(X,pl,sigma_cr,prop,b)

ceq=0;

c(1)=5.77-X(2)/X(1);

c(2)=pl.sigma(X(1),X(2))...

-min(prop.sigma,sigma_cr)*0.3;

c(3)=pl.tau(X(2))-prop.tau_core*0.4;

c(4)=pl.w(X(1),X(2))/(b*1000)-0.02;

end
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B.5.10 Subroutine for calculating requirements to composite sti↵eners

Contents

• Calculating maximum bending moment according to Sec. 7, B200
• Calculating the e↵ective flange according to Sec. 7, B300
• Calculating stregnth requirements according to Sec. 7, B600

function [St]=Composite_stif_req(St,E_G)

% Caculating design pressure

p=[max(St.p.sl);...

max(St.p.sl_pitch);...

max(St.p.sea)].*1e3;

Calculating maximum bending moment according to Sec. 7, B200

M=max(p.*St.Spacing.*St.Span^2./[14;14;8]);

sigma_d=0.3*St.prop.sigma*1e6;

Calculating the e↵ective flange according to Sec. 7, B300

if E_G<=3.3

% B301: Effective flange according to figure 1

beff_b=[0.105,0.105,0.3,0.51,0.65,0.745,0.81,0.86,0.88,0.92, 0.96, 0.98];

l_b=[0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,13 ,20 ];

St.bef=St.Spacing.*interp1(l_b,beff_b,St.Span/St.Spacing,’linear’);

else

% B302: Effective flange according to B302

St.bef=St.Spacing./(1+3.3*E_G*(St.Spacing/(2*St.Span))^2);

end

Calculating stregnth requirements according to Sec. 7, B600

B601: Required section modulus

St.Z.req=M/sigma_d;

% Calculating shear force according to Sec. 4.9.5, Sandwhich Structures

Q=max(p.*St.Spacing*St.Span/2);

% B603: Shear area requirement

tau_d=0.25*St.prop.tau*1e6;

St.A.req=Q/tau_d;

% B605: Minimum bonding area

St.Bond.A=0.35*Q;

end
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B.5.11 Solver for weight optimising composite sti↵eners

Contents

• Calculating second moment of area of sti↵ener

function [Composite]=Scantlings_Composite(Composite)

% Everything calculated in SI-Units

options = optimoptions(@fmincon,’Algorithm’,’sqp’...

,’MaxFunEvals’,5e4,’MaxIter’,1e4 ...

,’TolX’,1e-12,’TolFun’,1e-12...

);%,’Display’,’off’);

%’trust-region-reflective’

%’active-set’

%’interior-point’

%’sqp’

% Initial guess for scantlings cm

X0=[ 5;... X(1), ST_t_l : Thickness of laminate

5;... X(2), ST_t_uni: Thickness of unidirectional layer

100;... X(3), ST_h_c : Height of core

50;... X(4), ST_b_c : Breath of core

10;... X(5), PL_t_l : Thickness of laminate

10;... X(6), PL_t_uni: Thickness of unidirectional layer

250;... X(7), PL_h_c : Height of core

100;... X(8), PL_b_c : Breath of core

[]]*1e-3;

% Linear boundary conditions, formulated as inequalities A*X<=B

A=[ zeros(1, 2),1,zeros(1,3),-1,0;...

... ST_h_c-PL_h_c <=0 , PL must be higher than ST

zeros(1, 2),-1,1,zeros(1,4);...

... ST_b_c-ST_h_c <=0 , ST, Core higher than top width

zeros(1, 6),-1,1;...

... PL_b_c-PL_h_c <=0 , PL, Core higher than top width

zeros(1, 2),1,-6,zeros(1,4);...

... ST_h_c-6*ST_b_c <=0 , ST, Core width less than 6*height

zeros(1, 6),1,-6;...

... PL_h_c-6*PL_b_c <=0 , PL, Core width less than 6*height

[]];

% -4,1,zeros(1, 6);...

% ... -4*ST_t_l+ST_t_uni<=0

% ... , ST, Unidirectional must not be more than 80% of top

% zeros(1, 4),-3,1,zeros(1, 2);...

% ... -3*PL_t_l+PL_t_uni<=0

% ... , PL, Unidirectional must not be more than 75% of top
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B=[zeros(size(A,1),1)];

% Linear boundary conditions, formulated as equalities Aeq*X=Beq

Aeq=[];

Beq=[];

% Lower boundary for values of X mm

LB=[ 0;... X(1), ST_t_l : Thickness of laminate

0;... X(2), ST_t_uni: Thickness of unidirectional layer

0;... X(3), ST_h_c : Height of core

0;... X(4), ST_b_c : Breath of core

0;... X(5), PL_t_l : Thickness of laminate

0;... X(6), PL_t_uni: Thickness of unidirectional layer

0;... X(7), PL_h_c : Height of core

0;... X(8), PL_b_c : Breath of core

[]]*1e-3;

LB([1;5])=1e-3.*[Composite.ST.prop.W0 ;Composite.PL.prop.W0]./...

[Composite.ST.prop.rho_face ;Composite.PL.prop.rho_face]./...

[Composite.ST.prop.Volume_fraction;Composite.PL.prop.Volume_fraction]

% Upper boundary for values of X cm

UB=[ 2;... X(1), ST_t_l : Thickness of laminate

2;... X(2), ST_t_uni: Thickness of unidirectional layer

20;... X(3), ST_h_c : Height of core

10;... X(4), ST_b_c : Breath of of core

3;... X(5), PL_t_l : Thickness of laminate

3;... X(6), PL_t_uni: Thickness of unidirectional layer

50;... X(7), PL_h_c : Height of core

30;... X(8), PL_b_c : Breath of core

[]]*1e-2;

% Finding minimum of constrained weight function

[X,~,Composite.prop.Stif_EXITFLAG...

,Composite.prop.Stif_OUTPUT]=fmincon(...

@(X) calc_Mass(X,Composite) ... Function to be optimised

,X0 ... X0

,A ... A

,B ... B

,Aeq ... Aeq

,Beq ... Beq

,LB ... LB

,UB ... UB

,@(X) nonlcon(X,Composite) ... Function for nonlinear constraints ()

,options);

Composite.ST.sc.t_l =X( 1)*1e3;

Composite.ST.sc.t_uni=X( 2)*1e3;

Composite.ST.sc.h_c =ceil(X( 3)*1e3/5)*5;
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Composite.ST.sc.b_c =ceil(X( 4)*1e3/5)*5;

Composite.PL.sc.t_l =X( 5)*1e3;

Composite.PL.sc.t_uni=X( 6)*1e3;

Composite.PL.sc.h_c =ceil(X( 7)*1e3/5)*5;

Composite.PL.sc.b_c =ceil(X( 8)*1e3/5)*5;

t_l_req_ST=Composite.ST.A.req/(2*Composite.ST.sc.h_c*1e-3);

b_bond_ST=0.35*Composite.ST.prop.tau*2*t_l_req_ST;

t_l_req_PL=Composite.PL.A.req/(2*Composite.PL.sc.h_c*1e-3);

b_bond_PL=0.35*Composite.PL.prop.tau*2*t_l_req_PL;

Composite.ST.sc.b_b =min(ceil(b_bond_ST*1e3/5)*5 ...

,(Composite.ST.Spacing*1e3-Composite.ST.sc.b_c));

Composite.PL.sc.b_b =min(ceil(b_bond_PL*1e3/5)*5 ...

,(Composite.PL.Spacing*1e3-Composite.PL.sc.b_c));

X_act=[Composite.ST.sc.t_l ...

;Composite.ST.sc.t_uni ...

;Composite.ST.sc.h_c ...

;Composite.ST.sc.b_c ...

;Composite.PL.sc.t_l ...

;Composite.PL.sc.t_uni ...

;Composite.PL.sc.h_c ...

;Composite.PL.sc.b_c]*1e-3;

[Composite.prop.Mass]=calc_Mass(X_act,Composite);

Composite.ST.A.act=2*X_act(1)*X_act(3);

Composite.PL.A.act=2*X_act(5)*X_act(7);

[Composite.ST.Z.act]=Section_modulus(X_act(1:4),Composite.ST ...

,Composite.pl.t.req*1e-3,Composite.pl.prop.E_face);

[Composite.PL.Z.act]=Section_modulus(X_act(5:8),Composite.PL ...

,Composite.pl.t.req*1e-3,Composite.pl.prop.E_face);

Composite.Const=[... A*X_act-B ;...

Composite.ST.A.req-Composite.ST.A.act ;...

Composite.ST.Z.req-Composite.ST.Z.act ;...

Composite.PL.A.req-Composite.PL.A.act ;...

Composite.PL.Z.req-Composite.PL.Z.act ;...

LB-X_act;X_act-UB];

if any(Composite.Const>1e-3)

warning(sprintf(’Constraints not satisfied, %s not valid.’...

,Composite.type));

end
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end

function [Mass]=calc_Mass(X,Composite)

t_l_req_ST=Composite.ST.A.req/(2*X(3));

b_bond_ST=0.35*Composite.ST.prop.tau*2*t_l_req_ST;

t_l_req_PL=Composite.PL.A.req/(2*X(7));

b_bond_PL=0.35*Composite.PL.prop.tau*2*t_l_req_PL;

% Calculating cross section area of laminate for secondary transversal

A_ST_laminate=(X(4)+b_bond_ST+2*X(3))*X(1);

% Calculating cross section area of laminate for primary longitudinal

A_PL_laminate=(X(8)+b_bond_PL+2*X(7))*X(5);

% Calculating cross section area of unidirectional fibres, ST

A_ST_uni=X(4)*X(2);

% Calculating cross section area of unidirectional fibres, PL

A_PL_uni=X(8)*X(6);

% Calculating cross section area of core for secondary transversal

A_ST_core=X(4)*X(3);

% Calculating cross section area of core for primary longitudinal

A_PL_core=X(8)*X(7);

if strcmp(Composite.type,’Single_Skin’)

W_plate=Composite.pl.t.req*Composite.pl.prop.rho_face*1e-3;

elseif strcmp(Composite.type,’Sandwhich’)

W_face=2*Composite.pl.t.req*Composite.pl.prop.rho_face*1e-3;

W_core=Composite.pl.d.req*Composite.pl.prop.rho_core*1e-3;

W_plate=W_face+W_core;

else

error(’Problem with composite type’);

end

if Composite.n_ST>0

W_ST=A_ST_laminate*Composite.ST.prop.rho_face ...

+A_ST_core *Composite.ST.prop.rho_core ...

+A_ST_uni *Composite.ST.prop.rho_uni;

else

W_ST=0;

end

if Composite.n_PL>0

W_PL=A_PL_laminate*Composite.PL.prop.rho_face ...

+A_PL_core *Composite.PL.prop.rho_core ...

+A_PL_uni *Composite.PL.prop.rho_uni;

else

W_PL=0;
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end

Mass=W_plate+W_ST*(1/Composite.ST.Spacing)+W_PL*(1/Composite.PL.Spacing);

end

function [c,ceq]=nonlcon(X,Composite)

% Bending

[Z_ST]=Section_modulus(X(1:4),Composite.ST ...

,Composite.pl.t.req*1e-3,Composite.pl.prop.E_face);

[Z_PL]=Section_modulus(X(5:8),Composite.PL ...

,Composite.pl.t.req*1e-3,Composite.pl.prop.E_face);

% Shear

As_ST=2*X(1)*X(3);

As_PL=2*X(5)*X(7);

% Nonlinear constraint expressed as an inequality ceq<=0

ceq=[Composite.ST.Z.req- Z_ST ;...

Composite.PL.Z.req- Z_PL ;...

Composite.ST.A.req-As_ST ;...

Composite.PL.A.req-As_PL ];

% Nonlinear constraint expressed as an equality c=0

c=0;

end

function [Z]=Section_modulus(X,St,t_pl,E_pl)

% X(1), t_l : Thickness of laminate

% X(2), t_uni: Thickness of unidirectional layer

% X(3), h_c : Height of core

% X(4), b_c : Breath of top of core

t_l_req=St.A.req/(2*X(3));

b_bond=min(0.35*St.prop.tau*2*t_l_req,St.Spacing-X(4));

Calculating second moment of area of sti↵ener

% Calculating cross section area of plate

A_plate=St.bef*t_pl*E_pl/St.prop.E_face;

yc_plate=t_pl/2;

% Calculating cross section area of bonding area
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A_bond=b_bond*X(1);

yc_bond=t_pl+X(1)/2;

% Calculating cross section area of flanges

A_flange=2*X(1)*X(3);

yc_flange=t_pl+X(3)/2;

% Calculating cross section area of unidirectional fibres

A_uni=X(4)*X(2)*St.prop.E_uni/St.prop.E_face;

yc_uni=t_pl+X(3)+X(2)/2;

% Calculating cross section area of top

A_top=X(4)*X(1);

yc_top=t_pl+X(3)+X(2)+X(1)/2;

% Calculating centre of area

yc=( A_plate *yc_plate ...

+A_bond *yc_bond ...

+A_flange *yc_flange ...

+A_uni *yc_uni ...

+A_top *yc_top) ...

/(A_plate+A_bond+A_flange+A_uni+A_top);

% Calculating second moment of area, using steiners theorem

Ixx=[A_plate *(t_pl^2/12+(yc-yc_plate )^2)+...

A_bond *(X(1)^2/12+(yc-yc_bond )^2)+...

A_flange *(X(3)^2/12+(yc-yc_flange)^2)+...

A_uni *(X(2)^2/12+(yc-yc_uni )^2)+...

A_top *(X(1)^2/12+(yc-yc_top )^2)];

% Calculating section mudulus

z=max(yc,t_pl+X(3)+X(2)+X(1)-yc);

Z=Ixx/z;

end
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B.5.12 Code for creating input file for CAD program Rhino, for metal
panels

Contents

• Draw plate
• Draw primary longitudinals
• Draw secondary transversals
• Draw secondary longitudinals
• Draw cutouts
• Function for printing box command

function Draw_metal_struckture(Metal)

SIZE(1)=(Metal.ST.Spacing+0.20)*1e3;

SIZE(2)=(Metal.PL.Spacing+0.20)*1e3;

File=fopen(sprintf(’Structural_%s.txt’,Metal.prop.Material),’w’);

Draw plate

BOX(-SIZE(1)/2,-SIZE(2)/2,0,SIZE(1)/2,SIZE(2)/2,Metal.pl.t.min,File);

Draw primary longitudinals

lim=floor((SIZE(2)/1e3/2-0.5*Metal.PL.Spacing)/Metal.PL.Spacing)+0.5;

yloc=[-lim:1:lim]*Metal.PL.Spacing*1e3;

for n=1:length(yloc);

BOX(-SIZE(1)/2,yloc(n)-Metal.PL.tw/2,Metal.pl.t.min ...

,SIZE(1)/2,yloc(n)+Metal.PL.tw/2,Metal.PL.hw ...

,File);

BOX(-SIZE(1)/2,yloc(n)-Metal.PL.bf/2,Metal.pl.t.min+Metal.PL.hw ...

,SIZE(1)/2,yloc(n)+Metal.PL.bf/2,Metal.PL.tf ...

,File);

end

Draw secondary transversals

lim=floor((SIZE(1)/1e3/2-0.5*Metal.ST.Spacing)/Metal.ST.Spacing)+0.5;

xloc=[-lim:1:lim]*Metal.ST.Spacing*1e3;

for n=1:length(xloc);

BOX(xloc(n)-Metal.ST.tw/2,-SIZE(2)/2,Metal.pl.t.min ...

,xloc(n)+Metal.ST.tw/2,yloc(1)-Metal.PL.tw/2,Metal.ST.hw ...

,File);

for m=1:length(yloc)-1;

BOX(xloc(n)-Metal.ST.tw/2,yloc(m)+Metal.PL.tw/2,Metal.pl.t.min ...

,xloc(n)+Metal.ST.tw/2,yloc(m+1)-Metal.PL.tw/2,Metal.ST.hw ...

,File);

end
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BOX(xloc(n)-Metal.ST.tw/2,yloc(end)+Metal.PL.tw/2,Metal.pl.t.min ...

,xloc(n)+Metal.ST.tw/2,SIZE(2)/2,Metal.ST.hw ...

,File);

end

Draw secondary longitudinals

lim=floor((SIZE(2)/1e3/2-0.5*Metal.SL.Spacing)/Metal.SL.Spacing)+0.5;

ylocS=[-lim:1:lim]*Metal.SL.Spacing*1e3;

for n=1:length(yloc)

ylocS=ylocS(ylocS~=yloc(n));

end

for n=1:length(ylocS);

BOX(-SIZE(1)/2,ylocS(n)-Metal.SL.tw/2,Metal.pl.t.min ...

,SIZE(1)/2,ylocS(n)+Metal.SL.tw/2,Metal.SL.hw ...

,File);

end

Draw cutouts

fprintf(File,...

’_Polyline\n%d,%d,%d\n%d,%d,%d\n%d,%d,%d\n%d,%d,%d\n_Enter\n\n’,...

SIZE(1)/2,ylocS(1)-5,Metal.pl.t.min+Metal.SL.hw-Metal.SL.tw/2,...

SIZE(1)/2,ylocS(1)-5,Metal.pl.t.min,...

SIZE(1)/2,ylocS(1)+5,Metal.pl.t.min,...

SIZE(1)/2,ylocS(1)+5,Metal.pl.t.min+Metal.SL.hw-Metal.SL.tw/2);

fprintf(File,’_Enter\n\n’);

fprintf(File,...

’_Arc _StartPoint\n%d,%d,%d\n%d,%d,%d\n_Direction\n%d,%d,%d\n\n’,...

SIZE(1)/2 ,ylocS(1)-5 ,Metal.pl.t.min+Metal.SL.hw-Metal.SL.tw/2,...

SIZE(1)/2 ,ylocS(1)+5 ,Metal.pl.t.min+Metal.SL.hw-Metal.SL.tw/2,...

SIZE(1)/2 ,ylocS(1)-5 ,1e6);

fprintf(File,’_Enter\n\n’);

fprintf(File,’_Selcrv\n’);

fprintf(File,’_Join\n’);

fprintf(File,’_Enter\n\n’);

fprintf(File,’_Copy\n’);

for n=1:length(ylocS)

fprintf(File,’%d,%d,%d\n’,0,ylocS(n),0);

end

fprintf(File,’_Enter\n\n’);

fprintf(File,’_Selcrv\n’);

fprintf(File,’_Group\n\n’);
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fclose(File);

end

Function for printing box command

function BOX(x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,File)

fprintf(File,’_box\n%g,%g,%g\n%g,%g\n%g\n\n’,x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2);

end
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B.5.13 Code for creating input file for CAD program Rhino, for composite
panels

function Draw_composite_struckture(Composite)

SIZE(1)=min((Composite.ST.Spacing+0.30)*1e3,870);

SIZE(2)=(Composite.PL.Spacing+0.40)*1e3;

File=fopen(sprintf(’Structural_%s.txt’,Composite.type),’w’);

%Draw plate

if strcmp(Composite.type,’Single_Skin’)

BOX(-SIZE(1)/2,-SIZE(2)/2,0,SIZE(1)/2,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,Composite.pl.t.req,File);

z_plate=Composite.pl.t.req;

elseif strcmp(Composite.type,’Sandwhich’)

BOX(-SIZE(1)/2,-SIZE(2)/2,0 ...

,SIZE(1)/2, SIZE(2)/2,Composite.pl.t.req ...

,File);

BOX(-SIZE(1)/2,-SIZE(2)/2,Composite.pl.t.req ...

,SIZE(1)/2, SIZE(2)/2,Composite.pl.d.req ...

,File);

BOX(-SIZE(1)/2,-SIZE(2)/2,Composite.pl.t.req+Composite.pl.d.req ...

,SIZE(1)/2 ,SIZE(2)/2,Composite.pl.t.req ...

,File);

z_plate=2*Composite.pl.t.req+Composite.pl.d.req;

end

%Draw primary longitudinals

lim=floor((SIZE(2)/1e3/2-0.5*Composite.PL.Spacing)...

/Composite.PL.Spacing)+0.5;

yloc=[-lim:1:lim]*Composite.PL.Spacing*1e3;

for n=1:length(yloc);

BOX(-SIZE(1)/2,yloc(n)-Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2,z_plate ...

,SIZE(1)/2,yloc(n)+Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2,Composite.PL.sc.h_c ...

,File);

if Composite.PL.sc.t_uni>=0.2

BOX(-SIZE(1)/2,yloc(n)-Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2,...

z_plate+Composite.PL.sc.h_c ...

,SIZE(1)/2,yloc(n)+Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2,Composite.PL.sc.t_uni ...

,File);

end

p=[SIZE(1)/2 ...

,max((yloc(n)-Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2 ...

-Composite.PL.sc.b_b/2),-SIZE(2)/2) ...

,z_plate];
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p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,max((yloc(n)-Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2 ...

-Composite.PL.sc.b_b/2),-SIZE(2)/2) ...

,z_plate+Composite.PL.sc.t_l];

p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,yloc(n)-Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2-Composite.PL.sc.t_l ...

,z_plate+Composite.PL.sc.t_l];

p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,yloc(n)-Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2-Composite.PL.sc.t_l ...

,(z_plate+Composite.PL.sc.h_c ...

+Composite.PL.sc.t_uni+Composite.PL.sc.t_l)];

p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,yloc(n)+Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2+Composite.PL.sc.t_l ...

,(z_plate+Composite.PL.sc.h_c ...

+Composite.PL.sc.t_uni+Composite.PL.sc.t_l)];

p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,yloc(n)+Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2+Composite.PL.sc.t_l ...

,z_plate+Composite.PL.sc.t_l];

p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,min((yloc(n)+Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2 ...

+Composite.PL.sc.b_b/2),+SIZE(2)/2) ...

,z_plate+Composite.PL.sc.t_l];

p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,min((yloc(n)+Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2 ...

+Composite.PL.sc.b_b/2),+SIZE(2)/2) ...

,z_plate];

p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,yloc(n)+Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2 ...

,z_plate];

p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,yloc(n)+Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2 ...

,z_plate+Composite.PL.sc.h_c+Composite.PL.sc.t_uni];

p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,yloc(n)-Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2 ...

,z_plate+Composite.PL.sc.h_c+Composite.PL.sc.t_uni];

p=[p,SIZE(1)/2 ...

,yloc(n)-Composite.PL.sc.b_c/2 ...

,z_plate];

% Remember to check if "persistent close" i on in "polyline"

fprintf(File,’\n_Polyline\n’);

fprintf(File,’%d,%d,%d\n’,p);

fprintf(File,’_Enter\n’);

fprintf(File,’_selcrv\n’);

fprintf(File,’_planarsrf\n\n’);
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fprintf(File,’_selcrv\n’);

fprintf(File,’_delete\n\n’);

fprintf(File,’_selsrf\n’);

fprintf(File,’_extrudesrf\n%d\n\n’,-SIZE(1));

fprintf(File,’_selsrf\n’);

fprintf(File,’_delete\n\n’);

end

%Draw secondary transversals

lim=floor((SIZE(1)/1e3/2-0.5*Composite.ST.Spacing) ...

/Composite.ST.Spacing)+0.5;

xloc=[-lim:1:lim]*Composite.ST.Spacing*1e3;

for n=1:length(xloc);

BOX( xloc(n)-Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2,-SIZE(2)/2,z_plate ...

,xloc(n)+Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2, SIZE(2)/2,Composite.ST.sc.h_c ...

,File);

if Composite.ST.sc.t_uni>=0.2

BOX( xloc(n)-Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2, ...

-SIZE(2)/2,z_plate+Composite.ST.sc.h_c ...

,xloc(n)+Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2, ...

SIZE(2)/2,Composite.ST.sc.t_uni ...

,File);

end

p=[ max((xloc(n)-Composite.ST.sc.b_c ...

/2-Composite.ST.sc.b_b/2),-SIZE(1)/2) ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,z_plate];

p=[p,max((xloc(n)-Composite.ST.sc.b_c ...

/2-Composite.ST.sc.b_b/2),-SIZE(1)/2) ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,z_plate+Composite.ST.sc.t_l];

p=[p,xloc(n)-Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2-Composite.ST.sc.t_l ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,z_plate+Composite.ST.sc.t_l];

p=[p,xloc(n)-Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2-Composite.ST.sc.t_l ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,(z_plate+Composite.ST.sc.h_c ...

+Composite.ST.sc.t_uni+Composite.ST.sc.t_l)];

p=[p,(xloc(n)+Composite.ST.sc.b_c ...

/2+Composite.ST.sc.t_l) ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,(z_plate+Composite.ST.sc.h_c ...

+Composite.ST.sc.t_uni+Composite.ST.sc.t_l)];

p=[p,xloc(n)+Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2+Composite.ST.sc.t_l ...
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,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,z_plate+Composite.ST.sc.t_l];

p=[p,min((xloc(n)+Composite.ST.sc.b_c ...

/2+Composite.ST.sc.b_b/2),+SIZE(1)/2) ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,z_plate+Composite.ST.sc.t_l];

p=[p,min((xloc(n)+Composite.ST.sc.b_c ...

/2+Composite.ST.sc.b_b/2),+SIZE(1)/2) ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,z_plate];

p=[p,xloc(n)+Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2 ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,z_plate];

p=[p,xloc(n)+Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2 ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,z_plate+Composite.ST.sc.h_c+Composite.ST.sc.t_uni];

p=[p,xloc(n)-Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2 ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,z_plate+Composite.ST.sc.h_c+Composite.ST.sc.t_uni];

p=[p,xloc(n)-Composite.ST.sc.b_c/2 ...

,SIZE(2)/2 ...

,z_plate];

% Remember to check if "persistent close" i on in "polyline"

fprintf(File,’\n_Polyline\n’);

fprintf(File,’%d,%d,%d\n’,p);

fprintf(File,’_Enter\n’);

fprintf(File,’_selcrv\n’);

fprintf(File,’_planarsrf\n\n’);

fprintf(File,’_selcrv\n’);

fprintf(File,’_delete\n\n’);

fprintf(File,’_selsrf\n’);

fprintf(File,’_extrudesrf\n%d\n\n’,-SIZE(2));

fprintf(File,’_selsrf\n’);

fprintf(File,’_delete\n\n’);

end

fclose(File);

end

function BOX(x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2,File)

fprintf(File,’_box\n%g,%g,%g\n%g,%g\n%g\n\n’,x1,y1,z1,x2,y2,z2);

end
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%box

%x1,y1,z1

%x2,y2

%z2
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B.5.14 Code for defining material properties of glass fibre reinforced
polyester, single skin, panels

function [Glass_SS]=Glass_SS_properties(Glass_SS)

% Core materials

% Divinycell H Sandwich Core Material

% Average properties for the nominal density and minimum values within the

% brackets for the minimum density. All values are measured at +23?C.

Core.rho=...

[ 48, 60, 80, 100, 130, 160, 200, 250];

Core.sigma_compression=...

[0.55, 0.8, 1.2, 1.7, 2.6, 3.4, 4.5, 5.8];

Core.E_compression=...

[ 40, 60, 85, 125, 175, 230, 310, 400];

Core.sigma_tensile_perpendicular=...

[ 1.2, 1.6, 2.2, 3.1, 4.2, 5.4, 7.0, 8.8];

Core.sigma_tensile_parallel=...

[ 1.1, 1.4, 2.0, 2.4, 3.0, 3.9, 4.8, 6.4];

Core.tau_shear=...

[ 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0, 2.6, 3.3, 4.5];

Core.G_shear=...

[ 18, 22, 31, 40, 55, 73, 90, 108];

Core.shear_strain=...

[0.10,0.13,0.20,0.24,0.29,0.30,0.30,0.30];

% Calculating data for Glass fibre reinforced polyster plate

Glass_SS.pl.prop.Volume_fraction=0.35; %Volume fraction

Glass_SS.pl.prop.nu=0.3; %

Glass_SS.pl.prop.E_face =12*1e3; ...%MPa

Glass_SS.pl.prop.G_face =...

Glass_SS.pl.prop.E_face/(2*(1+Glass_SS.pl.prop.nu)); ...%MPa

Glass_SS.pl.prop.sigma =215; ...%MPa

Glass_SS.pl.prop.tau =...

Glass_SS.pl.prop.sigma/(2*(1+Glass_SS.pl.prop.nu)); ...%MPa

Glass_SS.pl.prop.rho_face =1600; ...%MPa

Glass_SS.ST.prop=Glass_SS.pl.prop;

Glass_SS.ST.prop.rho_core=Core.rho(1);%Kg/m^3

Glass_SS.ST.prop.rho_uni=Glass_SS.ST.prop.rho_face;%Kg/m^3

Glass_SS.ST.prop.E_uni=Glass_SS.ST.prop.E_face;

Glass_SS.ST.prop.rho_Fibre=2580;

Glass_SS.ST.prop.W0=750;

Glass_SS.ST.prop.Volume_fraction=Glass_SS.pl.prop.Volume_fraction;

Glass_SS.PL.prop=Glass_SS.ST.prop;
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Glass_SS.pl.prop.rho_Fibre=2580;
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B.5.15 Code for creating input file for the foam core, carbon fibre face,
sandwhich panels

Contents

• Data provided by Br?drene AA
• Data for the plate
• Data for sti↵eners

function [Carbon]=Carbon_Sandwhich_properties(Carbon,type_core)

Data provided by Br?drene AA

% Bi-axial carbon fibre product 0/90

% Resin: DION 9500-501 Vinylester resin

Carbon_00_90.sigma_tensile =877;

Carbon_00_90.E_tensile =63*1e3;

Carbon_00_90.sigma_compression=334;

Carbon_00_90.E_compression =67*1e3;

Carbon_00_90.Volume_fraction =0.60;

% Bi-axial carbon fibre product +45/-45

% Resin: DION 9500-501 Vinylester resin

Carbon_45_45.sigma_tensile =813;

Carbon_45_45.E_tensile =64*1e3;

Carbon_45_45.sigma_compression=403;

Carbon_45_45.E_compression =58*1e3;

Carbon_45_45.Volume_fraction =0.60;

% Core materials

% Divinycell H Sandwich Core Material

% Average properties for the nominal density and minimum values within the

% brackets for the minimum density. All values are measured at +23?C.

Core.rho=...

[ 48, 60, 80, 100, 130, 160, 200, 250];

Core.sigma_compression=...

[0.55, 0.8, 1.2, 1.7, 2.6, 3.4, 4.5, 5.8];

Core.E_compression=...

[ 40, 60, 85, 125, 175, 230, 310, 400];

Core.sigma_tensile_perpendicular=...

[ 1.2, 1.6, 2.2, 3.1, 4.2, 5.4, 7.0, 8.8];

Core.sigma_tensile_parallel=...

[ 1.1, 1.4, 2.0, 2.4, 3.0, 3.9, 4.8, 6.4];

Core.tau_shear=...

[ 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0, 2.6, 3.3, 4.5];

Core.G_shear=...

[ 18, 22, 31, 40, 55, 73, 90, 108];

Core.shear_strain=...
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[0.10,0.13,0.20,0.24,0.29,0.30,0.30,0.30];

Data for the plate

Carbon.pl.prop.Volume_fraction =...

mean([Carbon_00_90.Volume_fraction,Carbon_45_45.Volume_fraction]);

Carbon.pl.prop.E_face =...

mean([Carbon_00_90.E_tensile,Carbon_45_45.E_tensile]);

Carbon.pl.prop.sigma =...

mean([Carbon_00_90.sigma_tensile,Carbon_45_45.sigma_tensile]);

Carbon.pl.prop.E_core =...

Core.E_compression(type_core);

Carbon.pl.prop.G_core =...

Core.G_shear(type_core);

Carbon.pl.prop.tau_core =...

Core.tau_shear(type_core);

Carbon.pl.prop.rho_core =...

Core.rho(type_core);

Carbon.pl.prop.rho_fibre=1760;

Carbon.pl.prop.nu=0.3;

Carbon.pl.prop.G_face=Carbon.pl.prop.E_face/(2*(1+Carbon.pl.prop.nu));

Carbon.pl.prop.rho_face=1600;

Data for sti↵eners

Carbon.ST.prop.E_face =...

Carbon_45_45.E_tensile;

Carbon.ST.prop.sigma =...

Carbon_45_45.sigma_tensile;

Carbon.ST.prop.E_uni =...

Carbon_00_90.E_tensile*2;%double to account for only unidirectional

Carbon.ST.prop.tau =...

Carbon.ST.prop.sigma/(2*(1+Carbon.pl.prop.nu));

Carbon.ST.prop.G_face =...

Carbon.ST.prop.E_face/(2*(1+Carbon.pl.prop.nu));

Carbon.ST.prop.rho_face=Carbon.pl.prop.rho_face;

Carbon.ST.prop.rho_uni =Carbon.pl.prop.rho_face;

Carbon.ST.prop.E_core =...

Core.E_compression(1);

Carbon.ST.prop.G_core =...

Core.G_shear(1);

Carbon.ST.prop.rho_core =...

Core.rho(1);
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Carbon.ST.prop.rho_fibre=1760;

Carbon.ST.prop.W0=500;

Carbon.ST.prop.Volume_fraction=Carbon.pl.prop.Volume_fraction;

Carbon.PL.prop=Carbon.ST.prop;
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